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INSTITUTIONAL GREETINGS
by FULVIO FREZZA
Vice-president of the City Council of Naples

it is with a real pleasure that i am going to give a contribution downstream of the “Contest: Citizens of the 
unesco site - third edition, itineraries between nature and culture “.
the combination, desired by the Contest organizers: “relationship between nature and culture”, seems to me 

to be particularly appropriate and stimulating. in effect, it testifies that, with the passage of time, we are increa-
singly aware that culture, in its broadest meaning, implies, not only, the commitment of a few in relation to the 
many to whom it proposes to pass on values and testimonies that go through the centuries ..., but also that, in 
its broad meaning (“holistic”), it ensures a “lasting and convinced defense” even of nature itself.
A quick look at the works of the different schools, located in different territories of the metropolitan area, shows 
the sensitivity with which students are going to deal with one of the most complex contemporary issues, no 
longer postponable: the relationship between culture, mainly the occidental one, and the conservation of the 
natural heritage.
Works testify that the desensitization of contemporary man towards nature and the historical heritage, that only 
nature is able to preserve, finds its roots in the indifference and superficiality of behavior.
the short-sighted selfishness of post-industrial man leads him to forget that every historical/natural heritage 
belongs to the of whole of humanity, so it must be defended and safeguarded. the “natural territory” has no 
borders, it is undivided property of all. the real cultural gain for the whole of humanity does not pass only throu-
gh the sharing of scientific discoveries, but implies a new global “attitude” towards nature, that is its protection.
Analyzing the students’ works and reading their explicit references, it is particularly pleasing to verify that they 
are the result of sound spontaneity, so that in the future we can certainly hope for a new sensitivity to the eco-
logical issue. therefore it will no longer remain an empty reference of agreements between states, always divi-
ded, but it will be the foundation of a new culture that has broadened its horizons towards the enhancement of 
nature.
Finally, i would like to add my voice to the thanks, already expressed by others, to all the participants who, for 
various reasons, have made a fruitful effort to improve the work of the Permanent Observatory of the historic 
centre of Naples, a uNesCO site.
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InStItutIonal greetIngS
by umberto De gregorIo
President of Ente Autonomo Volturno s.r.l.

the ente Autonomo Volturno, with its means, has given its small contribution to the project to allow scho-

ols, from different institutes, to come into contact with sites rich in art and culture. it was not difficult to 

join this initiative, because we are aware that facilitating the path that leads to art and history also me-

ans facilitating the system of “participatory protection” of our assets, which is also an antidote against violence 

and ignorance.

We are surrounded by beauties that are unique in the world and by intense colours whose tones, sometimes, 

take on sadly grey hues. We live in a thousand critical situations - sometimes as creators, but more often as vi-

ctims - yet, we are immersed in culture and are the result of very advanced civilizations. For this reason, we must 

overcome negative stereotypes, overcome indifference, appreciate beauty and enjoy it, aware of the privilege of 

having them so close to us.

Obviously, however, it is not enough to place oneself correctly in relation to art, beauty and culture.

institutions must allow our young people to see a possible horizon toward life in these places that today have 

extraordinary beauties, enormous potential, but sterile economies. the hope is that we can create a virtuous 

circle in which models are positive and attractive to the younger generations. the hope is that useful paths will 

be created to lead to a normal life, obtaining in this land what is needed to live, so that moving away from it be-

comes a choice and not an obligation.
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PREFACE
by elena coccIa
Metropolitan Councillor delegated to the Network of UNESCO Sites

i am particularly pleased to introduce and present the works that schools, of every types and levels, of the terri-

tory of the Metropolitan City of Naples, have developed in the context of the third edition of the Contest dedica-

ted to “Citizens of the uNesCO site” for the school year 2017-2018. 

We may include it as a good practice, not only, with respect to the general approach to the educational path, as a 

real initiative of participation and active involvement of young metropolitan citizens to discover the beauties and 

peculiarities of the territories, but, above all, to what are the issues identified by schools. these are a valuable 

opportunity for the education of the younger generations towards the variety and plurality of our unique cultural 

heritage. 

this approach, to which a large number of schools have responded with participation and enthusiasm, stisfies 

one of the fundamental priorities highlighted by uNesCO: the “care” of the territory, the protection and commu-

nication of heritage assets; the younger generations have to be educated to the values of cultural heritage, in 

all their expressions, material and immaterial, of physical places and cultural assets, of poetry, music, traditions, 

rites and legends.

the issue is more and more important today, exactly when uNesCO is proposing to interpret the theme of “rege-

neration” of heritage, intended as sustainable development and construction of a culture of peace; regeneration 

means integration and peaceful coexistence between peoples and cultures, it identifies interculturalism as one 

of the priority criteria for the development of open, inclusive, fully democratic societies.

Maybe it is worth remembering, among other things, that the european Parliament has dedicated to the euro-

pean Year of Cultural Heritage 2018,  the theme of interculturalism: that is to say, constructive relationship with 

the territory, relations and meetings between near and far territories, positive comparison between them and 

enriching relationship between and with the diversities.

With this year’s edition, students have thus had the opportunity to test themselves on the theme “Nature and 

Culture” and have developed their works, in a very creative and original way. they have developed some real “iti-

neraries between Culture and Nature”,  investigated the cultural beauties and landscape values of their territory; 

they have described the fruitful and regenerating relationship between “culture” and “nature” and the way it 

“settles” in their context of life, of study and relationships, in their panorama of values, in their imagination and 
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desires; they have interpreted, often in an original and amazing way, the relationship between the past and the 

present, the memory and the landscape, often developing routes that can become further opportunities for pro-

motion and regeneration of the territory.

i would like to highlight that this effort is completely coherent with the  istitutional approach that, as Metropoli-

tan City of Naples in particular, we try to target. 

the approval of a recent, important, framework- resolution for the cultural heritage enhancement of the metro-

politan city, approved by the Council in July 2018, tells us,for the first time, about the “care” and “use” of the ter-

ritory. it shows us a new perspective of  promotion and valorisation of our cultural resources, through itineraries, 

exploring the peculiarities of  92 municipalities in the metropolitan area, aiming to make culture and landscape 

opportunities for social promotion, economic and occupational development, for our future.

it is certainly only the first step, which will be followed by others , but in the meantime it is a road that opens and 

involves the younger generations, precisely under the banner of “nature” and “culture”; it looks at the future, and 

aims to educate the attentive, prepared and aware citizens of tomorrow.
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INTRODUCTION
by elena PaglIuca anD gabrIele DI naPolI
Secretariat of the Permanent Observatory of the Historic Centre of Naples - UNESCO site

Also this year, in May, it was held the final day of the ConCorso (Contest) Citizens of the uNesCO site, 

at the Maschio Angioino in Naples. it was a success for the number of participants, attested by the 

growing involvement of schools and by the richness of contents. Contents had been developed by 

young students who unveiled places and values in the uNesCO areas of the Metropolitan City, through their 

eyes and curiosity. to participate in the third ConCorso edition, sponsored since 2015 by the uNesCO Obser-

vatory of the City of Naples(1), we asked students to imagine an itiNeRARY between NAtuRe and CultuRe 

to lead them to explore their own context of life, through the sedimentary forms of nature, in the physical, 

social, cultural, symbolic dimensions and, above all, through their desire for freely usable green spaces. 

Due to the strongly urbanized context, we let teachers to be free about the conceptual interpretation of na-

ture; they had to choose among the most wild expressions,such as the woods, the volcano or  the sea..., or 

among the most domesticated expressions such as parks, gardens and historical places..., it has been asked 

to teachers an in-depth studies on the perception about how much nature is integrated into the cultural-mo-

numental heritage, about the role it plays in the historical-stratified city and, therefore, about its importance 

upon the ecosystem/ecological functions in daily life, in relation to the food culture and markets as well.

We also verified that the educational mission is common to various institutions and, in the pursuit of these 

aims, it is possible to overcome the separations between different institutions and between these ones and 

citizens, to find complementary partnerships, respecting the different skills, to ensure a future to memory and 

perspectives to the new generations. to this path towards a good governance, the ConCorso offers a small 

treasure of descriptions, stories and images that can represent the strong competence settled in the teaching 

staff and schools of the uNesCO Neapolitan areas to which corresponds to a well-established methodology. 

the latter one is fully expressed in guiding the enthusiasm of students to the discovery of the territory and to 

the realization of cultural communication means, directed to the exchange among peers and to the experi-

mentation, also in key of sustainable tourism.
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1. see the establishing resolution by the Observatory at the following link http://www.comune.napoli.it/flex/cm/pages/serveBlOB.php/l/it/iDPagina/24103
2. the competition is open to all schools in the Municipalities of the Metropolitan City of Naples by virtue of Memorandum of understanding no. 123 of 26/06/2015.
3. Council of europe Framework Convention on the Value of Cultural Heritage for society, signed by italy in strasbourg on  February 27th 2013
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munIcIPalIty oF
naPolI

Institutional greetings by NINo DaNIele
Councillor for Culture of the Municipality of Naples

last May, i had the opportunity to welcome to the sala dei Baroni, in Castel Nuovo, the students of our 

schools who participated in the contest organized by the Permanent Observatory of the historic center 

of Naples - uNesCO site: an initiative that, now it is  in its third edition; it involved twenty-six schools in 

Naples and in the Metropolitan City confirming itself as an important event for its civil and educational value.

A value that seems to me to refer not only to the aspect of knowledge and education, but that directly calls into 

question the students as “citizens”. they have a great responsibility: to care for and guard a precious heritage 

that is the main wealth of our territory but that is also that of all humanity. educating to responsibility is an ex-

traordinary and wonderful commitment and a happy hope for the future.

But in this sense, perhaps, these writings teach us another truth: that we ourselves, the adults, have to learn 

from our children, that we ourselves have,a great treasure in our schools, among our young people and their te-

achers; it is  a treasure of enthusiasm, culture, sensitivity that calls us, the  adults, to the great responsibility not 

to neglect it, not to discourage it, not to dissipate it.

Hence it is even more important and admirable the work of our permanent Observatory of the historic center of 

Naples - uNesCO site, which i thank for his commitment, along with the children and their teachers.
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nature... In art 
A neighborhood like you’ve never seen

the Decumans of the sea...
to the district mercato Pendino 

the Decuman of the sea is the tourist route that, entering from Porta Nolana, cros-
ses, from east to west, the industrious city of goldsmith and textile crafts, of com-
merce  and  popular  markets. it  is  a  part  of  the  extende historical  center  of  
Naples and, with  it, shares the many alleys and narrow streets, a maze of al-
leys that characterize the neapolitan netting, cheered by the sound and the ine-
briating  smell  of the  sea.  Mercato  Pendino  is  one  of  the  districts  of  Naples 
among  the  richest  of  historical  buildings  and,  in  particular,  of suggestive  re-
ligious  complexes:  the  Church  of  sant’ eligio Maggiore,  the first  gothic  Chur-
ch  of  Naples;  the  Basilica  of santa  Maria  del  Carmine  Maggiore,  whose  ba-
roque  gold shines the  city; the  Church  of  santa  Croce  and  Purgatorio,whose 
structure culminates  in a precious dome with green,yellow and blue  majolica 
bands; the Church of san Giovanni a Mare with its famous bust of Donna Ma-
rianna called “A ‘ cap ‘ e napule”(the head of Naples). At the center of these fantastic 
monuments, alters and immense, stands Piazza Mercato fulcrum of the most in-
triguing and important events that have marked the history of Naples... 

31° I.c. “Paolo borSellIno” - vIa enrIco coSenz, 47 - naPolI - www.31borSellIno-IStruzIone.It

Tommaso Aniello D’Amalfi was 
born in Naples on June 29 1620 
Iin Vico Rotto al Mercato of Fran-
cesco D’Amalfi and Antonia (cal-
led Antonietta) Gargani. We saw 
him portrayed 
or  drawn in 
many ways, but 
no one really 
knows how was 
his true figure 
and his true face 
He worked as 
fishmonger but he possessed a 
great intelligence, even if he had 
a very poor culture; he was hum-
ble in spirit and in his clothes. He 
was always barefoot, with his 
red cap, shirt and linen breeches. 
He  wandered in Piazza Merca-
to where  he  exercised  his  activi-
ty  that  was taught and handed 
down by his father, a fishmonger 
too. 

masaniello 
Famous
fishmonger 
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nature... In art 
Un Quartiere come non si è mai visto

the carmine Sea ... by MAtilDe seRAO

to the past, to the ancient past belongs the Carmine sea which is. 
the ancient porta di mare (sea port ), not far from the beach,that leads to 
the square, Piazza del Carmine (Carmine square). in the historically famous 
square, stands the brown bell tower with the Basilica del Carmine (Basilica 
of Carmine)... the Carmine sea is quite dangerous: during a summer storm 
it took away a small bathhouse; in a winter storm it flooded  Villa del Po-
polo. something solemn or majestic blows on that sea. the Carmine sea 
was the ancient port of Parthenope where the Phoenician, the Greek and 
the Roman galleys landed, it was the spectator of the saddest historical  
events as the most beautifult popular festivals. it is a historical and gloomy 
sea. in the square that it touched , the fate of the Neapolitan people was 
decided millions of times. His melancholic waves had to murmur for a long 
time: Corradino, Corradino ... His stormy waves had to roar for a long time: 
Masaniello, Masaniello ...

31° i.C. “PAOlO BORselliNO” - NAPOli

the church
of S. giovanni a mare
the church of san giovanni a mare, 
sita in the port zone of naples 
between the market area and the 
organic village, is an important te-
stimony of the period normanno 
in the city. the denomination has 
origin from the devotion for the 
baptist, holy that jesus   battezzò 
in the giordan river. at the end of 
the foundation the building was 
through the sea. many witnesses 
refer that, own the view of the sea, 
diede life to a rite, repeated every 
year in the night of st john on 23th 
june, which provided a collective 
baptism in the marine waters.
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vIlla Del PoPolo... the mISSIng vIlla 
Few people   know  that  between  end of 17th century  and  beginning  of 
18th,  in Naples  there  was  the  Great  Villa  of  the  people,  in  opposition 
to  today’s  Villa  Comunale, called Villa  Reale (Royal Villa). it was  located 
in the current Via Nuova Marina, right where currently there  are the con-
tainers of the port, at the height of Piazza Mercato and Piazza Masaniel-
lo. the Villa, which welcomed inside the famous Fontana del Gigante, (now lo-
cated at the  corner of Via Partenope) suffered  a  fast  decline  due  to  the 
increasing  port  activities that  required  more  and  more spaces.  inaugura-
ted in 1876, after only a few decades it disappeared completely. 

vIlla Del PoPolo... vIa marIna 
it was Charles iii, aware of the potential of the eastern part of Naples, 
to want Via Marina as a coastal road to connect the area of the Reggia 
of Portici with the city. the road, which was to represent an alternati-
ve to the intricate alleys, was built between 1740 and 1749. 

the FamouS PIne oF naPleS 
the  pine  of  Posillipo  was  the  most  famous tree in the world, the 
most photographed and portrayed in the paintings of illustrious arti-
sts, who accompanied the memories of travel of those who travelled 
to Naples. the tree was located near the church of st. Anthony in Po-
sillipo  near Via Orazio. Referring to the  works  of  the  Posillipo scho-
ol, we can reconstruct the life of the pine that remained on that hill for 
129 years. in some works the pine does not appear and from this par-
ticular  we  can  trace  the  age  of  the  pine  which,according  to the  hi-
storians, goes  back  to 1700s-1800s. in  1984, after a disease, it 
was knocked down and replaced by another tree.

31° i.C. “PAOlO BORselliNO” - NAPOli
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the blue of the sea blended with the millions of colors of 
the flowers of the coast of Posillipo, the smoke of Vesu-
vius that seemed to be lost in a blue sky like a sapphire, 
inspired  many painters and artists who made Naples 
the preferred subject of their art. Coming to Naples the-
re was no need to use fantasy to create fantastic wor-
lds, with  landscapes and  breath-taking views that  ac-
companied  their  paintings  because  the  fantasy  could 
not  create  anything  more  beautiful  than  it  alrea-
dy  existed  in reality. thus   the  school  of  Posillipo was 
born, which  brought together  in  Naples  the  most  im-
portant  painters  of  the 1800s.  However the  fa-
ther  of  the  Neapolitan  landscapes was  not  a neapoli-
tan, but a Dutchman, named Antonie sminck Van Pitlo. 
His encounter with Naples was fortuit, one day looking at 
a picture of the Gulf of Naples fell  in  love with the co-
lors and the enchanting landscape, which he defined  “a 
painting of God”. Moving to Naples with some canva-
ses, family money and a lots of hopes, he decided to 
settle on Chiaja Beach, which became one of his favou-
rite  places.  He  had  many  difficulties  with  the langua-
ge so much that people could not understand a word 
of what  he  said  and  distorted the  name.  so the Nea-
polanians renamed him “Mr. Pitloo”. even the same of-
ficials  of the  ancient  Bourbon capital had many diffi-
culties in  writing  his  name  so  when  he  was  invited 
to become a professor of the Accademia delle Belle Arti 
(Academy of Fine Arts), Pitlo decided to napoletanilize 
in everything: he began to sign himself Antonio Pitloo, 
both on documents either on his works. in 1810 he 
founded a school of painting in which were formed the 

most important Neapolitan  landscape  painters,inclu-
ding  Giacinto  Gigante  and teodoro  Duclère.  Pitlo was 
also the father of the “en plein air” painting which beca-
me famous in France, twenty years later, with the impres-
sionists. His name is remembered today in the district of 
Vomero  thanks to a street that was named after him.

the lanDScaPe oF naPleS In art

School of Posillipo

antonIo PItloo Mergellina

gIacInto gIgante Veduta di Napoli da Posillipo

31° i.C. “PAOlO BORselliNO” - NAPOli
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Naples,  immediately  enters  the  soul,  the  thought  skirts  its en-
chanting landscape  and,  like  a  painting,  the  gaze  can  only 
dwell on the majestic Gulf and on  the changing and unpredictable fa-
cets of its sea. the sea has been a source of survival for the fisher-
men of the Neapolitan people for centuries, often  kept alive with 
their boats and their nets this sea of a thousand faces, calm but so-
metimes frightening;   sad  and  also  mysterious  and  especially ro-
mantic,  with  the  wonderful  colors of  its  sunsets  or  its full moon 
nights,  attracted  the  attention  of neapolitan  poets  and  musician 
(and not only) who, enchanted by its charm, produced masterpieces, 
along the centuries, appreciated from all over the world. salvatore Di 
Giacomo with “Oj marenà”(the mariner), eduardo De Filippowith” ’O 
mare” (the sea), Raffaele Viviani with “Mare ‘ and Margellina” sea 
and Mergellina),just  to  cite  some  poems. then  the  songs:  Muro-
lo  and  tagliaferri  with “Piscatore ‘  (Fisherman) and Posillipo”,  Ca-
lifano and Falvo with “’ or mare ‘e Margellina” (the sea of Mergel-
lina),  Octavian  and  Gambardella  with “ ‘o Marenariello” (the little 
Mariner) and many others. We, pupils of the  ii C classe of the se-
condary  school of   i  grade,  as  part of  this  project,  we  have  cho-
sen  to know  better ‘O Marenariello‘, and the deepening has 
led us to  the  discovery  some  particular  and  interesting  reali-
ties of the Neapolitan cultural and musical tradition as the practi-
ce  of  the  “catchy  whistler”,  author  who,  having no  basis  of mu-
sical studies,  invented  melodies whistling  and then  proposing 
them  to those who,  instead, couldt ranscribe the music well, ho-
ping  for  a  future  success. Another  particular  aspect  of  musi-
cal culture was chacacterized by the use of the pianino (a plucked 
instrument)  for  the  diffusion  of  music  in  the  neighborhoods  of 
the city of Naples. Drawn by arm or by a horse, the Pianino also re-
presented a source of income for the animal owners through the sale 
of the Copielle, that were the lyrics of the songs.

naPleS anD the culture oF the Sea

31° i.C. “PAOlO BORselliNO” - NAPOli
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twInnIng: uS, cItIzenS oF the uneSco
SIte-ItInerary “nature anD culture””
Students of IC Paolo Borsellino School of Naples meet those of IC Della Corte of Pompeii School

Naples has a landscape
of a thousand colours from his

volcano comes out a smoke
with the inscription love 

the sea, the sun,
the cheerfulness make Naples 

an author’s picture

sCHOOl PRiNCiPAl

ProF. antonIo Saccone

stuDeNts OF tHe PRiMARY
AND seCONDARY sCHOOl

teACHeRs:
ProF.SSa carmela crIStIano

ProF.SSa m. roSarIa eSPoSIto
ProF.SSa grazIa Saccarola

ProF.SSa marIa roSarIa toSo
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Fire, earth, water, air have always been venerated 
and feared by man. Powerful and strong elements 
constitute the essence of matter but, at the same 
time, they create and destroy. Fire is the purifying 
and vivifying element, it contains within itself the 
principle of life, which springs from its energy. ear-
th, solid and lush, symbolizes the mother who wel-
comes life and feeds it in her womb. Water is born 
from the source and then becomes a torrent,  a river, 

until it reaches the sea, overcoming the obstacles 
that it encounters along its tortuous path, arriving 
to penetrate the bowels of the earth. Aria is the vital 
energy we breathe, without which there would be 
no life. in the ancient world these essences of na-
ture were considered energy and strength of Gods 
and they  used to subject them to particular sym-
bols and to personify them in mythological creatu-
res, belonging to a supernatural world.

aIr, water, 
earth anD FIre
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it dominates the Gulf of Naples. it is a   dor-
mant volcano afterover three hundred ye-
ars  of  continuous activity; the last erup-
tion dates back to 1944. the most famous 
eruption is that of 79 d.C., after which Pom-
peii  was  destroyed  and Herculaneum 
was completely buried. Vesuvius is conside-
red one of  the  most dangerous volcanoes 
in the world, even for the presence of more 
than half a million people, attracted by the 
fertility of the  soil  and  the mildness 
of  the  climate, living  in the countries cal-
led Vesuvian, built precisely at  the  foot  of 
the  volcano. since  ancient times even 
the  Phlegraean  fields  are known for their 
lively volcanic activity. they constitute a lar-
ge area located in the Gulf of Pozzuoli, whi-
ch includes the neighbouring lands  from 
Naples,  Cuma  and Miseno, including 
the islands of ischia, Procida and Vivara. the 
activity, even begun towards the end of the 
tertiary  era, still continues  with  the  emis-
sion of hot and boiling rivers, very high tem-
perature sludges, very conspicuous pheno-
mena  in  the  solfatara; suggestive  is  also 
the  lake  of  Averno, so called because the 
Ancients believed that it constituted the en-
trance to the Kingdom of the dead.For this 
reason,  myth  and  cult  related to  the  un-
derworld and  magical phenomena were 
identified with the Phlegraean Fields. 
it  is  said that  here  the  Giants  were  de-
feated  by  the  Gods  in  anattempt  to 
climb Olympus. 

Fire: veSuvIuS
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Campania, called Felix by Pliny the el-
der, was named this way for the gre-
at  natural  fertility of this area, which 
is also a volcanic area, for the climate 
particularly suitable for any type of 
cultivation and breeding, in particu-
lar  that  of  buffalo, but also for the be-
auty of the reliefs, of  the coast, of the 
ancient towns.  Just  think  that  the Ro-
man patricians had many villas scat-
tered along the Phlegraean coast. 
the richness  and  the variety of agri-
cultural activities and products had 
their origins during the Roman  times, 
lived  a  golden period during the Bour-
bon kingdom and are still  the  heart 
of a solid economy.  in  the  Middle Age 
the name of Campania Felix disappea-
red to give place to that of land of wor, 
that  is today the  area which includes 
Capua and the neighbouring municipa-
lities. Cuma  was,  not  only  the  first  co-
lony of Magna Graecia on the mainland, 
but was also  one  of  the  richest  and 
most well-established small city, and a 
seat of the sisyla predictions as well. 
the Antro is a trapezoidal gallery of over 
130  meters long  and  5 metres  high, 
dug  entirely  in  tuff.  in the interior the-
re are branches exploited as cisterns in 
the Roman age and as burial in the Pa-
leochristian age. 

earth: camPanIa FelIX
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the sea  and the evocative beauty of 
the Neapolitan coast and its Gulf re-
present the  essence  of  our beautiful 
region. Despite the high pollution rate 
of recent times, there are still places of 
the  city  and  province, such  as  the  co-
ast  of  Posillipo, the Phlegraean coast, 
the sorrentine peninsula, which main-
tain intact their landscape splendor and 
the clarity of their waters. One of the 
most beautiful and unspoiled places is 
the Gaiola beach, which is a protected 
marine area of the coastal landscape 
of Posillipo. On the Phlegraean coast 
dominates the Castle of Baia, famous 
Aragonese fortress.   even the sea that 
bathes the sorrentine Peninsula is po-
orly polluted, in fact it has been given 
the Blue flag to many beach properties. 

water: the Sea
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You can breathe the joy and the vitality 
in the streets of Naples. Alleys and al-
leyways swarm with people running, ke-
eping in the streets, in squares; the air 
of Naples is made of perfumes, sounds, 
colors; in Naples creativity is so great 
that some sellers have had the brilliant 
idea to offer tourists boxes or jars con-
taining the air of Naples to take as a 
souvenir. 

air: joy anD vItalIty

i.C. “D’AOstA - sCuRA” - NAPOli
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notebookS oF art:
From the Gentle Hill to the Park of Capodimonte
and “REAL CAROLINA FACTORY”:
Poems in Pictures for distracted travellers

the guiding IDea: Inspirations and Suggestions: 
We  decided  to  walk  on  the  road,  all  together,on  several  occa-
sions, even separately, crossing the area of the Gentle Hill that inclu-
des the Park of Capodimonte, with our school, the former Real Fac-
tory  of  Capodimonte  and  further down  the  neighborhoods of 
sanità, of Vergini and of Miracoli overlooking to each other.  the gui-
ding  idea of our work was a kind  of research of lost emotions 
who knows where, but alsoof literary memories; in short we  mo-
ved on the traces of a great past scattered so close to our school, to 
the wood and to the Palace, places at that time, inhabited and sha-
red by the high nobility and by the people of the great european capi-
tal, and today, by all of us. We found charm and splendor everywhe-
re. During the long walks that led us from the school to the vast 
northen area of regal walls of  Naples,  each of us was struck by 
an architectural or by a decorative detail, but also by the character 
of the people; someone has been influenced by completely hidden 
elements, or by too hasty and distracted wayfarers, losing oursel-
ves in the colours, in the forms and in the sounds that guard an im-
portant part in our emotions.

We were fascinated by the reflections of 
the philosopher JAMES Hillman, who lau-
nched the Ethical  research of man 
on  beauty. He affirmed that “the  sou-
lof the World” perceives the need of har-
mony,  balance and communion with the 
landscape, noting the disastrous con-
sequences that the  environmental de-
vastation generated for  the  public life, 
for the communities and  for the cities.In 
class we  started a lively debate conclu-
ding  that:  If  “Beauty  will save theWor-
ld”  (Dostoevsky) it is our duty to save 
the beauty! The  idea evokes the europe-
an  literature  of  journey   of “Grand Tour”   
of which the main figures were writers, 
passionate artists, and intellectuals, thru-
sters of the mythicization of the “places of 
soul” and the classicism. Along the chosen 
itinerary,in an  original  way, we attemp-
ted to read into    the spiritual essence of 
it, through thoughts,  drawings and words; 
we tried to capture the emotional atten-
tion of our fellow citizens, sometimes “di-
stracted wayfarers.”
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Drawing and then painting ,with watercolor and with 

quick strokes, the impressions of our path, it meant to 

take possession of them forever, but also to give them 

back to those who do not have time to stop or to think. 

the aim was to donate those impressions to those who  

lost themselves and, above all, lost the taste of beauty. 

through  the  neighborhoods  of  Capodimonte,  of  sa-

nità, of Vergini we tried to catch with our astonished 

eyes, out of the clichés, the thousand souls of our city 

and of its people: its great elegance, its decadence, its 

strength, its fragility and finally its uniqueness. We wan-

ted to express the desire to capture some of that be-

auty and make it our own and finally make it discove-

red by those who could no longer grasp its value. 

We realised  that  walking  throughout particular  pla-
ces, can make us rediscover the essence of our  iden-
tity. too  often  we seek  elsewhere, in distant pla-
ces, our equilibrium, which is in us, but not always we 
succeed in recognizing it. We invite you to enter the spa-
ces and the places of our notebook, enjoying the visual 
narrative, step by step, with the same joy of mind that 
allowed us to remain as suspended but always in ba-
lance between light and shadows, between opposing 
feelings that invaded us at the same time. 

i.i.s.s. “GiOVANNi CAselli” - NAPOli
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the watercolor painting, with the freshness of the 
“en plein air” method, allowed us to quickly descri-
be, through light and quick touches , the places we 
visited. its expressive immediacy made us prefer this 
technique to others. We filled up our notebook, a pre-
cious companion of our walking ,with quick sketches 
or paintings made at a later time, thanks to the me-
diation of the pictures taken during the journey. We 
accompanied them with leaves of the forest, flowers 
and memories collected along the way. the verses 
and words that accompany the drawings are lite-
rary suggestions identified for each place letting the 
thoughts flow.

We  invite  you  to  enter  the  spaces and  places  of  our 
notebook enjoying the visual narrative step by 
step with thesame joy of mind that allowed us to re-
main  as  suspendedbut  always  in balance between 
lights and shadows then between all the opposite fe-
elings that at the same time they invaded us. throu-
gh the neighborhoods of Capodimonte, of the health, 
of the virgins we have tried to seize with our astoni-
shed eyes, and out of the clichés, the thousand souls 
of our city and  its people: its great elegance, the de-
cadence, the strength and the fragility and finally uni-
queness. We wanted to express the desire to capture a 
little of that beauty and make it our own to finally find 
out to those who could no longer grasp its value. 

the artIStIc methoD: 

i.i.s.s. “GiOVANNi CAselli” - NAPOli
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the  neighbourhoods  of  Miracoli,  of Vergini  and  finally the  distri-
ct of sanità, have always been very popular places,animatedby the 
crowd, flooded various humanity and above all rich in history.  the di-
stric sanità represents the most true soul of the city that still remains 
everywhere you look: ancient and baroque palaces, sometimes 
crumbling, mindful of ancient splendors and glories, sometimes co-
exist with abusive constructions. Historical signs are flanked by ugly 
neon lightsands and near them, we can see the remains of the vo-
tive niches, fruit of the fervent and popular Neapolitan devotion. so 
everything is contrasting: the sacred and the profane, the past and 
the present, the elegance and the sloppiness meet and alternate each 
other in the large open-air market of the Vergini. the toponym of “sa-
nità” (health) finds its origin in the popular belief that that valley was 
a prodigious area for the healthiness of the air and the presence of 

the past,  rich  in  stratifications, is flan-
ked today by valid contemporary artistic 
interventions such as the  murals  of the 
Argentine artist  Francisco Bosoletti, “re-
sis-ti-AMO”, that of Zilda in the sanfelice Pa-
lace,  and  the installations  of  the  collective 
Cracking Art who make appear, unexpecte-
dly, gigantic stylized animals (frogs, fish, 
snails) in plastic materials (Project Regene-
ration sanità district). then there is the be-
autiful sculpture  of  the  Neapolitan  artist 
Paolo la Motta dedicated  to  the  sevente-
en-year-old  Genny Cesarano,  innocent  vi-
ctim of the Camorra in 2015. 

the hIStorIcal anD artIStIc Path: 

very ancient burial places of the Hellenistic and Paleochristian era , 
such as the famous Fontanelle Cemetery. therefore the district, built 
at the end of the sixteenth century to accommodate noble families 
and wealthy bourgeois of the city, maintains,over the centuries, an 
extraordinary relationship between man and death.

i.i.s.s. “GiOVANNi CAselli” - NAPOli
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Few, however, imagine that even other paths, unpu-
blished and little known, could be discovered after a 
careful study among those streets; these are ideal 
and literary paths in which we can reconstruct that cli-
mate and that environment between the glimpse of 
the nineteenth century and the first Fifty years of the 
twentieth century. it has been seen an intersection 
of literature,music and theatre who gave place, from 
time to time, to written works  and lyricals extremely 
crude and realistic, in their sad  contents and forms  
as often happens in the Neapolitan culture. We talk 
about a literary production in prose and verses in the 
Neapolitan dialect such as that of the poet Ferdinando 
Russo who lived in Via Cagnazzi 48, and the prose pro-
duction of the writer not yet completely revalued by 
literary criticism, Francesco Mastriani, who after many 
housing wanderings in the sanità district, died at the 
“Penninata san Gennaro dei Poveri”. After all, on Fe-
bruary 15th 1898, the beloved “prince of laughter” 
Antonio de Curtis was born in the center of the sanità 
district.

To conclude the literary journey, although having to 
stop from a temporal point of view, it can not be for-
gotten that at number 2 of Via del Pero there is still the 
last residence of the great poet Giacomo Leopardi. To 
his stay in Naples we have dedicated one of our little 
stories: “Naples, 13th June 1835. My most beautiful 
meeting”

the lIterary Path: 

sCHOOl PRiNCiPAl
ProF. valter luca De bartolomeIS

PuPils OF ClAsses 3lA-A AND
3lA-B OF ARt sCHOOl

teACHeRs:
ProF.SSa SteFanIa anDrIa

ProF.SSa marIa tereSa IervolIno

i.i.s.s. “GiOVANNi CAselli” - NAPOli
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Interview with Mr. Paolo Giuseppe
inhabitant in vico Paradisiello
(Paradisiello Alley) (by siMONe esPOsitO) 

SImone: Good Morning Mr. Giuseppe, nice to meet you. 
mr. gIuSePPe: Good morning, nice to meet you. 
SImone: so Mr. GiusePPe, can youtell us about this 
spectacular alley in Naples? 
mr. gIuSePPe: Of course! Alley Paradisiello starts from the 
Via Veterinaria and climbs towards the hill of Capodimonte.
it consists of about 150 steps! But it is a dead end an, only 
through a private property, you can reach the ascent of Mo-
iariello that leads, in fact, to Capodimonte. 
SImone: Golly! Why is it called this way?
mr. gIuSePPe: the name Paradisiello is due to the pre-
sence of many crosses in the alley, due to the Via Cru-
cis path, which,  together  with  the  Church of santa 
Maria degli Angeli alle Croci (saint Mary of  the  An-
gels at the crosses), motivated this denomination. 
SImone: Could you tell us the story of this place? 
mr.  gIuSePPe:  in  ancient  times  it  was  an  agricul-
tural  place and,  only  later,  it  became  the  residen-
ce of aristocratic Neapolitan families. in the alley there 
are  still  ancient palaces with  coats  of  arms: Villa tor-
re, Villa Florio, Villa Pisani, Villa Carcaterra. 
SImone: What if i ask you some anecdote related to 
these antiquities? 
mr.  gIuSePPe:  i  will  answer  you that,  some pala-
ces,  still  retain  a  popular denomination  as: “’O Palaz-
zodo Core e Gesù” (the palace heart of Jesus), “O ‘ Pa-
lazzo do Furno” (the palace of the oven). the first was so 

the “ParaDISIello” 
(ParaDISe) on earth

Discovering the terracings
and the urban green areas.
A heritage of culture,
cultivations, knowledge
and flavours

The desire of nature and the
discovery of the  “Paradisiello”. 
During the researches pupils
discovered in their neighbourhood,
a reality  unknown to them , that
is the Paradise (Paradisiello). 
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to  deepen  the  knowledge  of  this  place,  which  is  a  real  green 
lung for the city, it is useful to remember where it is. At the Bota-
nical Garden, from Via Foria,  starts a long ascent: this is Via Mi-

chele  tenore.  Centuries  ago,  it  was 
strewn with wooden crosses becau-
se,  on  Good  Friday,  it  served  as the 
Via Crucis at the behest of the Fran-
ciscan friars, whose convent was hi-
gher. At  the  end  of  the  Via tenore, 
you can find the baroque complex 
of st. Mary of the Angels at the cros-
ses, a splendid church wanted by the 
Franciscan and built in 1581. Via te-
nore was not  what it looks like now at 
all, full of traffic  and smog; it was in-
stead  a wonderful street  to  walk. 
the  Church  of  st.  Mary  of  the  An-
gels, although of Baroque style, is 
simple and essential because the 
Franciscan friars wanted to repre-

sent the simplicity of the life they had chosen. in Via tenore 
there was  also the  cemetery of the  friars  from which  origina-
tes the name “paradise”: that is the paradise above the Purga-
tory  (the cemetery), the space  between  the  earth and the 
Heaven, between man and God. Continuing  on  Via  Veterina-
ria (headquarters of the university), on the left there is the en-
trance  to  the  Paradisiello alley,  on the  right  the  Botanical 
Garden. Going on there is sant’eframo, the place where are lo-
cated our school and the Franciscan Convent, which now hou-
ses only a few and devoted friars.

where are we?  named after a votive niche stand with a pictu-
re of Jesus as a place of worship, the second one 
because in it  there  was an  oven  where fami-
lies cooked bread.
SImone:  What about  people  who  live  the-
re? What memories do you keep of them? 
mr. gIuSePPe: in the memory of the people, abo-
ve all the inhabitants of Vico Paradisiello Paesiello 
Alley), there are two female figures of the years the 
50s: Donna sofia, who sold ears of wheat and che-
stnuts and Donna  Nannina  who sold  the  fre-
shly milked milk in the barns on the Paradisiello.
SImone: But is it true that there are also news 
stories related to the Paradisiello? 
mr. gIuSePPe: One is certainly the murder of a 
friar by a woman, the other the collapse of a palace 
that caused a dead We’re talking about the ye-
ars the 40s”.
SImone: Finally, do you 
have any curiosity to tell us?
mr. gIuSePPe: You must 
know that, at the begin-
ning, the paradisiello was 
not a staircase but an 
uphill road. it could enter 
it a small car like the to-
polino. 
SImone: thank you for 
what you told us. We di-
scovered a place we did 
not know, even living in it.
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And here we are,in the heart of the place that is the object of our 
interest. Already at the entrance of Vico Pardisiello(Paradisiel-
lo Alley), we  are impressed  by  something  very  different  from 
the streets we usually meet walking around the city. Paradisiel-
lo, in fact, is a long and narrow ascent, inaccessible to cars because 
it consists of a dense leading up staircase. From here comes a se-
cond hypothesis about the name attributed to this place: the 

Ascent to Paradise, where there is no smog and no traffic. Para-
disiello is silent and invites to meditation. At the high of the al-
ley, the architect stefania salvetti welcomes us, opening the ga-
tes  of  the  heart  of this  place:  the  magnificent  gardens. Along 
the Paradidiello alley are scattered many private gardens. the 
ones we visit with Dr. salvetti are the pinnacle of wonder, a 
real paradise, in total greenery where  man,  without modern 
means or harmful products, grows plants, fruit trees, orchards 
in winter  and gardens in summer.  the  rhythms  of  nature  are 
respected,  explains Dr. salvetti,  there  are  no  crops “out  of se-
ason”, everything seems untouched apart from the hand 
of the man who cultivates, harvests and, sows at the right mo-
ment,respecting nature. Animals also live in a “heavenly” state. A 
magnificent rooster seems to greet us gladly and the hens bro-
od in extreme tranquillity. We continue the ascent to the sky.

ParaDISIello 

And in the midst of our walk, we stop to me-
ditate on a song (Cantata) of a shepherdess 
from Val d’Aosta who, to the love of a man, 
preferred that of the green land in which she 
lived. 
Bonjour, ma belle rose de prinptemps
le fleurs ils s’arretent dans le vent pour voir 
tous le coleurs de ton chant pour sentir le 
parfum des cheveux pour manger ton amour 
comme un bon bon. Pour jouir dans la danse 
d’un cotillon de cette amaible demi-saison.
Hello, my beautiful spring rose the flowers 
stop in the wind to see all the colours of your 
song to feel the scent of the hair to eat your 
love like a sweet. To enjoy the dance of a co-
tillon of this lovable middle season.

i.C. “NiCOliNi - Di GiACOMO” - NAPOli
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thanks to  the  terracings of Paradisiello we discovered that 
the united Nations drafted a document in which they invited 
all Nations to protect the terracings as a fundamental system 
for the preservation of the landscape and the fight against 
desertification and  degradation  of  soils. the rural terracings, 
widespread in hilly and mountainous areas, are an excellent 
measure to preserve the  integrity of the territories from hy-
dro-geological risks. in addition, they allow the cultivation of the 
surfaces, made such by the construction of hedges or drysto-
ne walls. italy, due to its orographic structure, is among the coun-
tries in the world to have the largest number of terraced sites. 
Yet  these  are  not  enough to secure  all  the  most  exposedare-
as  from landslides  and  rockfalls, with serious consequences 
for  the  agricultural and  landscape  heritage,even  with tragic 
implications for people, things and animals. We have  estima-
ted in the Peninsula (islands included) the presence of several 
tens of thousands of kilometers of drywall and about one mil-
lion hectares of surfaces made cultivable with terracings. We 
have discovered that the ancient use of terracing is still pre-
sent and unesco has declared it a World Heritage site.

terracIngS, lanDScaPe to Save

i.C. “NiCOliNi - Di GiACOMO” - NAPOli
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A few meters from Via Foria eternally congested, a few meters 
from buildings and streets we discover a different reality. We all 
have the impression of not being in the city, there are trees, crops, 
animals, but especially colours and perfumes. We find some fru-
its or vegetables as they are born and grow, we see them already 
packed in the supermarket and we have no vague idea how they 
get on our tables. We discover the technique of terracing and 
new realities: the urban agriculture. We realize how our way of 
living is marked by unnatural rhythms to which we are accusto-
med, but when we get in touch with other realities, then we un-
derstand how  far we are from the small joys that nature could 
give us. For some of us it is a game, for others a need and a desi-
re, but here are the simple words to describe our desire for green, 
open and healthy spaces, in short for nature. 

It DoeSn’t Seem to be In town 

aleSSIo mottola:  i  wish  all  the  abandoned 
places in the city become green Meadows 

Serena  valentIno: the  green  is  the  co-
lor of the world and its beauty is unique 

luna  luany: i  would  like  more  green  spa-
ces to feel free 

vIncenzo  ImProta:  i  have  an  intense  desi-
re to play outdoor  without becoming an excep-
tional  but normal fact

gennaro  De  SISto: Nature  gave  us  the  be-
auty,  i  wish  i could  overlook  and  from  the  bal-
cony can observe it everyday 

luca bottIglIerI: i wish there were more par-
ks in our city 

elISa  guIDa: When  i’m  surrounded  by  gree-
nery, i feel reborn “
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“Be the change you want to see in the world” (Gandhi)

my home, my neIghborhooD, my cIty 
in our small, starting from the desire of nature of the guys, we tri-
ed to  teach them to deal with the subject in a simple way, starting 
from their house and then moving  to  their neighbourhoods  whe-
re  they  discovered  an unknown  reality.  We  invite  you  to  fol-
low  our  path. to  approach the children  to  the  topic  of  ecology, 
we thought to start from the study of the house, the environment 
closer and better known to them, reasoning on how it is administe-
red, to bring them closer to the elementary concepts of economics. 
We pushed them to think about the relationship between ecology and 
economy, considering the contradictions between the laws of natu-
re and the laws of the current economic system. From the study of 
their own house they gradually went on to study their own neigh-
bourhood and their city as an environmental system. the work was 
articulated in three parts. 

Part I: my houSe 
Considerations - Considering  the  functioning  of  the  house,  children 
realized  that,  each  component,  according  to  its own needs, consu-
mes  resources or products that  are transformed into waste to be  re-
moved from the house. these procedures require energy, which degra-
des in the form of heat, dispering from the house to the environment. 
like its own house, many others on the earth use mainly fossil fuels whi-
ch, having formed in thousands of years, are exhaustible. the life of the 
house, therefore, has substantial contradictions with the laws of nature.
IntroDuctIon:
After analyzing their living environment, students Were asked to analy-
ze the environment of their neighborhood and then the green areas in 
their neighbourhoods and in the city.

the workIng methoD  the path “nature and culture” proposed by the 
municipality of the city of naples, is among 
the  most motivating for who passively learns 
negative news about the future of the pla-
net; often it is not considered that we could 
contribute  to  the salvation of our only home, 
“the earth”, with a small daily gesture. we adul-
ts are not leaving a happy and easy world to the 
future generations and of it they have no guilt;
therefore  it  is our  duty  to  help  them  under-
stand they have the future in their hands. together 
we must learn that we are all closely bounded 
and that our own good can only be achieved to-
gether with the others. School has an impor-
tant  role  to play inraising awareness, so we 
believe that the proposed topic had an ethi-
cal and educational value able to teach justice,-
solidarity, prudence and non-violence. 

we aSkeD StuDentS 
A) the meaning of ecology. explained the etymo-

logical meaning, highlighting that ecologists 
study the environment in a scientific way, stu-
dents start their studies,as the environmenta-
lists do, from a particular environment: their 
own home. 

B) to draw their own house, trying to be precise. 
C) to describe who are the residentsof their own 

home. 
D) to make a  list   of  each  resident  needs,speci-

fying the common needs (eating, sleeping etc.) 
and the particular ones (playing, studying etc) 

e) to make a list of what you need to satisfy all 
necessities 

F) to identify which  energy  sources  allow the 
transformations occurring in the house 

G) “What’s the end of the things that come 
into the house? What  is the end of the ener-
gy that comes into the house? “
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Part II: the green areaS
oF my neIghbourhooD anD In the cIty
Considerations - After learning that trees are indispensable for 
the balance of the biosphere since they absorb the excess of car-
bon dioxide and release the necessary oxygen, essential for the 
atmosphere, with regret, students are aware of the serious lack 
of green areas in the neighbourhood, except the monumental 
Botanical Garden and the gardens of Piazza Carlo iii. the situa-
tion is worsening in Naples, where the inhabitants have very litt-
le public green usable. With the help of their grandparents, stu-
dents found that, in the years 60s, the building speculation has 
reduced a lot of many green areas. introduction-Analyzed the 
ecological function of green and nature, students bring out the 
desire of nature and warn the lack of greenery.  

Part III: lIvIng outDoorS 
Considerations-Discussion  and  reflection  encourage studen-
ts to realise that the only time they can live in the open air is du-
ring their holidays,  at  the  sea  or  in  the  mountains,  while  the 
rest of the year is spent between the walls of the house, of the 
school, of a swimming pool, of a gym or in the streets. the de-
sire  to  have  an open space  for  playing is great; a space whe-
re they can meet people, as well as   their grandparents could 
do when they were children  for  whom  it  was  normal  to  play 
and stay outdoors. 

“Where there was grass now there is a city and that house in 
the middle of the green now, where will it be?!? I do not know, I 
do not know why they keep building houses and do not leave the 
grass and if it goes on like it knows how it will be done, how will 
you do who knows...“.

the workIng methoD  we aSkeD StuDentS 
A) to make a list of the green areas of their nei-
ghborhood and their city 
B) “What woods, forests are for… and What are 
the consequences of the lack of green“
C) to  interview  grandparents  about the situa-
tion of the green in the neighborhood and in 
Naples today and yesterday 

we aSkeD StuDentS 
A) When and how do they live outdoors? 
B) Would you like to have near home a green 
space to play or spend your free time? 

We  conclude  with  the  words  of  a  song  by 
adriano celentano, cited by a grandfather 
to explain that the violence on nature was 
already perceived some years ago, but that 
unfortunately nothing  has  been  done,  on 
the contrary towards our land  that conti-
nues to be defaced. 
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19° I.c.  “ruSSo - montale” - vIco S. margherIta a FonSeca 10, naPolI
www.comPrenSIvoruSSomontale.gov

DeScrIPtIon oF the Project 
the contest citizens of the uNesCO site has repre-
sented the opportunity  for  our  students  to  reflect 
on the  close relationship, existing in our city, betwe-
en nature and culture. Focusing on the peculiari-
ties of our places, we  imagined to  be  able  to propo-
se, to tourists who come and visit our territory, three 
different tourist  itineraries  that  were  able to  enhan-
ce the wild and the tame nature together. the scho-
ol experience has aimed to develop the sense of be-
longing to the territory and to the city identity. it has 
involved   the pupils  of  the  nine  classes  of  the  Com-
prehensive institute that participated in the project. initial-
ly, the guys have identified the most significant stages 
of the tourist  itineraries, engaging  in drawing, colou-
ring  or painting  them,  in  order to catch the peculiar 
aspects to exalt. subsequently, groups of classes carri-
ed out researches to expound upon the historical con-
tents related to the main stages of the three itineraries. 
the last phase of the work was to motivate  pupils to 
carry out projects of posters, brochures or advertising 
posters  which,  using  at  best  the  logic  of  communi-
cation, in order to promote  the  three  Neapolitan  iti-
neraries in  an attractive  way for  the  tourists-visi-
tors of our city.  

FIre route, Sea route 
anD urban green route 
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the first itinerary is that so-called the fire: to the tou-
rist who will get on the fire busit  is proposed a  jour-
ney to discover our volcanoes, whether they are quie-
scent, submerged or camouflaged. 
the stages will be the Vesuvius, the solfatara, and the 
Campi Flegrei (Phlegraean Fields). in their posters and 
brochures our pupils wanted to communicate this idea 
of fire, which strongly belongs to our culture: fire as a 
force of nature, as energy ready to come up not neces-
sarily destructive, but able to transform and create in a 
positive way. the symbol of the volcano, which belongs 
to our collective imagination, is often, at the same time, 
our fear and our strength. Among the most significant 
stages of the tourist itinerary: the Vesuvius National 
Park, site of great historical, geological and biologi-
cal interest, in  which  the  richness  of flora  and  fau-
na and the spectacular sceneries it offers, make it a pre-
ferred  destination  of  the  hikers  who can  climb  the 
volcano Vesuvius  around  which  it  develops. the Ph-
legraean Fields paradisiacal beauties in an almost de-
monicplace, literally “Fiery Fields”. in these lands natu-
re gave its best, flanking the beauties of the sea to the 
disturbing fascination of volcanoes, but also the man 
seems to have been tempted to make the Phlegraean 
Fields an unique and magnificent land. Romans built 
aqueducts, amphitheatres and villas of rare beauty, 
without forgetting the myth of the Aeneid, set by Vir-
gil right in the Phlegraean Fields.

The choice of sites 
FIre route 
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if our tourists wanted to get on the
sea bus, here is the route of the 
sea they would go across: it is a 
sweet walk along the varied coast 
of the city of Naples, starting from 
Molo Bederello towards Castel 
Dell’Ovo and Via Caracciolo, di-
scovering the Rotonda Diaz (Diaz 
Circle) and  Mergellina, then head 
towards Posillipo admiring Palazzo 
Donn’Anna and then again in the 
direction of Marechiaro, and Ga-
iola, finally to Nisida   and Bagnoli. 
even the sea, in many expressions, 
represents a very strong natu-
ral element in our city. students 
have proposed it to tourists as a 
time to relax, to contemplate en-

dlessly an unforgettable pano-
rama  or  even  as an opportunity 
to dive to “Mappatella Beach”, a 
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity! 
Among the  most significant  sta-
ges for tourists: 
- Castel Dell’Ovo, the oldest in the 
city, built on the islet of Megaride, 
now connected to the mainland by 
a bridge, is the most famous image 
of Naples. under  the massive tuf-
faceous walls  of  the  fortress the-
re  is the small Borgo Marinari (se-
aside village) once frequented by 
fishermen, now  home  to nautical   
clubs,restaurants, bars and trendy 
clubs. 
- the famous Via Caracciolo whe-

re  you  can stroll  until  you reach 
Mergellina, where, according to the 
legend, the current dragged the li-
feless  body  of  the mermaid Par-
tenope, and where you will enjoy 
a panorama that goes from Vesu-
vius to the hill of Posillipo. 
- the panoramic Via Posillipo, from 
where you can see, from above, the 
Gulf of Naples, villas and ancient 
palaces all surrounded by greenery 
and by sea; they are all residences 
of Neapolitan nobles who once li-
ved  in  this area, such as Palazzo 
Donn’Anna built in 1600 for wishes 
of Anna Carafa and Villa Rosebery, 
Neapolitan residence of the Presi-
dent of the Republic. 

Sea route
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One of the most characteristic places is Marechiaro. the name of 
the village seems to derive from latin “mare planum”, (calm sea). 
the detail that most contributed to the mythification of this pla-
ce is the so-called “Fenestrella” (little window). 
the legend says that the Neapolitan poet and writer salvatore Di 
Giacomo, looking  at ”‘a fenestrella” (the little window) on the se-
a,took inspiration for the famous Neapolitan song. it still exists to-
day and  on a  celebratory  plaque  in  white  marble it was engra-
ved  the score of the song and the name of its author.
Going up all the promontory, on the extreme tip of Coroglio, there 
is the Pausylipon Archaeological Park, an archaeological site whe-
re you can visit the ancient remains of the abode of Publius Vedio 
Pollione, supporter of the emperor Augustus, a great Archeologi-
cal complex surrouned by nature, a residential estate, built betwe-
en the i century b.C. and iV A.D., with an amphitheatre, Odeion, 
thermal baths and a private marina. 
After Cala  trentaremi, emerges Nisida, the  small evergreen 
island, a  large rock of  volcanic  origin  linked  to  the  mainland 
by a road built  a few decades ago, today it houses the Penal insti-
tute for Minors and a Nato base. since ancient times  it has been  
a source of inspiration for many poets and writers for its peculia-
rity and beauty: according to Homer, in the the sea between Ni-
sida  and  the  island  of  Capri lived  themermaids  that  enchan-
ted ulysses. 
And finally the quarter of Ba-
gnoli, the object of a large re-
covery project aimed at the 
environmental requalification 
of the marine area and the 
italsider area, an interesting 
example of industrial archae-
ology.
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the third itinerary is that of urban 
green, perhaps a peculiar choice 
for our  city,  yet  the  tamed  nature 
of urban parks and gardens is pre-
sent in Naples and it is also parti-
cularly evocative. 
the urban green bus could take 
a long tour between the  Bosco 
of  Capodimonte  and  the  Bota-
nical  Garden,  to arrive  at  the  Vil-
la  Floridiana  and, from  here,  to 
the  Villa Comunale  and  then  con-
cluding  with  the poaching  beau-
ty of the Parco Virgiliano. 
Well yes, tourists will also enjoy gre-
en places in our city, giving them not 
only refreshing and relaxing mo-
ments, but also unique opportuni-

ties to enjoy new and unexpected 
scenic views. Our pupils offered it 
to tourists as a way to relax, may-
be organizing a picnic on the lawn! 
Among  the  most  significant sta-
ges for tourists: 
- the real bosco of capodimonte
it was  born  as  a  hunting reser-
ve  extending over about 134 
hectares with over 400 plant spe-
cies, planted over the course of 
two centuries, including many rare 
and exotic specie. the park, was 
designed in 1734 by Ferdinando 
sanfelice, one of the greatest archi-
tects of the Neapolitan Baroque,   
which made two sections, distin-
guished by style and function: the 

garden, near the Reggia,  with  pa-
noramic openings  on  the Gulf of 
Naples, and the wood for the hun-
ting, littered  with statues, caves 
and constructions, like the church, 
the factories and the farms. 
- the botanical  garden, it was 
founded by a decree in 1807 as 
“Real Garden of Plants” with scien-
tific, educational and technical pur-
poses. it has an area of almost 12 
hectares, on which there are about 
9,000 species for a total of almost 
25,000 specimens grouped in a 
collections, according to systema-
tic, ecological and ethno-botani-
cal criteria.

urban green route 
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Among the most significant collections should beremembe-
red: that of the Cycadales; the collection of plants of the African, 
American, Asian and Australian deserts; the group of arbore-
al ferns; the collection of palms;   the collection of  italian or-
chids; the collection of aerial plants and the citrus orchard. 
- the villa Floridiana is a royal bourbon residence inside the 
homonymous  park  and  it houses the  national museum of 
ceramics Duca  di  martina (Duke of Martina).  the  park  of   
Floridiana Villa  is a scenographic alternation of winding pa-
ths  and  shady groves,  in  a  fascinating  synthesis  of  geome-
tric elements typical of the italian garden and of prospective 
solutions  of the  english one. to  increase  the  romantic  and 
picturesque atmosphere of the park, Niccolini inserted a se-
ries of false ruins, statues and architectural elements, in part 
still existing. 
- the villa  comunale (Municipal Villa) has its entran-
ce  on  the  famous  Piazza Vittoria (Victoria square),  the  for-
mer Villa Reale. it is one of the various city parks, built by Vanvi-
telli in 1780, at the behest of King  Ferdinand iV of Bourbon who 
was inspired by the parisian “tuilieres”(tile industry) and wan-
ted for himself and for the Neapolitan nobility a place of walkin-
g,meeting  and tranquility.  inside  the  villa  there  are  several 
buildings, of which the main are the Press Club and the An-
ton Dohrn Zoological station, which houses the oldest Aqua-
rium in europe. You can enjoy the most beautiful panorama 
of  Naples from Parco  virgiliano (Virgilian Park),  which  ri-
ses on the top of the hill of Posillipo, from which you can ad-
mire  the  Gulf  of  Naples,  with its  islands, the Phlegraean 
Fields (Campi Flegrei) and the islet of Nisida. it was built du-
ring the fascist period to commemorate the deads of the Gre-
at War and that’s why it took the name of the Park of Remem-
brance. He was later called Virgilian in honor of the Roman 
poet Virgil.

19° i.C. “RussO - MONtAle” - NAPOli 
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Very recently the art of pizza maker has been declared one of the highest  
expressions of the Neapolitan culture and identity. this is not to be recogni-
sed as a commercial phenomenon, but rather as a complex of cultural expres-
sions,which includes a specific local jargon, songs, visual expressions and a 
unique gestuality  in  the world. this recognition  from the uNesCO, refer-
red to a world intangible cultural  heritage, introduces the main theme of 
our didactic experience  that  has  been  structured  around  the binomial 
“memory  and  nature”; Nature as a historical testimony of  traditions, as 
characterizing presence on the territory of the centre of Naples, as a con-
cept related to health, as a local chromatic component. Nature in the food. 
Food  shows  choices  related  to  places  and to  natural features, it reve-
als  changes of customs and cultural contaminations, it  becomes  a pre-
text  of  sharing, breaking down  barriers  and  prejudices,  it lends  itself to 
an adequate strategy of wellness lines diffusion. in  the  historical  cen-
tre of Naples, the presence of different ethnicities has contributed to ra-
dical changes not only for the urban environment but even for the diffu-
sion of different culinary traditions and for the introduction of ingredients 

the hIStorIcal centre
oF naPleS In ItS changeS
by the multI-ethnIc nature 
nature and traditions in the neapolitan tables 

I.c. Statale “bovIo-colletta” - vIa carbonara, 31 - naPolI  - www.IcSbovIocolletta.gov.It

from  distant lands;  today these 
products have a widespread dif-
fusion, through all the Neapolitan 
territory, thanks to the various 
and numerous ethnic businesses. 
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Our didactic experience moves from the the extraordinary percentage of fo-
reign pupils present in our schools, who are perfectly integrated , not only 
in the schools of the historic cantre, but also  in the area of Porta capua-
na,  in via  carbonara, in via  dei tribunali and  in garibaldi Square. this 
part of territory, focal point of meeting between different cultures, has chan-
ged its face, thanks to the lively presence of indian-Pakistani fast food,   of 
Algerian food, of the senegalese market of Via Bologna and the mosque of 
Via Firenze.

the  fruit  of  the  plane  tree,  becau-
se of  its appearance, is also known 
as Giant Banana. in fact, it presents 
the appearance of a larger Banana 
and there are not many differences 
from the nutritional point of view. 
the  Platan  is  an important staple 
food in latin and Central Ameri-
ca, in the Caribbean islands and in 
West Afica.  in Afica, plane trees and 
bananas cover the needs of carbohy-
drates of over 70 million people. 

Fried  Plane  tree  (Dodo)-the fried  pla-
ne  tree  is  the most widespread  reci-
pe  in Africa.  You  have  to  use  mature 
plane trees, better if with a yellow peel, 
to  slice  in  little parts (2  mm eache sli-
ce),more  or  less  thin,  according  to  ta-
ste, to fry in a cooking pan. Before im-
mersing the slices in the oil, you must 
wait for it to be  hot. With  the baking, 
sugars in the plane naturally tend to 
caramelate; When the slices reach a 
golden-brown colour, they must be re-
moved from the cooking pan with the 
skimmer and made to cool. so you get 
the  Platano chips  for  sale  at  the  mar-
ket shooting in the top picture.

Il mercato etnico di Via Bologna

i.C. stAtAle “BOViO-COllettA” - NAPOli
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the aim of our educational path was to identify the common elements 
between the Campanian-Neapolitan culinary tradition and the new cul-
tural influences, their reflection on the territory in terms of changing of 
the urban landscape and eating habits. the first question was: “how can 
the historic centre welcome the foreigners?” it finds its answer in the hi-
story of Neapolis, where egyptian merchants found a warm welcome in 
the Greek city, so much so that they placed themselves in a neighborhood 
exclusively for them. For this reason we involved a cross-class group, made 
up of students from different nationalities and different classes. students 
collected the recipes of the traditional dishes of their countries, showed 
the ingredients and the preparation stages, documented everything with 
photographs. the comparison between the different “natures” represen-
ted by ingredients was interesting even because what once was hardly 
available on the common market, today is more and more commonly 
found even by who isn’t an expert.

our Project: organISatIon anD
realISatIon oF a teachIng eXPerIence

Eastern cuisine ingredients

Different types of potatoes used by north 
African and eastern cuisines

Ginger roots

Spices characterize the african,
the tunisian, the moroccan and 

the indian- pakistani cuisines

i.C. stAtAle “BOViO-COllettA” - NAPOli
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he second phase of the project was dedicated to the retrieval of the ingre-
dients mentioned in the recipes, tracing them into the specialized ethnic 
markets; here we were intrigued by the variety and the use of spices with 
bright and characteristic colours: roots such as ginger, tubers such as Jeru-
salem artichoke, yam and the large number of natural or processed products 
from all over the world.

YAM - Chinese potato

Poster of Cristiani Market

Jerusalem artichoke is a tuber with 
a very delicate flavour and it Is
ideal for the diabetics nutrition

Manioc (or cassava) is a subtropical
 tuber at the base of the 

food chain of the African countries. 

in this context, where different culinary traditions coexist, we had a guide of 
excellence, Pièrre Perera, member of a cultural association called “MiGRAN 
tOuR”, dedicated to the spread of traditions of different ethnic groups and 
‘integration of cultures. with Pièrre our journey touched many destinations, 
such as all the shops situated on the roads that lap the railway, deepening 
the history and links with the habits of immigrants and the points of contact 
that they have identified with the Neapolitan culture. in Garibaldi square, 
for example, Cristiani is the most renowned multi-ethnic supermarket in the 
area: it displays, at the entrance, a sign with all the varieties of products 
(both vegetable and preserved) and provides specific instructions on the 
properties and uses, in cuisine, of the vegetables the spices and the roots 
he sells.

i.C. stAtAle “BOViO-COllettA” - NAPOli
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Here we find remarkable affinities between the Neapolitan Ragù (tomato 
sauce with meat) and the African Mafe, a dish made of meat cooked in to-
mato sauce and peanut butter, accompanied with rice who represents the 
final dish of every meal in this geographical area. the butcher’s shop, next 
to the mentioned supermarket, shows in its sign the word “HAlAl” or “le-
CitO”(namely what is allowed), alluding to the behavior code observed by 
Muslims regarding the killing of animals for slaughter and the meat consu-
mption. Here we note the absence of pork meat (forbidden by a religious 
choice) and the presence of entrails and pieces of meat unknown to our 
tradition, such as sheeps’feet used for the broth or soup.

The showcase of a “Halal” butchery
Mafe-A typical African dish composed
of stewed meat accompanied by rice

i.C. stAtAle “BOViO-COllettA” - NAPOli
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the second stage, in  Bologna street, leads us to discover its open market 
where we learn the African tradition. it establish, on special occasions such 
as parties and weddings, a bag of “GuRO ‘”as a gift; GuRO a berry with a 
bitter taste composed of two divisible parts, whose gift alludes to sharing 
and brotherhood.
this street is a triumph of colorful and mysterious products and welcoming 
and generous people;here we visit an African and Pakistani restaurant: uni-
que dishes that preserve the traditions of these countries and opens up to 
the diffusion of new flavours in our western world.
Here, noteworthy, opens the lauri pastry shop that wanted to offer a brid-
ge between the different cultural testimonies in Naples; so,today, it produ-
ces  its sweets, strictly belonging to the Neapolitan tradition, replacing all 
fats of animal origin with shea butter and vegetable margarines in order to 
welcome among its clients also those who, by religious choice, do not con-
template the use of those products.
Food is culture, sharing, tradition and history but also nature and environ-
ment; it tells travels, meetings and handshakes. Who in front of a table does 
not feel part of a whole? the “stranger”, in the historic centre of Naples, brin-
gs with him a piece of his land, of his words and gestures declaimed for ge-
nerations in distant places who represents his nostalgia for the colours and 
flavors that  marked his past ant those of many generations before.
With this experience we learned that the change due to the cultural “fu-
sion”, which sometimes we assume to passively undergo, must be observed 
from another point of view, that of mutual enrichment, cultural growth and 
peaceful and sensitive sharing, like history taught us.

Le bacche di guru

Il Naan è il pane che accompagna i piatti 
indiano-pakistani. Esso è prodotto nella 

versione semplice, con patate o con pollo

Ristorante Afro - Pakistano
Experimentation by the multi-ethnic cross- class

led by Teacher MARIA D’Aniello 

i.C. stAtAle “BOViO-COllettA” - NAPOli
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lIceo claSSIco g. garIbalDI  - vIa c. PecchIa 24, naPolI - www.lIceoclaSSIcogarIbalDI.gov.It

S. gIovannI In carbonara:
between nature anD art

the church oF S. gIovannI a 
carbonara
and  the  convent were  built  between  1339-
1343 on a mountain  outside the walls of 
Naples. in  the  road,  slightly downhill, the 
rainwater and thecarbonized waste were 
collected, which reached the sea. the 
plain  around the  church,  the  Neapolis Cam-
pus, duringthe Xiii century became famous 
for the chivalrictournaments ( jousting), whi-
ch took place until the XVicentury. About. At 
the beginning of Xiii century, Queen Jeanne 
ii, erected for hisbrother ladislaus, the great 
Funeral monument of the apse. During the 
Renaissance period the convent became fa-
mousas a meeting place for men of Neapo-
litan culture. thechurch over the centuries 
underwent many enlargementsand modifi-
cations in the structure. in ’700 the architect 
Ferdinando sanfelice created the monumen-
tal staircase tofacilitate access to the church. 
the complex was  severely damaged by the 
bombing of 1943. 

the Project DeScrIPtIon 
the contest Citizens of the uNesCO site involved a class of the li-
ceo Garibaldi on the topic:” the landscape”; this allowed students 
to learn about an often ignored aspect of the history of the city of 
Naples: the gardens.
since ancient times, the green areas enriched and beautified the 
Greek and Roman domus(houses); spaces, born as vegetable gar-
dens, were then transformed in gardens acquiring ornamental fun-
ctions with the addition of plants such as magnolia, palm and ca-
mellia; with the creation of fountains and avenues for the walk they 
became places of “otium” (idleness) and, in the monasteries, they 
also assumed cemetery functions for the burial of monks.
the work involved  students, initially with the study of documentary 
materials about the historical gardens of Naples, and then with the 
realization of an itinerary aimed of knowledge to a particular gar-
den, that “on the walls”, born as a result of the expansions of the pe-
rimeter of the ancient centre during the Aragonese age. Abandoned 
bastions and fortifications were covered with soil and used to plant 
fruit trees and vines. An example of this type of gardens are those of 
the monastery of san Giovanni a Carbonara(saint John in Carbona-
ra), as evidenced by the famous Carta lafrery of 1556.
 students, visiting the site, trought a role play, went in search of na-
tural elements and landscapes; then they went into detail on indivi-
dual aspects of the history of Church, creating, in groups, an exposi-
tory written and a video on the gained experience.
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San gIovannI a carbonara - the garDen

l.C. G. GARiBAlDi - ViA C. PeCCHiA, 24 - NAPOli

the Church of san Giovanni a Carbonara was a part of 
a complex that constituted a true autonomous citadel; 
indeed, it had a large convent and green cultivable are-
as. it was close to the Angevin walls, isolated, but close 
enough to the center of Naples. With the expansion 
of the Aragonese walls, in the XV century, the convent 
was encircled on two sides and incorporated into the 
city. the green space was particularly large, it reached 
the current Garibaldi Barracks and bordered Via Rosa-
roll, following the perimeter of the walls.
in the Middle Ages, the garden was especially used by 
the monks to feed and cure themselves. they cultiva-
ted, in the so-called “garden of the simple” (Giardino 
dei semplici), both medicinal herbs and vegetables in 
the “garden of the kitchen”; a third area of   the garden 
was the orchard, with a prevalence of citrus fruits, typi-
cal in the gardens of the south, which recalled the fa-
mous cetrangoli used as weapons in the games of the 
Fosso carbonario. in these orchards plants alternated 
with the monks’ tombs.
today, the gardens of s. Giovanni a Carbonara survi-
ve in a green park next to the church and to the Bo-
vio-Colletta school as well.
it still preserves the dominant theme of citrus fruits, 
with Mediterranean plants, such as the laurel.
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the InSIDe oF the church

in the first architectural order dominate the 
religious elements with four caryatids repre-
senting the four virtues: prudence, temperan-
ce, magnanimity and strenght. on the pain-
ted and carved capitals, shaped like thistle 
leaves, you can find beautiful natural elemen-
ts that decorate it. in the second architectural 
order king ladislaus and giovanna his sister 
dominate the triumphal cell. You can find na-
tural elements  in the golden lilies decorating 
giovanna’s dresses and crows and fleur-de-
lys, flowers and foliage decorating the archi-
tectural funds, the cornices and the tympanu-
ms. the third order is the most complex. two 
angels hold up the curtain on the figure of the 
deceased, while the bishop, san ludovico di 
tolosa, benedict him, between two deacons. 
the great jogival arch is ornated by thistle 
leaves. in conclusion there is the mausoleum 
with the statue of the king on horseback. na-
tural elements like golden fleur-de-lys on the 
caparison, indicate the wealth of the soverei-
gn. the unsheathed sword, the armour, the 
noble horseback riding represent the virtues 
of the king.

the fundamental elements of the landscape such as flowers, plants 
and animals, can be observed from the inside of the church as well. 
they are present  in the decorations of the chapels, in the frescoes 
and in the funeral monuments. Here below we will explain, in detail, 
some of the most characteristic and  significant monuments that 
reveal these aspects.

the Funeral monument oF kIng laDISlao
the tomb of King ladislao, located behind the high altar, was com-
missioned by his sister, Giovanna ii, queen of Naples to honor King 
ladislaus, son of Charles Margherita of Durazzo who was a valiant so-
vereign and extended the kingdom up to central italy. the work was 
started after the death of the sovereign, in 1414 and it was continued 
by several artists including the sculptor Andrea Guardi. the icono-
graphy glorifies the qualities of the king as a man of arms and in the 
rich decoration recur elements of nature and religion as the statues 
of saints and of the four virtues: charity, faith, military value and hope. 
the sphere and the sceptre of the king represent the royal power.
the monument, 14 meters high, consists of three parts: the base-
ment, the triumphal cell and the sarcophagus above which there is 
King ladislaus on horseback.
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l.C. G. GARiBAlDi - ViA C. PeCCHiA, 24 - NAPOli

the caraccIolo Del Sole chaPel

sir Gianni Caracciolo was the great sene-
schal of the kingdom and the head of the 
cavalry against florentines and against 
the rebel barons getting always full vic-
tory. Above all, he is known for being lo-
ver and servant of the Queen Giovanna, 
role that gives to him power, fame and 
wealth, but also many enmities. in fact, 
during the wedding of his son, he was kil-
led, through deception, by some conspi-
rators who hated him  and who wanted 
to get rid of him forever.

the Caracciolo del sole Chapel was built in 1427 by sir Gianni Ca-
racciolo. inside, the elements of nature are connected to religious 
ones and to the exaltation of sir Gianni.
the funeral monument in front of the entrance
is dedicated to the valiant sir Gianni Caracciolo. His personal stren-
gth is underlined by the mighty armed statue placed above the 
tomb; his warrior skills are represented by couters and greaves , 
armoured soldiers, armed with  clubs, swords, at the base of the 
structure, symbols of strength, Prudence and Military Virtues. On 
the ark two angels hold up a garland of acanthus flowers. Other na-
tural elements are the flowers of the continuous frieze at the base 
of the monument.
the walls of the Chapel are frescoed with bright colors and divided 
into bands each of which represents a pictorial cycle.
Below, on the wainscot, six scenes represent the hermitic stories of 
the Augustinian fathers and exemplify the fundamental role of na-
ture in the medieval landscape. Read clockwise, they represent the 
religious people as they perform their daily activities surrounded by 
nature: the outdoor meditation weaving baskets and carving cut-
lery, playing percussion and string instruments, building huts and 
small coverings to guard tools, the prayer to drive away demons. 
the setting is an open countryside and testifies the presence of 
large green areas around the convents. in these scenes we notice 
woods, streams, many small plants and green hills.
in the second part the religious element prevails, while the natural 
elements give way to buildings and city settings. there are narrated 
episodes of the life of the Virgin: the Nativity, the Annunciation, the 
Presentation of Mary at the temple, the death of the Blessed Virgin 
and the Crowning of Mary
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Consisting of different types of tiles on which we 
can identify two kinds of decoration.
the first one, of the tuscan type, presents figures 
of ladies and gentlemen, plants and animals. Men 
are Renaissance knights, women have hairstyles 
adorned with veils, hairnets, feathers. the coat of 
arms of the Caracciolo Pisquizi, a blue lion, recurs 
many times and also a shining sun, that repre-
sents the coat of arms of the Caracciolo del sole.
the second type of decoration is oriental and 
portrayts plants, flowers, fruit and animals of fan-
tastic genre with richness in decoration and live-
liness in colours.

even the fifteenth-century floor portrays different natural 
elements reproducing the different motifs of the decora-
tions of the Chapel.
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crucIFIXIon by vaSarI

teXts BY PuPils OF tHe ClAss 1B:
emma Adaggio, Federica Barbato, Gaia 

Barberio, Giulia Buffardi, Antonella Vittoria 
Cocozza, MariaFrancesca Correale, Renato 
Cuccillato, sara Di Prisco, Giada esposito, 

emilia Ferrarese, Francesco lombardi, Ciro 
Margheron, simone Moccardi, luigi Orlandi, 
salvatore schettino, elio sparano, Alessan-
dra trombetta, Chiara Visco, Mario Zaccaro.

teacher school Coordinators
prof. Chiara Arena e Maria Cenatiempo.

Dirigente scolastico prof.
emma Valenza

Nature, in all its pain, emerges in “the Crucifixion” by Giorgio Vasari, 
one of his most famous paintings oil on canvas, preserved in the 
Church of san Giovanni a Carbonara in Naples. the painting, made 
in 1545, was commissioned by Cardinal seripando to place it in his 
family chapel inside the church; today the painting is in the apse. it 
was made in Rome and then sent to Naples.
Jesus is represented as a dominant figure but isolated to emphasi-
ze his sacrifice; nature around him expresses suffering by presen-
ting bare trees, dark colours, ranging from gray to the colours of the 
earth, abandoned and distant buildings and an arid earth at first 
glance . You can see a skull at the base of the cross.
Vasari was generally inspired by Michelangelo with colourful and 
sumptuous scenes. in “the Crucifixion”, however, everything is glo-
omy, in order to make the viewer identify himself with the suffering 
of Christ. in this period of Counter-Reformation, the Church asked 
artists to involve the believers emotionally, influencing the langua-
ge of their art.

other natural elementS 
Other natural elements can be found in the decorations of the Miro-
ballo Chapel. Built in 1454 by troiano Miroballo, homo novus, who 
wanted to celebrate his power, it has the structure of a triumphal 
arch, covered with marble even if originally it had decorations in 
gilded stucco. the natural elements present are: the festoons of 
flowers at the base, the little palm trees and cornucopias on the fra-
me, the rosettes in the underside surface of the arch.
the splendid Cappella di somma(Chapel di somma), commissio-
ned by the somma family, has very suggestive frescoes on the walls 
with scenes of religious life. its natural elements are represented 
by a cycle of clouds that, like a painting game crosses the different 
figurative spaces of the frescoes.
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S.m.S. “mIraglIa - SoglIano” - P.zza nazIonale, 88 - vIa e. bellInI, 77 - naPolI 
www mIraglIaSoglIano gov.It

the  hIDDen garDenS
Itineraries to rediscover historical gardens
to visit or to renovate as equipped parks

the hIDDen garDenS
Greenery, is increasingly important for the 
quality of urban life. in naples, it is not always 
immediately visible: often the historical gar-
dens remain immersed in the historical fa-
bric, forgotten because isolated by high walls, 
palaces and courtyards. these gardens and 
green spaces tell historical stories, preserve 
mysteries and plants of particular value, cre-
ate an atmosphere where you can rediscover 
serenity and spirituality, far from the noise of 
the urban context.
in the neighborhood of our school, apparent-
ly the green is little present, few streets with 
trees and few green equipped areas. but inve-
stigating the city from above, through google 
maps and city maps, you can see beautiful 
places, which we decided to call “hidden gar-
dens”. We bring together all these gardens in 
an itinerary that can be advertised with spe-
cial brochures and an app, highlighting, step 
by step, all the news about them, from the 
visiting times to their fascinating and some-
times interesting story.

With the aim of transforming our students into active citizens, we 
have directed them to rediscover the historical gardens with an 
identification on the maps of the uNesCO site followed by a live 
visit, and then by a research on their history, often full of fascina-
ting events. in the study, we have also placed in a critical way in 
our itinerary existing green spaces that are little cared for and to be 
redeveloped, along with those areas where new projects provide for 
the return to the city of green areas equipped. in our itinerary are 
also included in the green spaces that are to be redeveloped, along 
with those areas where new projects provide precisely the return of 
the city. But let’s find out the stages of the itinerary identified. First 
stop is the garden of the former Convent of s.Maria della Fede; an 
area of 4000 square meters that, in 800, was a Catholic cemetery, 
later used as a Cemetery of the english. With the move of this fun-
ction in Doganella in 1980, the area surveyed by the City of Naples 
has become a very characteristic public garden for the funerary mo-
numents that stand out among the tree-lined avenues, including 
the tomb of Mary somerville, the work of sculptor Francesco Jerace 
depicting the great mathematician and astronomer, which are no 
longer accessible to the public.
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1. the garden of the english people
former convent of S. maria della Fede

2. the carlo III Square and the gardens in the 
courtyards of the royal house of the poor

the first garden belongs at the 
former Convent of santa Maria 
of the Faith, which in 800 was a 
Catholic cemetery then became 
a Cemetery of the english. it is 
an area of 4000 square meters 
that was taken over by the City of 
Naples, which used it as a public 

garden in 1980, when the new cemetery of the english was built at the 
Doganella. the garden is characteristic for the funerary monuments 
that stand out among the tree-lined avenues, including the funerary 
monument of Mary somerville, the sculptor Francesco Jerace (1876), 
which portrays the great english mathematics and astronomy.

the second garden is that of Piaz-
za Carlo iii in front of the Albergo 
dei Poveri, which has three large 
courtyards inside; the two side 
courtyards were used, from the 
beginning, as a garden with a de-
sign of flowerbeds; many remem-
ber in these courtyards sports 

fields for soccer and volleyball, but even the courtyard on Via tanucci, is 
currently used as a parking lot. the garden in the square in front of the 
building is also poorly equipped and quite bare, although the flower-
beds reproduce the eighteenth-century design with classic geometry.

We detects that an area of about 13,000 
square meters, with appropriate redevelopment 

could be returned to the city as a green park 
equipped that restores beauty

to the facade of this beautiful building
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3. the botanical garden 
the third garden is the Botanical 
Garden (Orto Botanico) founded 
in 1807 by Joseph Bonaparte 
with an administrative order 
which was already issued in 
1799 by King Ferdinand iV. in its 
interior, with the aim of scientific 
and didactic researches, there 

were put to cultivation of exotic plants and some species of interest 
and medical use. the garden  is well  maintained  and  still  today it 
offers a very useful didactic visit to the many students who can ad-
mire many species of plants from different parts of the world.
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4. the garden of wonders
the fourth garden is “the Garden of Wonders” 
on Via Foria, an area of 3700 square metres, 
just in front of the Botanical Garden. it was 
founded in 1864 by Francesco saverio Calabre-
se who was fond of botany and who was the 
author of the essay “Nomenclatura botanica 
vulgare”. the plant had 9 greenhouses and a 
steam heating system obtained with a coal 
boiler. today it is a garden centre of exotic and 
rare plants and it fascinates for the numerous 
ceramic tiles in its avenues, with phrases inspi-
red by the love for plants.

the Garden of Pentite, about 4600 
square metres, is located in the for-
mer convent of the same name in 
Via sant’Antonio Abate, today Opera 
Don Calabria. the green area opens 
up to the district with a structure for 
welcoming children and young peo-
ple in the oratory activities that en-
tertain young people, children and 
their mothers. A renovation project 
has been drawn up for this garden, 
which plans the creation of a play-
ground, a garden of essences, a space 
for educational activities, for botany, 
like a Robinson park (with climbing 
machines, etc.), benches, entertain-
ment and expositive spaces.

5. Project for the garden of Pentites
 opera Don calabria
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6. the garden of babuk

7. the garden of king ladislaus 

the sixth garden is the “garden of Babuk”, an ancient 
garden behind the palace built by the Caracciolo del 
sole family, who decided to build this small oasis of 
tranquility just a few steps from the Chapel of san Gio-
vanni a Carbonara. You can access through a gate that 
looks like the door of the hell: closed, rusty, mute. under 
the garden there is a natural cavity, composed of four 
caves connected by narrow tunnels, once part of a huge 
cistern.

the seventh garden is the park of King ladislaus, a small 
green lung of 4,500 square metres hidden behind the Chur-
ch of san Giovanni a Carbonara, in the heart of the ancient 
city centre. the historic garden is a splendid “hortus conclu-
sus”(enclosed garden) that, because of the clear separation 
from the outside world, fulfilled the function of a place for 
the care of the spirit and the cultivation of aromatic and me-
dical  herbs well as.
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8. gardens of Piazza cavour

9. cloister of Santa maria regina coeli 

the eighth garden is that of Piaz-
za Cavour (Cavour square), the 
ancient largo delle Pigne (square 
of pine cones) which was called 
this way due to the presence of 
pines . it was, as Via Foria, a lar-
ge collector of rainwater that de-
scended from the numerous hills 
outside the walls. the ancient city 
walls and the ancient san Gen-
naro gate overlooked it since an-
cient times. Now these gardens 
are usable and well arranged.

the ninth garden is the cloister of 
s. Maria Regina Coeli located in 
the old centre of the city, next to 
the Ospedale degli incurabili (Ho-
spital of the incurable People), 
and the entrance was in Vico san 
Gaudioso. Originally here, inste-
ad of the magnificent ornamen-
tal garden, there was a medicinal 
garden where the nuns dedica-
ted themselves to the cultivation 
of herbs to be transformed into 
medicines, with which.

The square was along all the xIx century a place without neither form nor order: hoves, huts,  small 
shops of marble-workers and other crafts proliferated. It was also an ideal place for circuses and 
exhibitions of different kinds. In 1835 Luigi Malesci fixed up the square that, in 1870, was adorned 
by the gardens existinging nowadays. He restored the historical pines that were removed as well.

The cloister was a place of arduous silence and reflection out of the closed places of the church. It 
was a fundamental space for the life of the monastery. Indeed it was built up in 1599 for the nuns 
who, spending their life in prayer, needed a place where to break the prayer day, walking, getting 
some air and dedicating to manual activities.
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10. the gardens of Piazza bellini with greek walls

11. the gardens of the towers of via marina, Parco marinella project

the tenth garden is that of Piazza 
Bellini (Bellini square), set up with 
flowerbeds and benches. in the 
center, among the gardens, stand 
the ruins of the walls of the Gre-
ek Neapolis, discovered in part in 
1954 and subsequently brought 
to light in 1984. the square is sur-
rounded by monumental palaces 
of the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries that are important tra-
ces of the renaissance and baro-
que Neapolitan art.

the eleventh garden is the Parco della Marinella, an area of 30 thousand 
square metres that will extend between the loreto Mare Hospital and 
the Port. it will be a green space, a sort of oasis in a place too much sur-
rounded by concrete and too much invaded by smog

Piazza Bellini, rectangular 
shape, which was always 
one of the major intellectual 
locations of the city because 
surrounded by numerous 
university seats and very 
close to the academy of 
fine arts and the St. Peter 
Conservatory in Majella.

The eleventh garden is the 
park of marinella. it can only 
be imagined, since actually 
it is only a project to be 
realised in an abandoned 
and degraded area.
It is a great future project 
that could give to naples a 
lots of advantages repre-
senting a new green space 
against the smog
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Informational handbook realized by students

hIStorIcal backgrounD
about the Structure
oF the garDenS In naPleS

Only from the middle ages, with the birth 
of hortus conclusus (enclosed gardens), 
we have the first examples of garden far 
from the its traditional agricultural fun-
ction. they are  rich in arboreal species, 
delimited by walls and equipped with 
independent accesses. between the re-
naissance until the baroque period, gar-
den is still enclosed by walls and divided 
into different sectors. only the indipen-
dent borbonic monarchy, established 
before by king carlo (1734) and after by 
king ferdinando iv (1759), pave the way 
for a new landscape and a new relation-
ship between urban scene and the rural 
one; in particular with the birth of the 
royal parks like the bosco of capodimon-
te, dedicated to hunting, and the royal 
villa of chiaia born for the “real passeg-
gio” (royal walking)of the noble people.

Only after 1980 there will be project 
plans to re-balance the relationship 
between man and nature in the city
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institutional greetings by cIro buonajuto
Mayor of Herculaneum

“the passion and the commitment that students showed for the realization of this project are the 

best wishes for the redemption and full enhancement of our territory and of its priceless historical, 

artistic and natural heritage. learning to know the beauties that surround us is the first step to gain 

full awareness of the value of our cities. it is our duty to protect the Culture of world excellence recognized by 

uNesCO and to ensure that new generations can love it and pass on its origins”.

munIcIPalIty oF
ercolano
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the competition of the citizens of the unesco 
site revealed itself as an effective opportunity 
for tudents to know the territory in which they 
live, developing a greater and more conscious 
sense of social  identity.
to face the subject “nature and culture of the 
territory” the attention of the kids directed 
towards a rediscovery of the farming culture, 
in particular the one tied to the location “san 
vito” of Herculaneum, where most pupils live 
and where their school is situated. the work 
has been a sort of a survey realized by short 
exits, by collection of direct information and 
interviews, and also by the web the creative 
activities have been collected in a booklet, 
a sort of gathering of ideas, poems, photo-
graphs, drawings, which also contains memo-
ries of a didactic and educational journey, to 
the discovery of the natural and cultural rich-
ness of its territory and roots which they link 
to it.

market oF PuglIano
From its origins to nowadays

I.c. “De curtIS - ungarettI” vIa vIola, 20 - ercolano (na) - www.Ic3DecurtISungarettI.gov.It
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the veSuvIuS tomatoeS
Interview with mrs. antonietta, a farmer of San vito

the characteristic of the Vesuvius tomatoes is the 
small tip at the end of the fruit. they have a sweet 
taste, excellent for preparing the famous and deli-
cious sauce with meat (ragù).in our area we sow in 
spring, between March and May. When plants have 
grown they get tied up in bunches. When they begin 

to bloom, the longer stems are cut, to improve the growth of the fruit. the 
first harvest brings tomatoes still green or orange but already have all the 
characteristics of the ripe ones, and are excellent for salads. At the begin-
ning of July begins the first harvest of ripe tomatoes that are used almost 
entirely to prepare a sauce not very cooked and seasoned with fresh basil 
leaves, particularly tasty if prepared with addition of seafood or shellfish. 
the third collection is the most important because the tomatoes collected 
with the stem are grouped together to create the characteristic and famous 
PieNNOlO; the others are worked, to prepare the famous preserves (toma-
to puree). ... enjoy your meal!.

the herculaneum aPrIcotS
Campania is the most important region for the cultivation of Arpicot-
s,which come mainly from the Apricot trees of the Vesuvian area. the Ve-
suvian municipalities currently have about 2000 hectares of apricot trees, 
with a production that is mainly destined for fresh consuption. Part of 
it is transformed into nectars,that is in juice and pulp,while a small part 
is transformed into jams,drieds and candied. the apricot is a fruit that 
gathers in its pulp the taste of summer, among the most widespread spe-
cies, at least until some time ago, there are: beccuccia, pellecchiella, vitillo, 
bella of imola, cafona, chacona, tirindoss, prevute, nymph, aurora, vicaria, 
sciacquagliella, etc.
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the Flora anD the Fauna oF veSuvIuS
On the Vesuvius there are only 18 endemic species, perhaps due to its 
complex volcanic activity. the recent lava flows are colonized by the ste-
reocaulon Vesuvianum, a coralline lichen with a typical filamentous ap-

pearance, which covers the 
lava of 1944  causing silver 
reflections during the  full 
moon nights. On the oldest 
castings, this lichen is flan-
ked by other pioneer spe-
cies, such as red valerian, 

helichrysum, artemisia and red romice. the lichens prepare the ground for 
the broom which is the symbol of our area. in addition to these shrubs the 
area is characterized by three types of pines: maritime, domestic and Alep-
po pine; the vegetation is rich in oaks, chestnuts and maples in different 
species, together with wild plants such as strawberry trees and aspara-
gus. Among the aromatic essences rosemary, sage and oregano are very 
appriciated. Despite the strong human presence, the Vesuvius area hosts 
a wide variety of wildlife. thanks to the bees, the bee-keepers make honey, 
royal jelly, wax and above all the propolis. Among the vertebrates there are 
amphibians, reptiles, mammals and birds. the emerald toad and the gre-
en frog are present in the pools and ponds. Among the reptiles we can no-
tice the Cervone, the stalk, the snake and the Common Viper. it is common 
to meet insectivores and rodents including the Hedgehog and the Roman 
mole, the Mouse Dormouse, the Wild Mouse and the Dormouse; wild Rab-
bits and european Hares populate the woods on the upper side. Among 
Predators is noted the Fox that goes to the urban boundaries, while Fai-
ne and Weasels remain in the forest. Many species of mammals extincted 
due to urbanization; last summer there were many fires by insensitive and 
irresponsible individuals who do not love nature, damaging their territory 
and themselves.

There are three kinds of brooms:
Thecharcoal burner broom, The perfumed 

broom and the etna broom.

The most varying one is that of birds
because the Somma-Vesuvius complex 
represents a safe reference along the 
migratory routes. between the birds,
we remember the falcon of swamp,
the gruccione, the woodchat shrike,

the Falcon Pecchiaiolo or pernis
apivorus and the buzzard.
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the honeyDew honey 
Often we hear about honey or honeydew despite it is not clear the diffe-
rence with the classic nectar honey. Bees who work hard to ensure suffi-
cient supplies of food do not always have nectariferous plants available. 
in the wooded areas, where flowers are not easily found,  bees collect 
the precious nutrients from the vegetation and are attracted by the ho-

neydew that is a sticky and sugarcane substance 
that is formed on the trees, mainly conifers, but 
also limes, oaks and maples. this sweet substance 
is produced by small insects (aphids, leafhoppers, 
cochineals) which, nourishing themselves from the 
sap of the trees, secrete, infact, the honeydew, a 
waste substance that for the bees is instead rich 
in nutrients. therefore they collect it and turn it 
into honey thanks to the enzymes they produce.
Honeydew honey is much less sweet than nectar 

one because it contains less fructose, glucose and sucrose, but is richer in 
minerals such as iron, phosphorus, magnesium, manganese and potas-
sium and is highly appreciated by people who practice dietary pathways.
the honeydew has a rather bitter taste with a bark aftertaste, a very dark 
colour and a compact and dense consistency; it never crystallizes like the 
nectar honey.

the lIttle church
oF the holy SavIor
the little church attached to the Vesuvian Observatory was built in the 1700s 
as an eX-Voto (former vow)offered to the plague victims sent to exile on Ve-
suvius to avoid contamination with the rest of the population. Despite being 
close to the crater, they managed to survive the eruption of the volcano and 
since then the chapel of the savior  became a reference for the prayers of the 
faithful people to keep out the destructive power of the Vesuvius.

Il miele di melata è un potente
antibatterico-antisettico per le vie

respiratorie. è’ adatto a calmare
bronchiti, tracheiti e influenze.
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in the night of the year, between 1899 and 1900, in the little church, a 
solemn thanksgiving mass was celebrated by Cardinal Achille Ratti, who 
shortly after became Pope Pius Xl. Despite its historical value, the chapel 
of the savior has been abandoned for long decades. the actions for its re-
covery began at the end of the 80s, after the sacred structure had become 
a warehouse for organized crime and a landfill of household appliances 
and tires. the only piece of furniture that survived the fury of thieves and 
vandals is an ancient wooden sculpture, recently restored, which represen-
ts the Most Holy savior.

lava Stone
the lava stone can be worked with different types of finish and are divided 
into two main categories:
- the handwork that includes: puntillo; fine, medium and large stepped; 
hammer, chiselling.
- mechanized processing that includes:
Quarry split: sawn, honed, polished, bush-hammered fine, medium and 
large, grated.
cardalo: processing with steel prop and chisel, used for sidewalks and 
benches.
basole: processing with steel prop and chisel, used to pave the historic centres.
cubes: obtained by splitting stone, used for urban paving.
A Puntillo: craftsmanship that makes the stone suitable for paving roads 
for heavy traffic. Recommended in the restoration of historic centres.
bocciarda: fresh work with a special hammer with pyramidal tips of various 
sizes, able to engrave the material to obtain the effect of the beaten stone.
bush-hammered with regular ribbon: fine workmanship for floors and steps.
bush-hammered with tape: working on the exposed face used for si-
dewalk edges and docks. Antique bush-hammered: working on the expo-
sed face extended to all edges, used to create elements of fireplaces, co-
verings and portals.
Sabbiata: effect created by shooting pellets on the surface recommended 
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for interior design elements, stairs and urban floors.
eye of partridge: effect present on blocks that already in nature deliver the 
very characteristic and refined surface. Combined with sandblasting it ge-
nerates an antiqued effect used for the coatings of fireplaces and portals. 
opus incertum: obtained with the use of stone chips of various sizes and 
thicknesses, used both for coatings and flooring.

hIStory oF the FunIcular
raIlway oF veSuvIuS
Around 1870 the financier ernest emmanuel Oblieght had the idea of   buil-
ding a funicular railway to go up the Vesuvius. the project involved the routing 
of 2 carriages weighing 5000 kg, towed by steel cables from a steam engine. 
in 1878  Oblieght obtained the land concession for 30 years and the funicular 
was inaugurated on of 10th June 1880. the high costs and the low number 
of tourists forced the financier to sell the plant to a French company, which, 
after only 2 years, was forced to sell the plant to the British company thomas 
CooK & son. the new company renewed the rolling stock and had more suc-
cess than the previous ones, even if for the continuous extortion requests and 
frequent malicious damage, it was forced to find the agreement with the ex-
tortionists with a sum to be paid for each passenger transported. in 1903 the 
construction of the new cog railway contributed to double the number of tou-
rists thanks to the proximity of the new Pugliano station to that of the Resina 
vesuviana (train) (ancient name of Herculaneum). the large influx of tourists 
pushed the “Cook” to modernize the facilities, building a new, more functional 
funicular with more capacious electric motors and coaches. unfortunately, 
between 7 and 8 April 1906, a tremendous eruption destroyed all the equi-
pment; in a short time the damages were repaired, but in 1911 a landslide 
caused a new interruption of the service that reopened in February 1912. the 
“Cook” ceded to an italian company the funicular that operated until 1944. 
After the war the sFsM started up the plant, replacing the funicular with a 
chair lift. Over the time, even the chair lift proved unsuitable for transporting 
tourists, because the wind was dangerously dangling the seats. unable to 
meet the increasing demands, the plant closed permanently in 1984.
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Scuola SeconDarIa I graDo “ettore IaccarIno” vIa DoglIe, 20 - ercolano (na) 
www.ScuolaIaccarIno.gov.It

Also this year, the educational project carried out by the second classes of the 
iaccarino school aims to sensitize young students to the values   of uNesCO, 
through the knowledge of the historical artifacts, of nature and traditions of 
the territory of Herculaneum.
Participation in the competition gave us the opportunity to develop a cultu-
ral itinerary that merged together environment - History - Art through a walk 
that would encourage the use of the bike.
this means less pollution, more knowledge of the beauties of Herculaneum, 
the rules of behavior, road signs, respect for others and the environment.
the bike-tour is in fact a healthy, convivial, culturally stimulating and environ-
mentally friendly form of travel.
Our route includes the departure from the Palace of Portici and the arrival at 
the Villa Favorita Park with a stop in the Archaeological excavations.
Also included in the program are the Golden Mile route, with a visit to Villa 
Campolieto and to Villa Favorita a Monte and, finally, a stop with a picnic in 
the park.

ercobIke
visit itinerary from the

 royal Palace to the vIlla

DeParture
the royal Palace

oF PortIcI

1^ StoP
archaeologIcI

eScavatIonS

2^StoP
vIlla camPolIeto anD

the golDen mIle

3^ StoP
vIlla FavorIta a monte

arrIval
PIc nIc In the Park In

 vIlla FavorIta valley.
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the bIke-tour
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a container to be taken 
during the bike-tour
Kids, to sponsor and make known the typical products 
of the area, thought of creating a lunch box: a contai-
ner with a snack to take on a bike and to eat, immersed 
in the nature of the park and the sea of   Villa Favorita.
Once it was called “marenna” (snack in Neapolitan dia-
lect), today, as in the past, bringing food from home 
to face the break is a healthy and economical solution.
students created a food-packaging project, through 
the study of the design of the case of dimensions sui-
table for transport on the handlebars of the bike, with 
a resistant and recyclable material: inside, a space suf-
ficient to hold food, while on the external surface are 
represented the images of the places and monuments 
that can be found along the way.
in the container, we thought of placing: a fresella top-
ped with tomatoes of Vesuvius DOP, a drizzle of extra 
olive oil and a lot of fragrant basil; a jam of apricot typi-
cal of Herculaneum to spread on honey biscuits (pro-
duced by Vesuvian companies), while as a drink, for the 
boys, a bottle of apricot fruit juice, and for adults, the 
lacryma Christi of Vesuvius .

what IS a
FooD-PackagIng Project?

it is the development of a project of a container to 
transport food.
the packaging, in our case, must perform at the best 
at least 4 main functions:
• to contain the product;
• to protect it and keep it from possible traums or alte-
rations caused by the external environment;
• to be easy to transport
• to supply fundamental information
both on the foods found inside and on 
the stages of the tourist-cultural 
route realized by the bike.
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Planning and realization of the lunch box in the classroom
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a Stage oF the route
Representation at the excavations of Herculaneum

May 5th 2018 Twinning
School “Ettore Iaccarino” 

and IC “D’Aosta Scura Paisiello”

As part of the twinning activity 
held in May with the i.C. “D’Ao-
sta scura Paisiello”, students of 
the “ettore iaccarino” welcome 
school, with the aim of letting 
the Neapolitan students know 

the excavations of Herculaneum, 
“they staged” small representa-
tions relating to the daily life of 
the ancient Herculaneum peo-
ple, in the places and with the 
customs of the time.
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arrIval at the Park oF vIlla FavorIta
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I.c. 5 “IovIno - Scotellaro” - vIa cuParella, 2 - ercolano (na) - www.IovInoScotellaro.gov.It

we are the veSuvIuS!
to the rediscovery of the railway pugliano-vesuvius
Introduction
the series of itineraries that our school  created to know and make 
the territory and its treasures known to students, and not only, has 
as its central idea that of taking in charge  what history or the sim-
ple everyday life destined to oblivion. so our attention, rather than 
addressing the famous excavations (which we study in ordinary te-
aching with Roman art), focused on what, due to ignorance or ca-
relessness, is not considered a resource and is probably destined to 
never be.
in this scar is set the planning for the itinearary in via Cuparella, a 
neglected area of   the city and yet part of the ancient millenary Re-
sina, followed by the itinerary in the eighteenth century, to the re-
discovery of the crafts connected to the Vesuvian Villas and what 
today remains of art gardens and greenhouse cultivations. Also this 
year we chose to deal with something that seems to have been era-
sed from history, but left tangible marks on the territory and a lot of 
documentary material: the Vesuvius funicular railway.
Resina (name of Herculaneum until 1969) has always been conside-
red its privileged access door.in the summer of 2017 the Vulcano, 
worryingly returned back to the limelight, when a series of fires that 
seemed not to come to a stop, Vesuvius historically constitutes, for 
better or for worse, a strongly identifying element for us which, not 
by chance, we call ourselves Vesuvians. it has always regulated with 
its activity, only sometimes destructive, ways and times of the daily 
life of the people who live at its feet.After the fires, having noticed 
the interest and natural curiosity of  kids for what happened a few 
hundred meters away from their homes, the stirring to build a route 
between art and nature seemed to us an unmissable opportunity to 
take charge , in this third year, of “our Vesuvius”.

1. Vesuvius, today is  a National Park, it constitutes a 
biological exceptional tank for its extraordinary biodi-
versity, but it is also a mineralogical treasure, unique 
in the world, where the geological material, erupted 
on the territory, stratified in the course of millions of 
years.

2. Napoletan people invoke the bless of San Gennaro 
during the eruption of 1631 in the painting of Micco 
Spadaro
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the ItInerary
today we consider Vesuvius as a volcano in quiescence, but in the 
past, starting from the famous and devastating event of 79 AD, it was 
in full swing activity. Between 1631, the date of a memorable erup-
tion threatened Naples itself, and 1944, the date of the last eruption, 
there were about 45 eruptive events, none catastrophic. the slow 
descent of the lava along the sides of the vulcano changed the appe-
arance of the slopes,but since it was a slow process ,people learned 
that coexistence was possible. treating it with great respect, they bu-
ilt with moderation and cautiousness, trying to avoid the places whe-
re the lava would probably have come down. in return they benefi ted 
from so many treasures coming from the volcano, like the exceptional 
fertility of the earth. Well, at the beginning of 1700s, a new and pro-
mising source of wealth was the so-called Grand tour. the educatio-
nal journey that the descendant of the aristocracy and the european 
upper bourgeoisie undertook, when they reached adult age: the Ve-
suvius became an inevitable destination. so, the then Resina became 
the place where foreigners went to admire the extraordinary prodigy, 
always in activity, with the typical plume handed down by the icono-
graphy, was not lacking in amaze its visitors.

3. The Vesuvius eruption in 1944, fi lmed by the 
u.s. aviation during the second world war

4. The route of the railway pugliano-vesuvius (Ve-
suviana). one of the stops was in the nearness of 
the hotel eremo, close to the vesuvian observa-
tory and beside the church of Salvatore (Grancia 
della Basilica di Pugliano), while the last stop took 
to the lower station of the funicular that used to 
go all the way up to the crater.
Reconstruction with google earth, from the www.
lestradeferrate site.

In order to receive visitors, the people from resi-
na got organized, learning other languages, fi rst 
of all ,the french, at that time the language of the 
aristocracy. Travelers were accommodated with 
resin; on the back of a donkyor with stretchers, 
were guided to the climbing of vesuvius, as tall as 
1300 metres up to the end of 1800s, three days 
were needed to reach the top.

i.C. 5 “iOViNO-sCOtellARO” - eRCOlANO (NA)
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it dates back to 1890, drawn up by a certain ing. Minieri, the project 
to realize, with the new technologies, a connection system, that 
from Naples ,led in a short time to the crater. At that time there was 
already the famous funicular, inaugurated in 1880, which from 756 
mt led to the top. the stretch from Naples to Poggiomarino, with 
a stop in Resina, was built in 1903 using the  southern secondary 
reinforced streets. the intermediate section, of about 12 km, started 
instead from Pugliano, to climb at analtitude of 756 mt With a rack 
that allowed the train to overcome the strong diff erence in height; it 
was made by a British company, the Cook and son. it is this particu-
lar trait, we want to tell you about.
the Cooks, thomas and his son John Mason, on Vesuvius  bet a lot. 
in 1901, having listened to the authoritative opinions of engineers 
in that fi eld, he commissioned the project of a railway line that suc-
ceeded in undertaking to clamber the steep hills that led to the mid-
dle of the scaling. Continuing the work started by his father thomas, 
who  bought the funicular that led to the crater in 1880. 
the construction of the Hotel eremo completed his program, since it 
was hoped that the tourists would stop for a long time, to enjoy the 
amenity and the salubrity of the area.
the line was opened on september 28th 1903. initially the lower 
terminal was the Olivi station, behind the sanctuary, followed by 
the san Vito - eremo / Vesuvio -stops lower station of the funicular. 
With the eruption of 1906, the line was damaged and reopened in 
January 1913: the Cook made an extension that reached the lower 
end of via Olivi in   Piazza Pugliano, alongside the Resin station of the 
sFsM. the damage caused by the eruptions (1929, 1944), and the 
reduction of the tourist fl ow due to the war and the high running co-
sts, forced the company to cede the plant, in 1945, to the sFsM, whi-
ch restored the destroyed sections. the subsequent car boom and 
the construction of the new road up to 1000 m, decreed, in 1955, 
the defi nitive closure of the railway, with the dismantling

5. A wagon on the tracks in the square and on the 
background the belly of the basilica of pugliano.

6. Aerial view of the square with the urban empty 
space in correspondence with the station and the 
venuviana tracks. reconstruction from Google Earth, 
www.lestradeferrate.it

7. the power station, today station Cook, in a vintage 
photo

i.C. 5 “iOViNO-sCOtellARO” - eRCOlANO (NA)
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Description by Alessandro Malladra, director of the Vesuvian Observa-
tory in 1930, helps us to understand what the vintage photos show 
and that we have verifi ed with the kids by going  there. A well graveled 
and clean area characterize the two stations of pugliano; that is those 
of the Circumvesuviana and the Vesuviana; the fi rst down the valley, 
with its bloomed gardens all year round, and the second one upstream 
with its turret and the poetic veranda always opened, protected by a 
pensiline covered by  the ever green eleagnus ferrugìneum. the buil-
dings and the functions that they hosted left  a tangible sign, two urban 
voids whose interrelation is still readable: from the lower end of the 
square, with its back to the Basilica of s. Maria di Pugliano, one can ob-
serve on the right a fi rst empty space, today covered by a Pergola with 
Flowerbeds. located on the border with the upper Forest of the Vil-

la Reale of Portici, it marks the former 
railway station of the Circumvesuviana 
that, coming from Naples, crossed the 
woods to reach the station. this per-
spective on the other urban void, to the 
left  of the square, today destined for a 
playground. it is here that the lower 
terminal station of Pugliano-Vesuvio, 

also called Vesuviana, was opened. the photos of the time show how 
much is still present in the memory of the local elders. However, once in 
Piazza Pugliano, we could not forget to examine the millenary Basilica. 
And then, with the kids of the class ii A, aft er  searching on the internet 
and on books of local history, we went there to know the monument 
that gives the name to the square and that constitutes the heart of the 
ancient centre. it is here that around the year One thousand a commu-
nity began to form around the dedicated place of worship, initially to 
the Madonna of Ampellone, which then the public rumors crippled in 
Pugliano. the basilica, transformed and enlarged in the following ages, 
preserves, among other treasures, two slabs of a Hellenistic sarcopha-

PuglIano StatIon

8-9. The Power Station at the beginning of the 90s
of the Nineteenth Century and Today

10. The Eremo-Observatory Station

11. Aerial view of the Hotel Eremo-Church of Savior

12. Travelers with a lady on the stretcher, on the 
background the vesuvian observatory.

14. the legendary hermit in front of his hut
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gus readapted in the Paleochristian epoch, a wooden crucifix of the 
‘300, the black crucifix and a Madonna, the Madonna of Pugliano, also 
wooden and dates back to the fourteenth century, made by France in-
voice, as evidenced by the particularity of being empty. the basilica of 
Pugliano preserves the historical archive of the local community star-
ting from 1500, among the oldest in europe.

electrIc Power StatIon
(cook StatIon)
it is the only building left of the Pugliano-Vesuvius. it is located in s. 
Vito, it was the power plant that moved the line and also the place 
where the gear rack was hooked. until the 90s it was a ruin without 
coverage. later it was restored, because it was a due diligence to resto-
re it, even if it had to be on tyre, the route of the cogwheel train. today, 
vandalized, it lies in abandonment. the name Cook, “a foreign name!”, 
intrigued the students of class i A, who searched for its origin, discove-
ring the history of the railway. Having identified the location along the 
railway path, the guided tour of Vesuvius made real what they  studied 
and seen in photos. For them, now, the Cook station is not just a red 
building with large arched windows, but a piece of the history of their 
territory that they would like to revive. And they are right, because it is 
a piece of industrial archeology that should be re-instated.

the church oF the SavIor anD 
the veSuvIan obServatory
the Chapel of the savior, located right on Mount somma, had an altar 
of ten palms that contained a niche with the figure of the savior. in 
1842 King Ferdinand ii restored the chapel, bought part of the land 
that surrounded it and allocated it to the construction of the Vesu-
vius Observatory. the Church of the savior, which today cannot be 
visited because it is in need of restoration, has been in the  attention 
of the students of i H which have been involved in the understanding 
of some songs dedicated to the Vesuvius and its rise , extract from

13. Interior of the Electric Power Station

14. The church of the savior today is not visitable.it 
was the middle of 1600, when a terrible pestilence 
striked Naples, extending quickly to the province and 
therefore to resina. here, some inhabitants took shelter 
on the vesuvius, in an area situated at 610 mt. s.l.m., 
after called “del Salvatore” (of the savior) the pure air, 
the insulation and the faith protected the little colony 
of refugees that, to prove their gratitude, built a chapel 
and established that it had to be celebrated a mass.

i.C. 5 “iOViNO-sCOtellARO” - eRCOlANO (NA)
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voyage en ItalIe by FrançoIS
rené De chateaubrIanD
At the end of the educational path, the class reworked the songs in 
images and captions. the visit to Vesuvius allowed  boys to see the pla-
ces described up close and to take pictures, making comparisons with 
our time. Adjacent to the Church of the savior, the eremo Hotel, whose 
name refers to the famous hermit who welcomed travelers by offering 
omelette and lacryma Christi, inviting them to leave a dedication on 
his book . the hotel originally in liberty style is today a ghost building, in 
total state of abandonment. the Vesuvius Observatory, the first volca-
nological observatory in the world, has been an interesting experience 
of research conducted by the students of class il. starting from the di-
scovery of images and old news, they later found out that Mercalli even 
worked here (the very creator of the seismic scale!) which was also the 
director. even this monument is unused and cannot be visited due to 
lack of personnel. Kids only saw it from the outside.

uPPer termInal StatIon-FunIcular
Pugliano-Vesuvius climbed up to 753 mt. from where  tourists could 
continue the ascent with the funicular that was inaugurated in 1880. 
For the occasion the famous song “Funiculì funiculà” was composed. 
the students of iD and iH studied it by learning how to sing it, and we, 
with the refrain of the song, also joined to all of them, to our students, 
their joy and their curiosity and we dedicate this peace of work to wish 
them to go higher and higher in the path of knowledge!

15. Our work exposed to the conclusive day

16. Students visiting Vesuvius

23-24. Funicolì Funicolà the song to encourage the 
tourists to get on the Vesuvius ... in full activities

I ragazzi a lavoro in classe ed in pausa sul Vesuvio
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cuStoDIanS oF the PaSt, ProtagonIStS oF the Future
by PIetro amItrano

Mayor of Pompeii

The history of the Valle who became Pompeii to watch over the buried city,
but also to affirm its identity and its cultural roots.

On March 20th 1052 an ancient parchment mentions the name of Messigno (one of the many hamlets 

of Pompeii) tied to the Duchy of Amalfi.

On August 23th 1832, the “Roma della Domenica” newspaper reports an article with a sensational 

discovery: “During the excavation of a canal to flow the waters of the sarno river in a private land in Messigno, 

were found the tops of three trees vertically buried, whose wood fibers were remarkably compact and hardened. 

it was also found that the trunks were made of cypress, wood used in ancient times for the masts of ships.

it means only one thing: the waters that passed under that district possessed some uncommon features that of 

‘making the wood immersed in them very durable’.

these are just two of the many historical references that tell us how much Pompeii is not only the great, wonder-

ful, Archaeological Park that today allows to gather millions of tourists.

the ‘city beyond the walls’, which was once called Valle before the arrival of Bartolo longo and before the con-

struction of the Marian Basilica, is a small precious stone whose memory must be protected and told.

everywhere, at the foot of Vesuvius, there are pieces of history, fragments of a past that we have too hastily for-

gotten. Yet that is OuR past. OuR history. the real one.

it is for this reason that the Municipality of Pompeii has always enthusiastically welcomed the work of the Ob-

servatory of the uNesCO site, and shared the project ConCorso (Contest) “Citizens of the uNesCO site”, which 

also involved students of the schools of our city.

munIcIPalIty
oF PomPeI
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it is to them that we must address, it is to them that we must tell the story of Valle that became Pompeii to watch 

over the buried city, but also to affirm their identity and their cultural roots.

We have to give back to the boys and girls the story of the journey made by the men and women of our lands to 

establish themselves as witnesses of the past and protagonists of the future. With the boys and girls we have to 

continue our journey of awareness and knowledge. they must know every stone of the land they step on which, 

they must become the custodians of the great ancient book of Pompeii, because only in this way, one day, they 

will write the book of Modern Pompeii and will let this city be appreciated, with its alternative routes, its forgot-

ten stories. Finally citizens of the uNesCO site, finally protagonists of their destiny.
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I.c. “matteo Della corte” - vIa aStolelle - PomPeI (na) - www.matteoDellacorte.gov.It

through a work of research and action, students relied on a man who worked 
so hard to spread art and culture: A patron, but also advisor of Augustus, who 
was able to bring together distinguished names in favour of culture. Well he  
turned into a guide, dwelling on some of the most representative places of 
everyday life of ancient Pompeii, where people gave broad space to “commu-
nication”, to participate, to divulge, to share facts and thoughts. Here, then, the 
introduction of four sites, the Amphitheater, the Baths, the Forum and finally 
the theatre. Four places where every day people met and spoke to each other.

In the light of the contest “citizen-
ship of the unesco site” - 3Rd Edi-
tion, starting from the connection 
between “nature and culture”, it was 
decided to present an itinerary that 
was based on “communication” in 
its wideless meaning: exploring the 
everyday life of the ancient pom-
peians, imagining how men’s life at 
that time developed, “walking” with 
them, “listening” to their chit-chat 
and “living” their hobbies, hence un-
derstanding what kind of relation-
ship there was between man and its 
environment. The primary aim was 
to sensitize students developing in 
them a passion for this immense he-
ritage, precious resource of the terri-
tory to preserve and protect.
The young students guided by the 
teachers, showed that, if adequa-
tely stimulated, can be moved and 
look at the culture with different 
eyes.

unified School “matteo Della corte”
Presents

StrollIng…In the wellneSS
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the amPhItheatre
Among the hobbies of ancient Pompeii there was the  
participation in shows that took place inside the Am-
phitheatre, built around 70 BC. By Duoviri Gaio Quinzio 
Valgo and Marco Porcio and used for circus games and 
combats between gladiators. these parades were so-
metimes advertised with graffiti on the houses’ facades. 
the Amphitheatre is located in the south-east part of 
the ancient Pompeii, the structure was leaning against 
the city wall, now in disuse, using a pre-existing emban-
kment and building a new one on the uncovered side, 
using the excavation ground. in this way the structure 
is located at about six metres in deepth and assumes 
an elliptical shape, it also has a length of one hundred 
thirty-five metres and a width of one hundred and four 
metrer, for a capacity of twenty thousand spectators. 
Famous is the furious quarrel between Pompeians and 
Nocerians occurred in 59 AD, during a combat between 
gladiators. the Pompeians got the better of themsel-
ves, so many Nocerians were brought back to the city 
with their bodies mutilated from wounds.

Pompeii is born on a territory apprecciated by philo-
sophies, senators, nobles belonging to roman families 
and imperors, Campania felix: from Capua, Cuma, Ca-
pri, Pompeii, sorrento, stabia, Nocera and up to get to 
salerno, all these places represent a  meeting point for 
different cultures, where the naturalistic treasure com-
bines with the cultural one. Green areas, thermal di-
stricts, gyms, theatres, squares immerse ourselves in 
a world made of gladiators ‘combats, theatrical shows 
and declamations of poetries. these are campania fe-
lix and pompeii that represent the propulsor centre 
between the coast and the internal territory. Walking 
through the streets of ancient pompeii, it is well clear 
the role that had the hobbies for the rich population, it 
was essentially due to the fact that the patricians did 
not dedicate their days to work while, the slaves carri-
ed out the heavy works: they cultivated the land, they 
were employed in the ancient factories, in the bakeries, 
in the laundries, in the tanneries while the commercial 
activities were carried out  mostly from the freed men.

i.C. “MAtteO DellA CORte” - POMPei (NA)
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the thermal bathS
Another meeting place was the Baths. the thermal plant had  two separate en-
trances: for men on the south wing and for women on the north wing. Between 
the two sectors there was a room, the praefurnium, in which there were the boi-
lers for heating, it was certainly built in several phases.
 
the Forum
Crossing Via dell’Abbondanza you get to the Forum, a place of meetings, 
prayer and also politics and justice. the square also played a fundamental fun-
ction as a market. located at the confluence of the most important streets, 
the first one, who leads on one side to Mount Vesuvius, which looms placid 
and threatening behind the temple of Jupiter, and on the other one,to sea; the 
second one goes to Nocera on one side, to Naples on the other.

the stabiane baths, located at the 
crossing between via dell’abbondanza,
and via stabiana, were built in the iii 
century b.c. in an area, at that time,-
suburban. the plant is composed by 
small bathrooms that were on a large 
gym on specific rooms, like the ones 
with pools for the cold bathrooms and 
the changing rooms (Apoditeria), the 
lukewarm spaces used for the relaxa-
tion and the massages or the hot ba-
throoms and the rooms for the clean-
sing with the strigil (destrictaria).

let’s visualize for a moment the forum 
before the vesuvius wiped it out: on the 
short side is situated the Basilica that 
is the tribunal, a covered place in which 
the judge decided after listening to the 
parties and their lawyers and he did it 
by sitting on the chair at the bottom of 
the central aisle, where in our basilicas 
there is the altar. in the corner near the 
capitolium we find the macellum, a 
kind of food market  of the time, in whi-
ch meat, fish and even vegetables were 
sold, as shown by food stuffs found in 
the excavations. At the bottom, with 
the vesuvius behind, we find the tem-
ple of jupiter: it was dedicated to the 
triade capitolina, that are the three di-
vinities that presided at rome: jupiter, 
his wife juno and his daughter miner-
va, the divinities of heavens, maternity 
and war.

i.C. “MAtteO DellA CORte” - POMPei (NA)
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the theatre
the last stop on this route is the teatro Grande (the Big theatre). the theatre was an amusement connected 
to religion and participating in a show was a sign of social identity (only free citizens went to the theatre), of 
religious celebration days (the shows took place during the holidays) and of pure entertainment. the spectators 
occupied the stands in a hierarchical social order: closer to the scene, that is to the actors, the richest citizens 
and those with political offices; higher up the members of the corporations, namely the productive classes or 
entrepreneurs as we would say today; and finally the people. Women, according to an imperial decision of Augu-
stus, had to sit on the high stands, but it seems that, even then,  women of Campania were not low-abiding and 
therefore, mingled with the other spectators. they represented both comedies and tragedies, the actors were 
all men and wore masks when they needed to play female roles. the whole theatre area was probably decorated 
with fountains and nymphaeums, found at the time of excavations, while several hollow blocks indicate that in 
the warmer months the whole structure was covered with a velarium (awning).

i.C. “MAtteO DellA CORte” - POMPei (NA)
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Here we are at the end of a route designed by the great patron that left for a little while his society and accompa-
nied us in a touristic tour where landscape and culture, where everyday life and hobbies, where communication 
and sharing were protagonists of our return to the past. As a result of this our last experience an information 
brochure about the visited sites was created; captions and photos present the selected itinerary, which can be 
experienced either from the amphitheatre, accessing from piazza amphitheatre, or from the big theatre, entering 
from porta marina (gate marina), passing through the thermal baths and arriving to the centre of the everyday 
life: the forum.

i.C. “MAtteO DellA CORte” - POMPei (NA)
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the art oF PerFumeS In PomPeII
“Citizens of the uNesCO site”: this year our itinerary tries to relate na-
ture and culture, that is, it studies the relationship between the cultu-
re of nature and cultural heritage, reflecting on the theme of Cultural 
Diversity.
Were the ancient inhabitants of these lands so different from us? the 
interpretation we give is based on the reference on the wellness and 
the material culture: the ancient Romans built houses and comfor-
table places, they loved good food and took care of their body. if in 
the first edition of the competition we analyzed the architecture of 
the Roman house and public places and in the second one we pas-
sionated about food and flavours, this year we followed the contrail 
of perfumes.
in schools teachers often tell their students “look”, “listen” “touch”, 
but rarely “sniff”. And when the children draw a face, the noses stran-
gely disappear! the sense of smell,if not encouraged as a child, risks 
to fade in the course of life, depriving us of a faculty very important 
for our well-being and for our completeness. the perfume was and is 
a sophisticated form to explain to others who we are. “smelling” the 
scent is equal to listen to the messages of nature, if you want, it is a 
bit as communicating with it. the myrtle bushes, roses and lilies de-
scribed by Pliny in his Naturalis Historia, gave life to the perfumes and 
ointments with which Roman matrons spread themselves at the time 
of Plautus, of Cicero and tacitus. even the Roman matrons had their 
Chanel: it was called “Rhodinon”.
that of perfume was and is a special language: it narrates in a uni-
que way the perfection of a landscape, the memory of an emotion, 
the alchemy of an encounter, the magic of a moment. smelling is a 
meaning without words and it is a language, an imperfect means of 
translating the olfactory experience, the most difficult to be put into 
words.What is the nexus between Pompeii and perfumes? in Pom-

The study was aimed at rediscovering nature in 
ancient Pompeii and the transformation of floral 
and plant essences into perfumes and ointments 
to understand the use of these products among 

the ancient inhabitants of these places ..

La casa del Profumiere o del giardino d’Ercole

I.c. “ameDeo maIurI” - vIa S.abbonDIo - PomPeI (na)  - www.ScuolamaIurIPomPeI.It
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peii 2000 years ago there was a real perfumer’s shop: it is “la Casa 
del Profumiere” (the House of the perfumer), re-opened to the public 
since 2001. Here, paleobotanical analysis - also conducted by the “Ap-
plied Research laboratory of the Pompeii superintendency” - attested 
the cultivation of essences suitable to produce perfumes and unveiled 
ancient formulas. the Casa del Profumiere corresponds to the domus 
already known as the House of the Garden of Hercules (which meets 
in Region ii, insula Viii, entrance from Porta Nocera, after the great 
gym): his was a garden of fragrant flowers picked by a topiarius - the 
gardener of the time - to be transformed into eau de parfum by the oil 
mills and the unguentarium(A glass or ceramic profume container), or 
“noses” of the ancient Romans. Accurate and accredited researches 
carried out by biologists and botanists led to the discovery of the car-
bonized seeds and they were able to reconstruct, from the furrows left 
in the ground of the garden of Hercules after the eruption, the exact 
position of the plants: seven olive trees, from which the oil was ex-
tracted in which they macerated petals, myrtle bushes, roses, violets 
and lilies described by Pliny in his Naturalis Historia. their discovery, 
together with some inscriptions and other findings, allowed us to 
hypothesize the existence of a craft production of perfumes that used 
olive oil as a base, unlike the modern one, based on alcohol. in Pompeii 
the scents of the past remained intact, with their suggestive names: 
iris of Corinth, saffron of soles, Cyprino, Pardalium (which it was thou-
ght to be extracted from the panthers) and Mala Cotonea, the quince 
that was like a good wine: only by getting older began to smell. But 
also the scent of rose, violet, lily, myrtle, cypress and basil. Many an-
cient floggers of habit hurled against the custom of perfuming them-
selves. But it was useless to oppose the matrons that were spreading 
with expensive ointments at the time of Plautus, Cicero and tacitus, 
belived that “good women should not smell of any fragrance”. it was 
then discovered that Pompeii, before being destroyed by the fury of 

The perfume cupids of the Casa dei Vetti:
a real instruction manual for herbalists

on the traces of the past.
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the Vesuvius stroyed by the fury of theVesuvius, the perfumer’s house 
or the garden of Hercules, about perfumes  - was the Paris of the time.
With time, what was a necessity dictated by poor sanitation became 
ostentation of luxury, especially for women. the spread of perfumes 
in the Roman world grew with the same fortunes of the empire and 
became so excessive that it was severely opposed, officially for moral 
reasons, in fact to avoid imports of spices from the eastern countries.
Plautus narrates that there were slaves specialized in the production 
of perfumes exactly for economic reasons - even if disguised as moral 
reasons - in ii B. C. it was forbidden to import exotic perfumes in the 
city of Rome. to act as a manual of instructions for herbalists on the 
traces of the past it was a famous painting: the cupids perfumers of 
the House of the Vettii. A sequence on a black background of pagan 
angels that put flowers under the press, macerate and mix, until arri-
ving, as in a comic book, to a distinguished lady who smells her wrist 
to test the success of the extract. On the right you can see a special 
press for the preparation of the oils next to some macerator vessels. 
At the center there is a counter with a recipe book, a scale for the do-
ses and a cabinet containing flasks, in which we recognize the same 
forms of vitreous evidences found in the ancient Vesuvian cities. Pom-
peii is the only archaeological area in the Mediterranean where traces 
of perfume shops have been found: Campania, with its rose gardens 
and the oil to fix the perfumes was the mecca of the extracts, an an-
cestor of the supply chain, with glasses for the bottles produced in 
the Volturno area. the containers were found under the lapillus in the 
Casa del Profumiere or House of the perfurmer ,and today they are 
kept in the National Archaeological Museum of Naples: our studen-
ts tried to reproduce some of them in the ceramics laboratory of our 
school. During the researches about 1200 balsamari and unguentari 
from Pompeii were examined, of which only 150 kept residues, as well 
as 16 unguentari from the Villa imperiale of Oplontis. the substantial 

The inspiring idea of the shortfilm  is that 
of a narration set in the garden of the perfumer 

where the perfumes are “felt” and
We  discusses about it amiably.

It It is precisely the night of  October 24th  of 
79.A.D. With the eruption of Vesuvius and the 

telluric movements the bottle with the precious 
content escapes from the hands and falls, the sky 
becomes leaden and soon after a blanket of ash 

covers everything.

i.C. “AMeDeO MAiuRi” - POMPei (NA) 
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differences between the findings of Pompeii, and those of Oplontis, 
concern the preciousness of raw materials of the suburban villa, such 
as essential oil of Pogostemon cablin, known as patchouli, imported 
from india, and of lemon, which at the time was considered an exotic 
fruit. Just in Oplontis a small beauty-case was found containing all the 
tools for the make-up, including small glass plates on which the in-
gredients were diluted. Our educational path developed over several 
stages: we started from the knowledge of the places, that is from the 
shops along Via degli Augustali and from the Casa del Giardino Di er-
cole, also known as the Casa del Profumiere(House of Perfurmer.) We 
tried - with the help of a young archaeologist and of a biologist - to un-
derstand how the essences were made and how they were mixed to-
gether to achieve a perfume. And what were the useful tools to make 
them, the utensils and containers to store them. And in the end we 
imagined a story, between past and present. self-care, personal care, 
well-being. they are a common thread that links past, present and fu-
ture. Nature offered and offers with the richness of its products the 
possibility of creating smells, flavours and emotions that tell about 
us, about our land and our traditions. From the knowledge of the cu-
stoms and life of the Roman empire we can draw useful knowledges 
to witness through a material culture a past era and enrich the tourist 
reception with events and products that can become a form of income 
for the territory itself.

“Stop oh mortals to contaminate your bodies with inauspicious food! 
There are fruits, which bend the branches with their weight and, 

on the vines, turgid grapes. There are sweet vegetables and other 
vegetables that the flame can make pleasant and tender. Neither the 

liquid milk is missing to you, nor the parfumed honey of thyme.
To you so much wealth offers the providential earth ....... “

Ovid metamorphosis

During the journey it was found
a bottle that smelt of rose.

Roses are still cultivated today in Pompeii
and the surrounding area, and

are the basis for new perfumes.

i.C. “AMeDeO MAiuRi” - POMPei (NA) 
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In addition to the short film experience
which places itself as a conclusive moment

of the activities - some ceramic
reproductions of balsamaries

and unguentaries and a digital guide
on the art of perfumes were made.

RAPPRESENTATIVES FROM UNESCO
prof.ssa Paola Pallone

prof.ssa maria longobardi

MOVIE DIRECTOR
alfonso balzano

SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
maria rosaria marulo

PARTICIPANTS
the students of the third-year classes

of the sections a/b/c-g-h-i-l-m.
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the reproduction of Balsamari and 
unguentaries (small bottles to contain 
balsams and unguents) in the labora-

tory of ceramics of the school
was coordinated by the teacher

Marilena Giordano

Thanks to tiberius pompeii
for the availability and

the ancient Pompeian herbalist

i.C. “AMeDeO MAiuRi” - POMPei (NA) 
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lIceo Statale “e.PaScal” - vIale unItà D’ItalIa 42 - PomPeI (na) - www.lIceoPaScalPomPeI.It

the project arises from a reflection who is born through an exchange 
of opinions with our students, that live near the river or that travel daily 
on their side to go to school or to the city centre. in all of them, there 
was a strong discomfort while walking in the areas bordering the river; 
from this point encreased the awareness  that is possible to realize and 
facilitate experiences that help children to know the territory as a space 
of life that is not only social but also natural.

The sarno and the Nocerino-Sarnese countryside

the rIver Sarno anD ItS mySterIeS
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the rIver Sarno
the river sarno, located in Campania, mentioned by poets and wri-
ters of ancient times, covers a vast basin of about 500 km²; along its 
24 Km of course, it connects 39 municipalities. Before the eruption 
of 79 A.D. it was adored as a god for having helped the development 
of civilization, the most frequent allegorical image that depicts it, it 
is that of an old man with a beard, half naked, lying on his side and 
surrounded by river plants, such as reeds and papyrus, in the act of 
holding a vase from which water flows. We do not know its exact 
course in Roman times because the entire territory was modified by 
the eruption of 79 A.D which overturned the whole valley covering 
it with volcanic material. We know, however, that in its final stretch 
separated with its course two important territories: the ager pom-
peianus (countryside of Pomeii)  , on the right bank, and the ager 
stabianus (countryside of stabia) on the left one. Both territories 
are remembered for their fertility and for the numerous agricultural 
settlements. today the sarno is no longer navigable as it was once 
and it is very different as a result of changes occurred both for na-
tural disasters, such as the eruption of Vesuvius, and by the hand of 
man. Despite the continuous news reports that consider it as the 
most polluted river in europe, we think that even today could well 
play a decisive role for a revival of the territory.in fact, in the past, the 
sarno was the main architect of the development of our territory, 
thinking of Pompeii, the rustic villas found in Boscoreale, the Royal 
Powder Factory built by Bourbon, situated in scafati or in longola, in 
the Poggiomarino area. After a careful analysis we therefore decided 
to propose a tourist route that takes into account the relationship 
between nature-river-man, analyzing the historical and archaeolo-
gical sites of: Villa Regina in Boscoreale, the temple of Dionysus in 
Pompeii and the Royal Bourbon Powder Factory of scafati.

Sketch of the identification
of the new strategic points

on the Sarno river

liCeO stAtAle “e.PAsCAl” - POMPei (NA)
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vIlla regIna anD the antIQuarIum oF boScoreale
in the north pompeian suburban of Boscoreale between the end 
of the ‘800 and the first decades of the ‘900 were carried out se-
veral archaeological excavations, which brought to light some 
rustic villas or better known as family farms. Among these Villa 
Pisanella also known as the treasure villa of Boscoreale whose 
excavations were carried out by private people, that owned the 
funds, and which led to the sale abroad of almost all the artifacts 
found. the sale of the treasure of Boscoreale provoked an inter-
pellation to the italian Parliament which then led to the law n. 
1089, the first law aimed at regulating the protection of cultu-
ral heritage. in 1977 during the works for the Gescal district Villa 
Regina was unearthed, still today in process of excavation, the 
artifacts found in the area are now safely kept at the Antiquarium 
of Boscoreale. the National Antiquarium”Man and environment 
in the Vesuvian territory” was inaugurated on March 23th, 1991 
and is located near the archaeological area of Villa Regina.
it was built for the exhibition of naturalistic finds and objects 
found after the completion of the excavation of Villa Regina in 
1980 and of other rustic villas throughout the territory, buried by 
the eruption of Vesuvius in 79 A.D. which caused the destruction 
but also the conservation of the cities of Pompeii and Hercula-
neum and other inhabited centres that appeared in the territory 
like stabiae and Oplontis. Villa Regina, specialized in viticulture, 
is today the only existing villa among the units explored so far in 
the Vesuvian area. the museum’s itinerary is divided into 2 parts: 
in the first one are exhibited the finds from the Vesuvian area  to 
reconstruct the landscapes and the daily life of the Roman world. 
in the second room are exposed the main findings from the farms 
and villas in the Boscoreale area.

Treasure of boscoreale

liCeO stAtAle “e.PAsCAl” - POMPei (NA)
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temPle oF DIonySuS In PomPeII
the temple of Dionysus was rediscovered by chance, near a cha-
pel dedicated to st. Abbondio, following the explosion of a bomb 
during the second World War in 1943, although the first excava-
tions were carried out in 1947 and then in 1973. the temple sto-
od outside the walls of Pompeii,immersed in vegetation on a hill 
overlooking the valley of sarno, probably right next to the mouth 
of the river and then the coast. it was not connected to any main 
road, perhaps only a bridge over the river that connected it to 
other suburban sanctuaries, this was probably due to the Diony-
sian rituals that were celebrated, although Rome had forbidden 
its practice.

this is a Doric-style temple from the samnite period:
the entrance is characterized by a central altar and 
on the sides two triclinium, each surrounded by masonry 
benches and with a table at the centre on which the 
sacred banquets for the Dionysian mysteries were practised.
the central altar instead, removed and brought into the
Archaeological area, has on its two sides an Oscan 
inscription dedicated to Maras Atinius: at the time of 
discovery some carved letters still showed traces of the
painting in red. A ramp, added after the construction
of the temple, probably in the last period, and which allows
the access to the interior, is decorated with another inscription
in the Oscan language which shows the inscription:

«Ovidius Epidius, son of Ovidius, and Trebius Mettius,
son of Trebius, the Contructor».

liCeO stAtAle “e.PAsCAl” - POMPei (NA)
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On the entrance of the pronaos there is a pediment in tuff on 
which two lying figures are sculpted: the one on the left is Diony-
sus who has his right arm stretched with a kantharos in his hand 
and in the left hand some grape, while the figure on the left is a 
woman, probably Arianna, as the whole scene should represent 
the marriage between the god and the daughter of Minos, or 
Aphrodite, in the act of raising a veil, a symbol of marriage. then 
you reach the pronaos, surrounded by stonework benches, and 
the cell: the walls and columns of these rooms are plastered. 
externally, leaning between the wall of the pronaos and one of 
the two triclinium there is a schola(school), added in a second 
moment with respect to the construction of the temple. still on 
the outside, between the triclinium and the schola, sixteen ca-
vities were found in the earth: some were used to support the 
posts of the arbor, while others were the place where were the 
roots of the vines.

liCeO stAtAle “e.PAsCAl” - POMPei (NA)
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real bourbon PowDer Factory
in 1852 Ferdinando ii of Bourbon built a new Powder 
factory between the river sarno and the Bottaro ca-
nal, in scafati, to replace the one existing in torre An-
nunziata of the 17th century. the construction of the 
military plant was entrusted to Colonel Alessandro 
Nunziante with whom the architect luigi Manzella 
and the chemist Filippo di Grandis collaborated. For 
the construction of the Royal Powder factory of sca-
fati the last part of the sarno river was rectified and 
made navigable. the factory remained active for for-
ty years, alternating over time with harmful events 

that in 1894 led to its closure and the conversion to 
the experimental institute of tobacco. today the site 
hosts exhibitions and events related to the territory.

liCeO stAtAle “e.PAsCAl” - POMPei (NA)
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saluti istituzionali di vIncenzo cuomo 
Sindaco di Portici

Portici is part of the Buffer zone of the uNesCO site of the archaeological areas of Pompeii, Herculaneum 
and torre Annunziata, that is the perimeter “buffer area” to the sites but necessarily connected to them 
to ensure efficient use and reception systems.the strategic development plan of the territory included in 

the buffer zone of the uNesCO site, recently approved by the Ministries of Cultural Heritage and Activities and 
of tourism, by the territorial Cohesion and the south, by infrastructure and transport, by the Campania Region, 
and by the mayors of the Metropolitan City of Naples and the municipalities concerned, including that of Portici 
identifies as general objectives the economic and social revival, the environmental and urban requalification 
and the enhancement of the tourist attractiveness of the area, improving services and ensuring more effective 
and efficient accessibility to the Vesuvian cultural heritage that insists on the territory of the buffer zone. this is 
the commitment of the institutions, but in order to succeed in the full realization of the “duty” of protecting and 
enhancing the cultural heritage of our territory, it is necessary a totalizing operation of knowledge, awareness 
and involvement of the whole citizenship, first of all instilling in it the feeling of belonging “to the world” beyond 
the confines of the specific territorial reality. i refer in particular to the younger generations, to the youngest, fer-
tile and uncontaminated ground. At the base of the arduous task of education to “beauty” and to the universal 
values there is the school. the extra-ordinary occasion of this Competition has offered the opportunity to the 
schools that have joined the initiative to carve out in the programming a space for in-depth study and interdisci-
plinary activities aimed at improving the knowledge of the territory and its assets, at the re-appropriation of the 
sense of conservation to the future of this irreproducible artistic-cultural heritage (material and immaterial), and 
at the active role that each of us has in this process with awareness and pride. the students of the comprehen-
sive institutes “santagata” and “Da Vinci - Comes”, with the support of the Managers and the guidance of the 
teachers who have embraced this challenge, managed to make the uniqueness of Portici in a new and original 
way, effectively representing its peculiarities, its development from “mountain” to “valley” along the axis Vesu-
vius-sea, the historical, artistic and cultural attractions: the Bourbon Palace, the Port of Granatello.

munIcIPalIty 
oF PortIcI
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I.c. “leonarDo Da vIncI - comeS” - vIa bernInI,10 - PortIcI (na) - www.DavIncIcomeS.gov.It

Description of the project
the competition “Cittadini del sito unesco” (Citizens of the une-
sco site) was first and foremost an opportunity for young pe-
ople to get to know their own territory. However, by including 
the competition in a workshop project, it also became a path of 
personal growth and sharing among peers.
the competition was in fact addressed to the students of the 
painting workshop, which were freely joined by students of first, 
second and third classes, who were not chosen on the basis of 
their skills or personal predisposition to drawing or painting, but 
each student chose to participate for pleasure in carrying out 
the painting and in relating with children of other classes.
this painting workshop was born as a strengthening activity 
that took place in the afternoon once a week, during the first 
period from November to January students worked on the re-
production of subjects proposed by the teacher: their pet, actor 
or favorite singer to allow a free personal expression and the 
acquisition of basic techniques needed. even the materials were 
initially only the simple A4 rough sheets of the same students 
for the curricular work of Art and image, colored crayons and 
markers.
the second phase of the project started in January, the children 
were shown the competition in which they would participate, 
membership of the territory and of a uNesCO site, and were 
asked to bring an image of a monument of their city, then an 
image of Portici.

the colourS oF the Sea:
From the real site of Portici to the granatello port
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each student chose the closest and most 
suitable view to their aptitudes and abilities, 
initially they drew it on the A4 sheet with the 
technique of the grid, which requires that the 
drawing is reproduced in scale on the sheet 
respecting the proportions and positions of 
the subjects of the photo, then they used 
tempera to paint. students sometimes sha-
red the images or exchanged them with each 
other, thus expanding the knowledge of the 
places offered for the reproduction.
Finally, the students were offered the repro-
duction of the monuments photographed on 
a small canvas card, a support that allows 
you to paint in a different way than the clas-
sic sheet, albeit rough.
the chosen subjects were the Port of Gra-
natello, the Royal Palace of Portici, Villa sa-
vonarola; the different support thrilled and 
frightened the students at the same time, 
but placed them in front of the most difficult 
challenge: that is, learning new things; using 
tools, materials, techniques and subjects 
different from everyday life allowed them 
to face the project with great maturity and 
discipline, and all the students learned new 
aspects with respect to the curricular les-
sons having fun at the same time.

i.C. “leONARDO DA ViNCi - COMes” - PORtiCi (NA) 
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King Charles of Bourbon and his 
wife Amalia of saxony, arrived in 
Portici as guests of the Prince of 
elboeuf emanuele Maurizio of 
lorraine, fall in love with the pla-
ce, first of all for the landscape and 
the possibility to hunt, and make 
it their summer residence. For the 
construction of the Royal Palace, 
which began in 1738, were called 
the best architects, engineers and 
decorators from Antonio Medrano 
to luigi Vanvitelli, from Antonio 
Canevari to Ferdinando Fuga. im-
mediately the territory brings out 
the buried treasures, coming from 

the cities of Herculaneum and 
Pompeii, these are preserved in 
the Hercolanense Museum inau-
gurated in 1758; in 1773 is inau-
gurated the Port of Granatello to 
access the Palace directly from the 
sea, the works of the Real Villa in-
stead were finished in 1742 but, 
proved insufficient to accommo-
date the entire court, many aristo-
cratic families, to be close to the 
sovereigns, bought or built by the 
most prestigious architects of the 
time, villas in the surroundings, 
creating that artistic heritage cha-
racteristic of the area, known as “ 

the Golden Millet”.the Royal site 
includes the Botanical Garden, 
the Hercolanense Museum, the 
Museum of Agricultural sciences 
and the Historical library. today 
the Royal Palace of Portici is also 
home to the Faculty of Agriculture 
of Frederico ii university.

the real SIte oF PortIcI

Our school is situated in Portici Municipality 
of the province of Naples, municipality of por-
tici for densities of inhabitants in italy since 
2002  obtained the denomination of city.
school, has two sites: one in the heart of the 
city, the other one nearest to the granatello 
port. 
The name “Portici” comes from “portus”: as 
port of herculaneum citizens the area where 
there was the port of granatello in the ’700 
very rich of pomegranate trees, from here the 
definition.

i.C. “leONARDO DA ViNCi - COMes” - PORtiCi (NA) 
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La Reggia di Portici

Villa Campolieto

i.C. “leONARDO DA ViNCi - COMes” - PORtiCi (NA) 
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Il Porto del Granatello

the new Palace built by Charles of Bourbon needed 
to be protected: to prevent its attack from the sea the 
king built the “Fortino del Granatello” (Blockhuose of 
Granatello) around 1740, and it was with Ferdinando 
iV in 1773 that the area acquired the role of port, first 
used only for fishing. it reached its maximum expan-
sion until the second World War becoming a satellite 
port of that of Naples. today it is home to the Vesu-
vian nightlife. the area in front of the port hosts the 
stop of the Portici-ercolano state railways, once a ter-
minal stop for the first section of the Naples-Portici 
railway line.

i.C. “leONARDO DA ViNCi - COMes” - PORtiCi (NA) 
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I.c. 5 “Santagata” - 5° c.D. - vIa PolI, 68 - PortIcI (na) - www.IcSantagatamoScatI.gov.It

Also this year the i.C. “Carlo santagata” 5th C. D., participates in the contest “Citizens of the uNesCO site”, or-
ganized by the “Permanent Observatory for the Historic Center of Naples”, now in its third year. the path of re-
cognition of the territorial identity that the Metropolitan City intends to favor in the younger generations passes 
through reinforcing the ties with the community and the site of belonging.

PortIcI From the Sea to the “mount”
the recovery of nature in the territory

claSSeS I c, II D, II F, II m, III n
teacherS: ADele ANAstAsiO, ClAuDiA BuONOMO, MAuRiZiO COlOMBO, 

AssuNtA D’ACuNZO, luiGiA FiCO, MARGHeRitA FlAutO, MARiA GeNeROsO, 
ANNABellA lullO, ANNA MARCHetiellO, ANNAlAuRA MARiNO,

MARiA teResA PANiCO, ANNA PiCA, silVANA RiZZO,
ANGelA MARZiA sANNiNO, eMiliA sCOGNAMiGliO
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interculturality is a particular interest for the euROPeAN year 

of cultural heritage, proclaimed by the european Parliament for 

2018 and therefore the heritage education has become one of 

the central themes in the school curriculum, according to the Mi-

BACt directives and uNesCO structures. the theme chosen for 

the competition is therefore particularly interesting. it involves 

the identification of an itinerary that connects Nature and Cultu-

re. Our institute, already in the work carried out last year, allowed 

our students, in investigating the ancient and modern crafts of 

their territory, the careful study of the place in which they live, as 

well as the historical reasons that led to the development of a 

certain type of activity. the narrow strip of the territory of Portici 

is particularly fitting for its position. From its beach you can see 

the sky line of the city of Naples towards northwest, in a succes-

sion of reliefs that leads the eye up to the island of ischia, while 

towards the south the sorrento peninsula opens up to the tip of 

Punta Campanella, with Capri in front of it.

Territory of Portici in the map by Carafa or by the Duck of Noja (1775)

i.C. 5 “sANtAGAtA” - 5° C.D. - PORtiCi (NA) 
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From a naturalistic point of 
view, despite the disaster cau-
sed by wild urbanization and by 
the opening of new axes to the 
detriment of historic buildin-
gs, such as the ancient Palazzo 
Capuano and the exedra of Villa 
Buono, the territory retains an 
intense beauty that still, surpri-

singly, opens up to unexpected panoramas. even the tracks of 
modern infrastructures (highway and Circumvesuviana) have cut 
the Municipality of Portici in three portions, preventing the con-
tinuity in the ascent between the sea and the Vesuvius National 
Park. Yet even today from the ancient Bourbon Harbor, looking 
towards the Vesuvius, the look can rise from the beach to the vol-
cano following the alternation of the green bands of the lower 
and upper forest, to which the Bourbon Palace acts as a hinge. 
Of this splendid panorama the travellers of the past could enjoy 
from the heights of the town or going up towards the Vesuvius 
through a luxuriant nature. Just this wonderful view portrayed by 
great artists, like Fergola at the Bourbon court, gave life, some 
time later, to real schools of painters called Resina and Bellavista, 
from the toponyms of the area.

Today to Federico Rossano or Giuseppe de Nittis were 
entitled some roads but together with many others, 
these artists, making part of Marco De Gregorio stu-
dio, sited in the Borbonic Palace, or seated at the Caffè 
Simonetti, gave birth to the “Republic of Portici “, then 
defined by the criticists the” republic of light “, which, 
inspiring by the beauty of the site, led the Vesuvian 
painting to compete with the Tuscan machines or the 
french impressionists in an european cultural dimen-
sion free from the provincialism

Images were realised
by students, 

taking as example
themed pictures, 

paintings or photos

i.C. 5 “sANtAGAtA” - 5° C.D. - PORtiCi (NA) 
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in accordance with the indications of the competition,  we inve-
stigated students’ wishes regarding the city. We gave them the 
opportunity to rethink the relationship between the nature of the 
places and the urban context. We wondered what they wanted 
to show about their city to a foreign friend, organizing an appro-
priate itinerary of visit. in realizing an ideal itinerary, students 
studied the ancient Carafa Map,chosing what to favor as an unu-
sual itinerary with respect to the journey of the ancient strada 
Regia addressed to a “vertical” route by the cartographic guide.
ideally the sea-mountain route connects the main componen-
ts of the Portici landscape. the sea and the “Mount”, where by 
mountain we mean “’a muntagna”, that is the Vesuvius.
A careful reflection deserved the monumental emergencies in 
the area, among which the most important is the Bourbon Pala-
ce, as well as the Vesuvian Villas.
therefore, from the sea to Mount Vesuvius, the imagined itine-
rary starts from the Granatello with the Bourbon Harbor, the sta-
tion, the Villa of elboeuf, the scientific pole of enea, the Dohrn 
Zoological station and the sanctuary of san Pasquale.
From the marina, a narrow strip of land of about 3 square kilo-
meters, they thought to retrace the ascent as long as possible 
through the very rich forest of oaks that characterized the spot 
at the foot of the volcano and that made the happiness of the 
Bourbon court hunters. identically, crossing the octagonal exe-
dra of the Royal Palace, continue through the upper garden, now 
occupied by the Botanical Garden, and reach the far end of the 
volcano. today this sea - mountain ascent is actually impeded by 
cross - cutting cuts in the area mentioned above, but it is hoped 
that in future urban projects will be able to restore this “verticali-
ty” route to the territory.

The Port of Granatiello by a Salvatore Fergola painting

The Port of Granatello

Sanctuary of San Pasquale

Villa D’Elboeuf
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in addition to the study of the stages of the visit, which allowed 
students to be able to act as guides to any visitors, they dedica-
ted themselves to the production of  brochures made with short 
themed texts, subsequently translated into French and english. 
Accompanied by images painted by them, and manually assem-
bled, the brochures were subsequently reproduced with a photo-
graphic process. Another small brochure collects studies on the 
Vesuvian flora and fauna. the experiences made on the territory 
and the testimonies taken from the study of the documentation 
on the different stages of the itinerary, have been selected and 
gathered in a book,together with the drawings made during the 
inspections. At the end it was organized a short show to narrate, 
in a fun and choreographic way, the history of Portici, drawing on 
the skills acquired in the study.

Real Palace of Portici (Details)

Details of The Real Palace
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veSuvIan Flora anD Fauna 
brochure realised by students

the side of the Vesuvius and that of somma Mount differ consi-
derably from the naturalistic point of view; the first is more arid, 
largely reforested to prevent landslides and presents the cha-
racteristic succession of vegetation of the Mediterranean scru-
bland; the side of the somma Mount, more humid, is characte-
rized by the presence of mixed woods. the endemic species are 
only 18. On the more recent lava flows the vegetable colonization 
begins by the stereocaulon vesuvianum. it is a coralliform lichen 
of gray color with a filamentous consistency. On the oldest flows 
together with the stereocaulon vesuvianum there are other pio-
neer species including: Red Valeriana (Centranthus ruber), the 
Helichrysum litoreum (Helichrysum litoreum), Artemisia (Artemi-
sia Campestris). there are also three types of broom: the broom 
of the charcoal burners (Cytisus scoparius), the broom odorosa 
(spartium junceum) and the broom of etna (Genista aetnensis).

Vesuvius National Park
Created On June 5Th 1995 

Flora

Stereocaulon
Vesuvianum

Red Valerian

Mugwort

Broom of the charcoal burners

Helichrysum
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On the south-western side of Vesuvius, the original Mediterrane-
an vegetation has been partly replaced by pine trees implanted 
from the second half of 1800 between 300 and 900 meters

Fauna
the favorable climatic conditions have allowed the establishment 
of a large animal population. in particular: 2 species of amphi-
bians, 8 species of reptiles, 138 species of birds, 29 species of 
mammals, 44 species of diurnal lepidoptera, 8 families of apoidea 
and formicides.

Dormouse

Woodchat ShrikeHedgehog

Fox
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Aesculapian Snake
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munIcIPalIty oF
San gIorgIo a cremano
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I.c.  2 “maSSaIa” PIazza nazIonale, 88 - vIa e. bellInI, 77 - naPolI - www. Ic2maSSaIa.gov.It

naturalIStIc - hIStorIcal ItInerary
In the veSuvIan vIllaS
Description of the project
For the students of our institute, the contest Citizens of the une-
sco site was a great opportunity to deepen and get to know more 
closely the Cultural Heritage of their territory and in particular the 
architectural structures of the Vesuvian villas and their splendid 
gardens.
the project took place during extracurricular hours from December 
2017 to May 2018 and involved the classes: 3A 3B 3G 1G 2G 1i.
in a fi rst phase,  students studied and deepened, through multi-
media lessons, the Vesuvian villas of their territory from the histo-
rical, artistic and naturalistic point of view.
Among the analyzed villas they chose to focus their att ention on 
Villa Bruno and Villa Vannucchi, important historical residences 
in the Municipality of san Giorgio a Cremano.
the operational phase, which is divided into several laborato-
ries carried out on site and in the territory, in addition to the vi-
sits to the sites of interest, also provided for the production of 
graphic-pictorial works and it was divided into 4 phases:
1. architectural relief on gloss of some stylistic elements of the 
villas made with graphite and with the help of grafhos.
2. perspective drawings of some of the eighteenth-century villas: 
villa Bruno and villa Vannucchi.
3) freehand enlargement and colouring with chromatic techni-
ques: watercolor pastels.
4) realization of three-dimensional plastics of the internal and ex-
ternal façades of Villa Vannucchi with the geometric structure of 
its gardens and its arboreal essences.
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From the lab works, students selected, together with 
teachers, some drawings and created a catalogue / 
brochure with the various views of the analyzes villas; 
they also elaborated a brief historical introduction.
the project activity of the unesco site competition 
included, in addition to the study-analysis phase with 
the subsequent creative activities in the laboratory 
related to the knowledge of the National artistic heri-
tage and of its territory, the possibility of exchanging 
and sharing through twinning with other schools the 
acquired knowledge and skills.
Our institute  twinned with l i. C. De Curtis ungarett i 
of Herculaneum.
On Friday 20th April students of our school shared a 
beautiful day at the archaeological excavations of Her-
culaneum accompanied by teachers and students of 
the De Curtis ungarett i institute and on 14th  May a 
delegation of students and teachers of De Curtis was 
a guest of our institute .
Aft er the welcome at school, the presentation of the 
project and the students’works , we went to Villa Van-
nucchi where students organized an educational visit 
focused on the architectural parts of the eighteen-
th-century villa and in particular on the gardens, on 
the arboreal trees essences and their symbols.
Finally, students of the De Curtis ungarett i scho-
ol were able to experience the acquired knowledge 
through a fun treasure hunt carried out in the historic 
garden of the villa.

i.C.  2 “MAssAiA”  - NAPOli
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VillA BRuNO is a Vesuvian villa located in via Cavalli di bronzo 
in san Giorgio a Cremano (Naples). For a long time it has been 
the cultural center of san Giorgio, hosting concerts, events and 
the troisi Prize, dedicated to young comedians.

vIlla bruno

it also houses many municipal offi  ces and it is home to various associations; since 2002 it is also the seat of the 
Municipal library, on the basis of a conspicuous donation made by the Cav. Giacinto Fiorett i, who also took care 
of the arrangement. it is therefore known as “Palazzo della Cultura Vesuviana”( Palace of the Vesuvian Culture).

i.C.  2 “MAssAiA”  - NAPOli
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the building has two courtyards in plan, and consists of 
a three-storey main block, which is fl anked by two lower 
bodies on the mezzanine level. the façade presents an 
articulated composition, with twin Corinthian pilasters 
alternating with isolated pilasters that delimit the cen-
tral unit. the pilasters alternate with a double order of 
balconies, fi ve on the noble main fl oor and three on the 
upper fl oor. seven of the eight balconies of the façade 
have equal dimensions, while the one on the noble main 
fl oor is longer. the fi ve windows that are arranged al-
ternately to the three balconies of the upper fl oor have 

simplifi ed frames compared to those of the fl oors be-
low. Windows appear richer on the main fl oor, presen-
ting curved fl oors. the side fl ank of the building has the 
same alternating rhythm of the main facade, but with 
rococo style capitals. On the front behind which looks 
towards the park, between two symmetrical side bo-
dies, is inserted on the main fl oor a veranda with arched 
windows and on the upper fl oor there is a large panora-
mic portico. the design of the villa shown on the map of 
the Duke of Noja is translated with respect to the cur-
rent one,with a diff erent angular rotation. 

vIlla vannucchI
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it is probable that the solution reported on the map of the duke corresponds 
to a project related to an intermediate phase of the works, between 1755 
and 1757, when the two wings of the villa on the ground fl oor were doubled, 
generating the two large side terraces upstairs. On the ground fl oor of the 
courtyard there are large arches, of which the central one with a lowered arch 
is wider than the two side, with round arches. the park was divided into three 
parts: the main area was used as an ornamental garden, the second one as 
the vegetable garden and the third as an orchard.
From the plan of the villa it is evident in the center of the park the presence of 
an octagonal shape with tanks and fountains, articulated on two terraces pla-
ced at diff erent altitudes and connected by ramps and steps arranged with a 
symmetrical criterion along the axes of a Greek cross.
the terraces were placed at an altitude below the level of the countryside, and 
it is believed that at the octagon there was a monumental fountain. Recent 
excavations conducted in the central part of the ancient garden brought to 
light the remains of a nymphaeum, of an amphitheater and a fountain.

i.C.  2 “MAssAiA”  - NAPOli
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And now let the students speak ...
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institutional greetings di FranceSco ranIerI 
Mayor of Terzigno

in this magnificent path once again we rediscover the splendor of our immeasurable wealth. to make students 

aware of the value of the history of art, of culture, but above all of its origins, i believe it is the best way to gua-

rantee a definitely brighter future. i can’t stress enough the fact that we could live exclusively on tourism, and 

that we are late in applying this civic and cultural educational method. the attraction of Naples and its province 

are like jewels, continually confirmed by the increasing number of visits that require greater institutional support. 

in recent years, thanks also to intelligent governance, we finally notice an inversion of the route, inclined to invest 

in a unique heritage in the world. i am proud of the work done by the students of my territory, many of whom 

were unaware of such beauty. to make the boys understand that Cava Ranieri from rubbish dumps has become 

one of the most requested destinations as a result of land reclamation and the new finds, and which will soon 

be a Naturalistic and Geological Archaeological Park, has absolutely no price. thanks to those who gave this 

opportunity, thanks for the experience of these months, thanks to dr. Gabriele Di Napoli ,superlative director. We 

will continue to always give our best efforts, aware that we still have amazing pages to write.

munIcIPalIty
oF terzIgno
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I.S. ”StrIano - terzIgno” IPSeoa - vIa Sarno P. verDe - lInguIStIco vIa avInI - StrIano (na)
 www.ISISStrIanoterzIgno.gov.It

ItInerary In the cultural
lanDScaPe oF terzIgno
the itinerary has the intent to bring to the visitor attention some 
landscape and cultural aspects of the territory of terzigno. the 
activities carried out aimed at enhancing the Vesuvian area, with 
particular attention to fauna and flora, to the typical local products 
and to the socio-anthropological aspects, in order to highlight the 
relationship between man and the environment. the students re-
searches took as their starting point the etymology of the name 
terzigno, closely related to the presence of Vesuvius. the knowle-
dge and importance of the protection of the landscape and cultu-
ral heritage were the primary purposes of their work. the final pro-
ducts of the multidisciplinary activities were a brochure-guide and 
a power point presentation translated into english and spanish.

etymology of the terzigno name
terzigno is an italian town of about 17,000 inhabitants, belonging 
to the metropolitan city of Naples, in Campania. this municipality 
was built in 1913 as a separation from the municipality of Otta-
viano. there are several interpretations of the name terzigno: the 
most supported comes from the latin “Oppidum ter igne ustum” 
= District burnt three times from the fire; the word  “three”, always 
recurring, indicates the volcanic activities of 1550, 1568 and of 
1631; “tertium Miliarium” third mile from Pompeii; “torcigno” pla-
ce of the press; finally, for a weak oral tradition, it could comes from 
a military “third zone” where, as a strategy,  troops settled before 
moving on to the second zone (the current Boscoreale) and sur-
prising or repelling the saracen predators sighted by the towers 
(torre Annunciaza and torre del Greco) of the first area. the em-

View of the Vesuvius National Park
from the Terzigno territory
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blem of the municipality, however, bears the image of the Vesuvio 
and the motto “ter ignis” (third Fire) should refer to the fact that 
the country was destroyed three times by the eruptions and it is 
thought that from this motto derives the name of the village.

Fauna and flora of vesuvius and Somma mount 
like any environment, the somma-Vesuvius complex  developed 
a very varied and particular characteristic fauna. urbanization 
represented an impassable obstacle for the teriofauna (fauna of 
mammals), which has been slowly decreasing, being unable to 
move freely on the territory, even after the establishment of the 
Vesuvius National Park. the birdlife, on the other hand, had a dif-
ferent development due to the possibility of moving around by 
flying. the main species of mammals are: the hedgehog, the wild 
rabbit, protagonist of a notable demographic expansion, and the 
european hare. Among the soricomorphs we remember the Ro-
man mole; among the rodents, the quercino mouse, the wild mou-
se and the moscardino. Predators are represented by the fox, the 
marten and the weasel, especially common in the somma Mount 
side. the scientific literature reports the presence of about 900 
plant species, including those extincted and those recently intro-
duced. Of about 610 plants, over 40% are Mediterranean species. 
Despite the strong characterization of the landscape, the frequent 
eruptions have not allowed the presence of many endemic spe-
cies, there are only 18. On the more recent lava flows the vegetable 
colonization begins by the stereocaulon vesuvianum, a coralsform 
lichen with a typical gray and filamentous appearance . Alongside 
the most ancient lava flows, the stereocaulon vesuvianum is flan-
ked by other pioneer species, including red valerian, helichrysum, 
artemisia and red romice. the pioneering associations prepare the 
ground for the establishment of extensive brooms, which give a 

Roman mole

Quercino mouse

Hoopoe
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characteristic appearance to the slopes of Vesuvius, especially du-
ring the blooms. to better divide the various uses of the Vesuvian 
species, we prefer to write a list divided into herbaceous, shrubby 
and arboreal species.
the main spontaneous herbaceous species are: the straccia-
brache, the horned poppy, the common poppy, red valerian. the 
main shrub species are: the vesuvian broom, the broom of the 
charcoal burners, the odorous broom. the main tree species are: 
the holm oak; the chestnut tree; the strawberry tree; the laurel; 
the poplar that, in addition to delimiting the plots of land, is the 
substrate of the famous pioppino mushroom locally known  as 
“verace” (true); the pine trees, among which the domestic pine, 
the maritime pine, the Aleppo pine. the most important cultiva-
ted species are: the cherry tomatoes of piennolo; the lotus locally 
called legnasanta; the apricot with the Pellecchiella di somma va-
riety; the red mulberry; the hazel tree; the willow whose branches 
are used to tie the vine and are called vinchi; the domestic pine 
tree or nuts pine tree; the walnut tree; the olive tree and the nu-
merous grape varieties among which we must mention the pie-
dirosso, locally called “pere ‘e palummo”, and the aglianico wine 
which together make up the famous red lacryma Christi and the 
white vines “coda di vole” and falanghina. it is precisely in the 
fertility of the volcanic soil that the secret of the excellent wines 
produced in terzigno lies. the soil, rich in minerals, glasses and 
crystals, reflects the sun’s rays from below, contributing to a per-
fect ripening of the bunch. the name of the renowned lacryma 
Christi wine, famous all over the world for its fruity aroma and its 
intense smell who recall the Vesuvian brooms, has very ancient 
origins. According to a popular legend, the first Vesuvius bunch 
of grapes would be born from a tear of God, moved by the sight 
of the territory. the legend is opposed to the scientific interpre-

Genista aetnensis

Pine trees vegetation on the territory

Excursion of the students from the Terzigno
high school in the pinewood
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tation according to which the wine, once fermented, was filtered 
through socks that caused the product leak drop by drop, as if it 
were weeping. the Piennolo cherry tomato is another of the de-
licacies produced in terzigno, whose cultivation has very ancient 
origins. With their oval or slightly point-like shape, tomatoes have 
a lively and intense, sweet taste and acidulous at the same time. 
On the slopes of Vesuvius, moreover, from the pressing of the oli-
ves arises an oil, exported throughout italy, and not only, with a 
strong taste and high digestibility.

culture between art and traditions
With an important experience handed down from generation to 
generation on the working techniques of  the land, the terzigno 
families have always been careful to ensure the highest genuine-
ness of the products. Villa Dora is a family winery company, also 
well-known for the production of oils. in fact, the oil of Villa Dora 
was already used in 1800 in the Vesuvian hospitals for patients 
suffering from stomach problems; this was used because, unlike 
other oils, it is poor of fats, light and therefore easily digestible. the 
current estate on the slopes of Vesuvius was founded in 1997 by 
Vincenzo Ambrosio, inspired by the passion and the experience of 
who knows this territory very well. Olive trees and vines already 
existed, however a radical restructuring of the crops was carried 
out to create the basis for a high quality production. in this way 
organic farming practices started and every phase of the com-
pany’s activity operated according to the lowest environmental 
impact. the company’s business follows an happy and ancient 
family tradition. symbols of Villa Dora are the dolia, or amphorae 
in which the wine was kept before the eruptions of 1906, 1929 
and 1944. in addition to the production of lacryma Christi, Villa 
Dora is also known for the production of another type of wine 

Villa Dora olive tree grove

Villa Dora wine cellar
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obtained from the mulberry tree, present in three varieties Gelso-
nero (black Mulberry), Gelsorosso (red Mulberry) and Gelsobianco 
(white Mulberry). Wine bottling has evolved over the decades and 
Villa Dora, while maintaining the traditions, uses the above machi-
nery: the empty bottle is placed between two iron bars that keep 
it stable,then it passes on a rubber mat and enters the machinery 
structural heart. Here the bottle is sterilized with liquid nitrogen, 
then the wine is placed in the bottles and as a last step cork is 
placed as a stopper. Finally, the bottle is labeled and prepared for 
sale and shipment. the wine cellars of Villa Dora have a very im-
portant structural feature: they were dug into the rock and the Ve-
suvian sand at the time of construction. the use of volcanic stone 
is fundamental, as it is insulating: this allows a fermentation at a 
stable temperature that is also suitable for changing seasons. in 
fact, the wine cellars keep the temperature cold in summer and 
warm in winter. the emblema Museum, a splendid exhibition spa-
ce for Modern Art, is located in the home-laboratory of Maestro 
salvatore emblema and collects his artistic production. the art of 
salvatore emblema represents a significant phase of the italian 
post-war avant-garde. His art  consistently continued, throughout 
his career, to question the meaning of painting beyond the two-di-
mensional illusionism, towards the inclusion of reality itself as a 
component of one’s creativity. Moreover, emblema represents an 
interesting case in the strategies of the art world: this great artist 
was a “solitary” who never accepted to adhere to any artistic cur-
rent and to any pictorial style. His goal was to create a new type of 
painting by himself: he uses the jute with a wide weave, also using 
the process of detachment, made by taking off the threads so that 
the light filters through the canvas. He did not imitate the light, 
but he included the light in his work. the painting, or rather the 
dyeing of the paintings, is made with colours made of earth and 

Studio of the artist Salvatore
Emblema with self-portrait

Pupils visiting Emblema Museum
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minerals, taken from the environment where the artist lives, on the 
slopes of Vesuvius. During all the years of his career, and still today, 
emblema is much appreciated not only for his paintings but also for 
different ornamental elements such as doors or beams. terzigno 
was a progressive and demanding achievement, the final stage of 
an artistic and intellectual journey that led emblema faraway from 
the shadow of Vesuvius, in Rome, in France, in england, in New York 
between 1956 and 1958, during years in which, even for artists, it 
was certainly more difficult to move than it is today. Only after ha-
ving completed all these journeys, emblema  felt mature to be able 
to stay in terzigno. His pictorial idea was a poetic sign of surrender 
in front of a great Vulcano, the declaration of non-belligerence for 
a possible cohabitation; this is why he left his works outdoors so 
that nature contributed to the result. the emblema Museum was 
founded on  October 12th  2000 thanks to the participation of the 
Municipality of terzigno and other major institutions, including the 
Vesuvius National Park Authority. the artist’s house opens its do-
ors to all art lovers, and especially to schools, actively collaborating 
in the creation of educational workshops. the parish “s. Antonio di 
Padova “is known for the miracle that took place thanks to the saint 
whose it carries the name. According to the history, after a series of 
volcanic explosions, the evening of June 4th, 1929, suddenly, the 
lava stopped in front of the statue of st. Anthony, dividing into two 
branches. inside the church there is a plaque that recalls this event. 
Cava Ranieri is not located in the centre of terzigno, but in a terri-
tory difficult to reach if you do not know it. it is a naturalistic-ge-
ological spectacle of the Vesuvius National Park area. it presents 
within it remains of some ancient Roman villas, in which they were 
found very important archaeological finds. From the excavations 
emerged three structures called “villa 1”, “villa 2” and “villa 6” that, 
today, due to lack of funds they have been re-built.

The miracle site: S. Antonio in front of lava arrest
at about 200 metres from the Church

Cava Ranieri Terzigno

Participants some pupils of the third and fourth
classes of the science, human science
and language High School of Terzigno

Coordinated by Teachers:
prof.ssa Rosaria Bonifacio, 

prof.ssa Elvira Sbarra
School principal: prof. Rosario Cozzolino
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institutional greetings by vIncenzo aScIone 
Mayor of Torre Annunziata

torre Annunziata is a seaside town located a few kilometres from Pompeii and the sorrento and Amalfi 
coast. it has a wide beach of volcanic sand and a port, the third of Campania for dimensions after Naples 
and salerno, as a tourist-commercial aim. the Vesuvian Baths, thanks to the extraordinary proximity to 

the sea, are among the main points of reference of the Neapolitan province for the care of body, thanks to the 
presence of alkaline, earthy,bicarbonate salt water, very rich in iodine: a regenerative treasure known as early 
as 64 AD, when the waters gushed inside the sumptuous patrician villas of the Roman era, such as the Villa di 
Poppea.solo uno fa rivivere ancora l’antica tradizione dell’arte pastaia: il pastificio setaro. il santuario dello spi-
rito santo (inaugurato nell’anno 1880) e la Basilica della Madonna della Neve (inizio costruzione anno 1319 ad 
opera del principe Niccolò d’Alagno), dove è collocato il trono della patrona della città, rappresentano due luoghi 
religiosi di grande pregio storico-culturale. And it is just this last one, together with the Villa “B” not yet visible, 
attributed by scholars to a certain lucius Crassius terzius, to characterize the important archaeological area of   
the Oplontis excavations. the Villa of Poppea sabina, second wife of emperor Nero, dates back to the first half of 
the 1st century BC and is included in the list of uNesCO sites as a World Heritage site. it is a majestic residence, 
very large to the point of containing even a small thermal facility. inside, in addition to the magnificent frescoes 
on the walls, precious jewels, coins and archaeological finds have been found, a part of which are exhibited in the 
Museum of the identity of Palazzo Criscuolo, located in the historical centre of the city. in the Museum,morover, 
are exhibited weapons (guns, pistols and sabers) belonging to the collection of the Museum of weapons, made 
at the Royal Factory of Arms (1758 under Carlo iii of Bourbon) and now open to the spolettificio(Military Fuse 
Factory). torre Annunziata was also the city of white art, with nine mills and thirty pasta factories. Of this last 
ones, only one brings the ancient tradition of pasta-making back to life: the setaro pasta factory. the sanctuary 
of the Holy spirit (inaugurated in the year 1880) and the Basilica of the Madonna della Neve(Madonna of the 
snow) (beginning construction year 1319 by Prince Niccolò d’Alagno), where the throne of the patron saint of the 
city is located, represent two religious places of great historical cultural value.

munIcIPalIty oF
torre annunzIata
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I.c. “gIacomo leoParDI” - vIa cavour, 26 - torre annunzIata (na) 
www.comPrenSIvoleoParDI.gov.It

the beauty oF PaIntIngS 
In the PoPPea vIlla
of torre annunziata
Nature and Culture. this is the starting point of our journey. in 
the streets of our city we researched and found ancient exam-
ples of how, in our land, nature becomes culture and, above all, 
a culture of knowing how to live and  how to eat with care,pas-
sion and close attention for the ingredients.
Also this year the educational path involved children from the 
infancy, primary and secondary schools. in the streets that lead 
us to our school we rediscovered memories of the past, but also 
traditions still alive, which make torre Annunziata a unique 
example of how the Mediterranean diet, intangible uNesCO 
heritage, had very ancient origins. One of the main foods of the 
Mediterranean diet is pasta. And precisely in torre Annunziata, 
in the heart of the Gulf of Naples, the art of pasta makers has a 
centuries-old tradition. even before Gragnano, pasta is produ-
ced in torre thanks to the optimal conditions offered by nature: 
the port, the air and the climate, facilitate drying processes and 
make the pasta of an inimitable quality.
the real pasta of the area of torre Annunziata, in fact, has a 
long cooking time and this means not only that it is better, but 
also that it is linked to a culture of food very far from fast food 
and rather close to new trends, we think of slow food,for in-
stance, which tend to rediscover the food tied to moments of 
sharing and conviviality, even as family gathering. spending 
time on cooking means spending time thinking, chatting, being 
together. 
With the students we discovered that the history of torre  
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experienced a turning point with the construction of the river 
sarno stream in 1593, when the feudatory of the cityof that 
time, Count of sarno Muoio tuttavilla decided to bring the wa-
ters of the river, to exploit them: the water was used to activate 
flour mills for the production of pasta. the choice of this city, 
at the time a small town inhabited by fishermen, farmers and 
small artisans, was born from a careful analysis of the context: 
the geographical features of the area allowed a sufficient jump 
to the water to operate the millstones; thanks to the sea it was 
possible both to receive the grain from Puglia and to transport 
the finished product to the nearby and rich market of Naples; 
the roads from torre to Naples were safer than those from sar-
no to Naples.
this is a first example of how nature and culture, in this case 
that of the engineers who build the canal, meet each other, mo-
difying the territory.
in 1850 the first pasta factories were born. the mild climate 
of the oplontis  area, the absence of cold air currents, the sea 
opposite and the Vesuvius behind it, made the drying process 
“air” of the pasta easier ,which took place on typical bamboo 
canes.
On the roofs of the houses of the ancient torre Annunziata the 
pasta was spread out and thanks to the warm and light breeze, 
it dried naturally. in the Murattiano district, the one in which 
our school is located, stands the ancient Pastificio dei Fratelli(-
Brothers) setaro where, since 1939, three generations of pasta 
makers have handed down the art of pasta, the white art. 
even today, the pasta is processed using an handcrafted 
method, with bronze wire drawing machine, natural drying and 
produced only with italian wheat.
the pasta factory is built with lava stone, an element that not 
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only - as mentioned in the site - is a symbol of the hard work of 
the family that, through time, managed to maintain the ancient 
art of pasta production, overcoming the difficulties due to the 
success of industrial processing, but it is also one of the ele-
ments that allows a good drying of the pasta.
During the visit to the pasta factory children discovered the se-
molina from which pasta is made, the many qualities produced, 
the fast way, all hand made, by which, even now,  pasta is  wei-
ghted and packaged by expert hands.
And thanks to this magical meeting between nature and cul-

ture that today the setaro(Pa-
sta Makers) export all over the 
world, from China to the uni-
ted states. Beside pasta, the 
Mediterranean diet is rich in 
fruits, those same fruits that 
can be found on the frescoed 
walls of the villa of Poppea.
in Roman times torre Annun-

ziata was called Oplontis. in the Villa of Poppea we can see 
how were the villas used by the Romans for the holidays, for 
the OZiuM. the villa was built around the middle of the first 
century BC.
Poppea sabina was the second wife of emperor Nero and was 
on holiday in our city. subjected to restoration and rebuilding 
after the earthquake of 1962, at the time of the Vesuvius erup-
tion it was abandoned. the heartquake that had been before 
the eruption had frightened the visitors. the villa was found by 
the excavations that there were from 1964 to 1984.
the excavations at some point  had to be stopped because 
there are our homes and our buildings on and around it.

i.C. “GiACOMO leOPARDi” - tORRe ANNuNZiAtA (NA) 
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the arcade has a simple panel decoration with red and yellow 
compartments. the columns plastered in white, created an 
embroidery and were all around the side bodies.
the roof was decorated with plant motifs. You could walk indo-
ors, in the shade and you had a view of the garden.
even the huge hall had a large window from which to continue 
to see the green. Among the frescoes of the villa in addition to 
the splendid peacocks between columns and the masks with 
beautiful colours, you can discover a beautiful wicker basket fil-
led with figs, of effective pictorial rendering, transparent glass 
jars, full of pomegranate, a wicker basket full of fruit and spikes 
covered with a very thin veil. the archaeologists’ studies found 
that in the garden there were lemons and two chestnut trees. 
in the greenhouses aromatic plants were cultivated, in the gar-
den they were found imprints of oleanders and plane trees. the 
kitchen, with the stone fireplace and the waste water collection 
tank, shows a large space dedicated to preparing food for the 
guests of the villa.
in short, the Villa allowed us to compare ourselves with our ori-
gins, with the richness and the charm of our culinary traditions. 
through the streets of our city history is alive, it is present and 
our children took it over.

PartIcIPantS

the PrImary School

3A, 5 YeARs (sCHOOl MuRAt)

    3A, 3B, 3C, 5 YeARs (sCHOOl CAVOuR)

PrImary School

    1A, 1B, 1C, 1D (sCHOOl CAVOuR)

    3A, 3B. 3C, 3D (sCHOOl CAVOuR)

    1A (sCHOOl  MuRAt)

tHe FiRst AND tHe seCOND ClAsses A, B, C, D    

OF tHe JuNiOR HiGH sCHOOl

teACHeRs:

baScIano aDele, buo roSalIa caPuto anna, 

cIrIllo DanIela, De Falco gIovanna

DI Somma annamarIa, grImalDI antonIa,

magagnottI annalISa, PalmIerI annunzIata,

PaPa emma, marIa vIllanI

sCHOOl PRiNCiPAl:

antonella D’urzo
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I.c. “ParInI-rovIglIano” vIa mortelleto, 81 - torre annunzIata (na)
www.ParInIrovIglIano.gov.It-newSIte

the rIver Sarno: Story
oF a goD who becomeS man
the project under consideration was developed by a group of 
junior high school pupils, belonging to the second classes. the 
topic was chosen in order to enhance into students the sense 
of belonging to their neighborhood and to promote the respect 
and protection of the environment to which they belong. the 
river sarno, in fact, after crossing
39 municipalities in the provinces of salerno, Avellino and 
Naples, ends its course of just 24 km, right on the oplontine 
coast, running in front of the famous rock of Rovigliano. the stu-
dents had the opportunity to retrace the story of the river, once 
cited by poets and writers and today sadly known as the most 
polluted river in europe.
the project was divided into three phases: in the first phase stu-
dents experimented with a wide repertoire of iconographic and 
literary sources, through which they reconstructed the story of 
the river over the centuries and analyzed the rich set of legends 
flourished since the time of the first settlements in the river val-
ley.in ancient times, sarno, like other famous rivers, favored the 
development of human civilization for which it was adored as a 
god. the most famous iconographic sources among those re-
ceived portray the river as an old half-naked with a beard, lying 
on one side in the act of holding a vase from which water flows 
and surrounded by river plants such as reeds and papyrus.

 Sarno river in a fresco of “Casa
dei Triclini” in Pompeii.

PARTICIPATING STUDENTS:
ii A: avagnano emanuela, chierchio giovanna, 

ciaravola chiara, Izzo maria rosaria,
Scarpa adriana, veropalumbo Salvatore.

ii B: D’amora umberto, Fattorusso Salvatore,
giuseppe Scarpa, Setaro Sebastiano,

Sorrentino christian.

ii e: erica flower, Scognamiglio Sabrina,
Siano annarita, Siano lucia, Siano Stefano.

TEACHERS:
giuliano laura, Palazzo Sonia

SCHOOL PRINCIPAL: 
mariantonietta zeppetella Del Sesto
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this portrayal is found in a Pompeian fresco of the Casa dei tricli-
ni and on the font Helvius, an ancient Roman marble basin in the 
municipality of sant’egidio of Monte Albino (sA), on whose sides 
the god sarno takes two allegorical images, that of a young man 
and that of an old man with evident allusion to the source and the 
mouth. Another significant testimony is a mask preserved in the 
Provincial Archaeological Museum of Agro Nocerino (Nocera in-
feriore - sA) which depicts the sarno as a bull with a human face; 
the mask, lacking of all the part underneath the nose, shows two 
holes on the forehead, presumably for the insertion of horns. the 
river deities were, frequently, in antiquity depicted in the form of 
bulls in the light of the violence and
 the impetuosity of the river’s waters. there are also several lite-
rary testimonies about the sarno river, from Virgil who mentions 
it in the Vii book of the Aeneid, to the Greek geographer strabone 
who, in the Augustan age, speaks of the sarno as a navigable ri-
ver that allows the arrival and departure of goods . And yet sene-
ca and stazio underline the inhabitants’ idleness along the banks 
of the river and the amenity of the sarno valley. suetonius, in the 
2nd century AD, handed down the legend of the young epidius 
Nuncionius, plunged into the river sarno and reappeared in the 
form of deities with the horns: etiological myth to explain the ico-
nography of the rivers. testimonies from the Middle Ages attest 
to the presence, along the river, of numerous mills and at the be-
ginning of the sixteenth century the poet Jacopo sannazzaro left 
of this river one of the most beautiful descriptions attributable 
to a watercourse. still at the end of the eighteenth century, the 
traveler writer Henry swinburne defined the sarno’s waters  the 
clearer and abundant of eels and shrimps.

Face of the God Sarno - Provincial Archaeological
Museum of Agro Nocerino - Nocera Inferiore (SA)

Fontain of Publio Helvius (also known as the Fountain 
of San Nicola - S. Egidio from Albino Mount - SA)
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in the second phase of the project students analyzed 

the disaster of river pollution and the consequent en-

vironmental and hydrogeological instability.

the current state of the river is the result of years of 

illegal discharges of the tanning industry, in the so-

lofrano pole in the province of Avellino, and of the 

tomato transformation factory which have poured 
its processing waste into the watercourse to avoid to 
pay taxes on the purification of discharges. to wor-
sen the situation the general negligence of citizens 
who pour their waste on the banks of the river and 
the state of inadequacy of sewage systems. All of 
this  created an extremely precarious environmental 
situation and although since 1973 a special project 
to rehabilitate the entire Gulf of Naples began and in 
2003 the Regional Park of the river basin of the sarno 
River was established with the aim of enhancing the 
river path and the historical, cultural, environmental 
and archaeological heritage of the territory,
 today no conclusion has yet been reached. the dete-
rioration of the sarno river is an example of the poor 
application, in our Region, of the rules concerning 
the environmental protection. Already a study by the 
National Health institute of 2002/2003 reported a 
contamination of faecal bacteria of about 2 million 

Sarno mouth, Rovigliano - Torre Annunziata

Filippo Palizzi (1818-1899), Women washing at the river Sarno
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times higher than the limit for the exhausts of the purifi ers and 
the presence of salmonella and cholera vibrio. those who live 
along the river sarno have more chances of gett ing cancer of 
the urinary tract and in the next few years there will be cases of 
prostate and liver tumors. the fi rst step to repossess the water 
resources of the river sarno and relive the descriptions of the 
ancients in which the spring waters were rich in trouts and eels, 
is to proceed with its reclamation and de-pollution and fi nally 
start the network of purifi ers in the various districts, allowing 
the rebalancing of the ecosystem. the recovery action of the 
river sarno would allow the enhancement of cultural, archaeo-
logical and natural heritage massively present throughout the 
valley with a positive development of the economy and, conse-
quently, of employment, hosting for example fairs and dedica-
ted festivals that will revive the territory. in the last phase of the 
project  students interviewed some inhabitants of the Roviglia-
no district of torre Annunziata, gathering on one side the testi-
monies of a past in which the river was still a pleasant place to 
go fi shing and recording the discomforts on the other one the 
daily diffi  culties of those who live along the river today.

Students in some phases of the project.

Discharges and waste in the river Sarno
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From the veSuvIuS to the Sea:
nature, landscape, perfumes and flavours 
in the ancient vesuvian villas

S.m.S. “gIovannI PaScolI” - vIa taglIamonte, 21 - torre annunzIata (na)
www.ScuolaPaScolItorreannunzIata.gov.It

Our school, “G. Pascoli “, participated,already last year, in the 
project” Citizens of the uNesCO site “with a path entitled” At the 
table with the Oplontini “, with which, starting from the obser-
vation and study of the frescoes in the Villa of Poppea, we men-

tioned the eating habits of the ancient 
Oplonti.
this year, following the theme “Nature 
and culture”, our journey starts from the 
observation of nature, which in various 
ways was always present in everyday life: 
the frescoes in the ancient Vesuvian vil-
las, as well as the various findings found 
in them, as well as gardens and green 
spaces are a clear testimony. Our study 
focused on the importance of plants and 

flowers not only as the ornamental elements of the ancient villas 
but also as fundamental elements for the production of perfu-
mes.
A few years ago, the study of a garden, located near the Pom-
peian amphitheatre, known for its peculiarity as “garden of the 
perfumer”, revealed the presence of pollens and some fragrant 
essences (lily, myrtle, violet, rose) their discovery, together with 
some inscriptions and other findings, allowed us to hypothesize 
the existence of a craft production of perfumes that used olive oil 
as a base, unlike the modern one, based on alcohol.

oPlontIn ShoP
our workShoP: 

ScIence oF
the PerFume

The study on the essences, the plants and 
flowers used in the antiquity for the prepa-
ration of the perfumes pushed our curiosi-
ty: we made a small laboratory for the pro-
duction of a perfume: “The science of the 
perfume in an oplontin shop”. We produced 
a small quantity of cyprinum and rodinon 
(two perfumes of the era) mixing olive oil, 
spices and herbs made in a mortar (and a 
pinch of honey). Mediocre result (also for 
short time available!) but very interesting. 
we obtained another type of perfume from 
maceration in omphacia of flowers and 
plants collected in our territory: wisteria, 
lavender, laurel, mallow and citronella.
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In regard of the study of the production of perfumes 
in the antiquity we make reference to two works that 
come from the ancient world: “the odour” of teofrasto 
of ereso (iv century b.c.) and the naturalis history of 
pliny the elder (i century a.d.). both texts analyze the 
various types of scented essences, which can be obtai-
ned by flowers, barks or resins, and the techniques for 
the production of the scented unguents. For the prepa-
ration of the perfume two elements are essential: juice 
and essence. The first consists of the various types of 
oils, in which it is steeped,  the second element is in fact 
the smells. this allows us to understand how the old 
perfumes were to be made.

the eSSenceS
By studying pollens, woods and traces left by the roots of plants 
in the soil, but also through the representations of plant motifs in 

the frescoes of the Casa del Braccia-
le d’Oro(House of Golden bracelet), 
it was discovered that in Pompeii 
it was already existing a particular 
species of rose, the Gallic Rose and 
the Gallic Rose Versicolor. the paly-
nological investigations revealed 
that roses were cultivated in the 

so-called Casa del Profumiere, better known as Giardini d’ercole. 
these, together with lilies and violets, were the essences for the 
preparation of perfumes, whose oily base was provided by the oli-
ve trees cultivated in the same garden. A fragrant oil, Oleum rosa-
rum, was taken from roses macerated first in oil, then in wine and 
subsequently squeezed.
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unguent anD balSam contaInerS:
Our research could not avoid talking about the containers in whi-
ch the perfumes were stored.
in fact, in parallel with the perfumery industry, the glass industry 
that produced the balsamari was developed.
the most used containers were the egyptian alabasters, carved 
in a block of the homonymous mineral.
Others perfume holders very common were, the aryballo and the 
oinochoe, a small jug, built with the most varied material: ran-
ging from simple terracotta to gold. Finally, among the various 
jars and lids of the Roman matron, we could also find the pyxis, a 
small cylindrical box with a lid in bone, bronze or glass. starting 
from the first century BC glass is the preferred as material for the 
production of the most widespread balsamarium, characterized 
by a tubular body and a rounded bottom.

The ancient perfumers, the unguentarii, weren’t ak-
nowledged on the distillation, introduced in europe by 
the arabs only in 1100 ad. The verb “Macerare” is the 
term that allows us to understand how the old perfu-
mes were be made. In fact, roman perfumes had a so-
lid consistency or oily, but never were liquid. To get a 
perfume, therefore, it was necessary to use a greasy 
base that could be fat or bees wax for the perfumes 
less refined, maybe produced at home, while ,for the 
most requested fragrances and elegant perfumes were 
used various oils such as olive oil, of bitter almond or 
sesame.

s.M.s. “G. PAsCOli” - tORRe ANNuNZiAtA (NA) 
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In Pompeii, 1,200 balsamaries and glasess unguenta-
ries have been examined, of which only 150 conserved 
residues, while from oplontis comes from 16 unguen-
taries. The findings of oplontis come from the imperial 
villa and the substances contained in the phials are pre-
cious; there has been recovered  substances as the es-
sential oil of postemon cablin, that is the patchouli(type 
of perfume, imported by India, and Lemon, at that time 
thought as  an exotic fruit.

Particular attention deserve the balsamari in forms of colombina 
that reproduce the shapes of a little bird and that remember our 
vials: once filled they were sealed on flame and to be able to take 
the perfume it was then necessary to break the beak or the tail of 
the animal. 

imaginative is the use that is made of the shell of the pecten 
genre: a valve is used to contain the ointment, the other serves 
as a lid. in fact, a Roman matron could never have sprayed her 
favorite perfume, as we do today, but she would have opened 
a pyxis to extract a fragrant cream with which to spread on her 
own body

s.M.s. “G. PAsCOli” - tORRe ANNuNZiAtA (NA) 

Different archaeological testimonies reveal us that in 
pompeii it was particularly intense the commercial acti-
vity related to perfumes and unguentaries exported to 
distant countries.
Already in the excavations of 1750 they were found nu-
merous testimonials on the use and the production of 
perfumes in the vesuvian city, so that these activities 
had been impressed on some paintings as in house of 
the vettii.
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the houSe oF the golDen bracelet
For our path, the Casa del Bracciale d’oro(house of the Golden 
bracelet) represents a point of great interest as the frescoes 
found show a clear testimony of the attention to the green 
spaces and gardens where you could experience the pleasure 
of living, immersed in a refined beauty made also of paintings 
with cultured literary references.the frescoes depict lush gar-
dens that open onto green spaces in an ideal continuity, floor 
mosaics with colored marble and spectacular water features. 
the garden has a fountain in the centre and on the sides the-
re are two columns decorated with heads and paintings depi-
cting women lying down.
it reproduced a beautiful Viridarium rich in various types of 
plants and enlivened by Marble Herms and birds of various 
species. the walls show an imaginary garden seen through a 
large window that opens across its width. the fauna and flora 
are represented with great fidelity. Among the birds we reco-
gnize the teal, depicted as it rises in flight, the Nightingale, the 
Hooded Crow, the Gazette. Oleanders, arbutus, Pine, Roses 
stand out among the plants.
each element is accompanied by a possible symbolic meaning. 
in fact, the Date Palm, a symbol of victory and immortality, 
has been recognized; laurel, sacred to Apollo; the strawber-
ry tree, a symbol of eternity; the Poppy, dear to Demeter; the 
Pine, symbol of fertility and sacred to Cybele; the Viburnum, 
consecrated in the triumphs; the Oleander poisonous symbol 
of death, and the Rose, symbol of love and sacred to Venus. in 
the same way it has been possible to recognize also symbo-
lic meaning in the species of birds, as in the case of the Dove 
sacred to Venus, a symbol of conjugal fidelity or the coturnice 
symbol of the love.

Located in the archaeological complex  of Pompeii, the 
house of the golden bracelet is also called the house of 
marco fabio rufo. It has its name for the finding of a gol-
den armyle at the wrist of one of the bodies killed by 
the lavic eruption, found in its inside the bracelet, of the 
weight of 610grams, is composed by a lace that ends 
with two heads of snake, whose eyes are represented 
with precious stones, which stand with a mouth a me-
dal with the representation of selene.

Fresco
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in the classical period, Campania was, for several centuries, one 
of the most important centres for cultivation and production of 
roses in the Mediterranean.
the rose had a great variety of uses: from that of ornamental 
plant with strong ritual meaning, to the creation of products ba-
sed on petals and buds that had to do with nutrition, health and 
well-being or in cosmetics.
this is confi rmed by the discovery of numerous ampoules contai-
ning perfumes (lekythoi) and the various shops and laboratories 
of perfume production in Pompeii.
the red rose of Pompeii was generally associated with the Gal-
lic Rose; the bright red colour and the ability to fl ower again and 
again, characters clearly described by the ancient authors, oblige 
us to consider also diff erent and suggestive hypotheses, which 
must take into account that both these characteristics are typical 
of the roses of the Far east.

the ancIent roSe oF PomPeII
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workShoP “oFFIcIna oPlontIna, the ScIence oF the PerFume”

Working stages

Pompeian ampoules in glass
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munIcIPalIty oF
torre Del greco
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lIceo gInnaSIo Statale “g. De bottIS” v.le gen. Dalla chIeSa, 4 - torre Del greco (na)
www.lIceoclaSSIcoDebottIS.It

In the ShaDow oF veSuvIuS
the new veSuvIanS:
“let’S Do It Soon”
Description of the project
the participation in the competition offered students the op-
portunity to develop a comprehensive reflection on their ter-
ritory, preparing an itinerary focused not only on the many ar-
chaeological and artistic emergencies in torre del Greco and on 
their state of conservation, but also on the landscape and on 
the work of man. the guiding principle from which the studen-
ts research departed and that unified them, was “the odorata 
broom” of leopardi, in its physical presence, in its mental and 
emotional landscape of  many pupils that live there, near Villa 
of the Brooms or, more precisely, Villa Ferrigni, where

“The memory of him is still recent in those places
 where in May every year the brooms bloom again, 

that yellow sea that hadto dazzle, around a 
century ago, the tired eyes of the Poet”. (E. Carafa Capecelatro, 

History of a Country House, Bari, Laterza, 1934, page 39)

students were interested in the Villa’s history, through visits 
in agreement with the ente Ville Vesuviane Foundation. their 
interest was also into the stratification of its architecture, up 
to the poet’s “recipe book”. students took pictures and wrote 
short texts, used to create a brochure and a bookmark.
A work that was above all the reconstruction of the vast emo-
tional echo evoked by the text and the leopardian place in who,  
during millenniums, lives “here on the arid back of the formida- Villa of the brooms, drawing of the year 1912

Villa of the Brooms
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bile “exterminator Mount Vesuvius”
in a consequential way, another group of students worked on 
the native Vesuvian cultures, depicted in a leopardian way in 
the portray  “ Peasant that cultivates the vineyards, which har-
dly feeds the dead incinerated clod in these fields”.
Analyzing the first and fascinating iconographic and literary te-
stimonies, pupils discovered the fresco of the fourth style found  
in the atrium of the Centenary house in Pompeii, now at the 
MANN. Bacchus - Dionysus, standing to the left of a high isola-
ted mountain, with the slopes covered by rows of vines suppor-
ted by piles, as was the Vesuvius before the eruption of 79 AD, 
is depicted himself as an enormous bunch of grapes, with the 
body covered with berries, except the head, the hands and the 
feet and is characterized by its classic attributes, the thyrsus 
in his left hand, and the kantharos which gives to a panther at 
his feet. in the fresco at the top  there is a curved garland with 
ribbons, on which a bird rests, while at the bottom there is a 
snake, which symbolizes the protection of the vineyards, which 
winds between the myrtle tufts sacred to Venus towards an al-
tar with an egg, symbol of procreation. this is a celebration of 
the Vesuvian fertility, just as it appears in a famous epigram of 
Marziale, ep. iV, 4:
“Here is Vesuvius, which yesterday was still green with the sha-
dows of vines: here famous grape juice from the wine press fil-
led the vats. Bacchus loved this dewlap more than the hills of 
Nisa: on this mountain yesterday the satyrs still performed the 
circle. Here was the city of Venus, to her most liked than sparta;
here was the city that repeated in its name the glory of Her-
cules. everything lies submerged in the flames and in the dark 
ash: gods wouldn’t have wanted that a such  massacre were 
allowed to them”. so students questioned about the “famous 

Bacchus and the Vesuvius,mid I century A.D., fresco
in  IV style of  the  Centenary  House  , MANN
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grape” and contacted and interviewed a young Vesuvian wine-
maker and viticulturist. An important comparison to illustrate 
the role of safeguarding of such a delicate territory carried out 
by indigenous crops and the possibilities of work in our land.
A further stop on the route was the ancient “piennolo” toma-
to, so named for its characteristic lace at the end, which has 
an exclusively Vesuvian cultivation. About it students collected 
several legends,for exemple that of  the fishermen’s  wives that 
used the fishing nets technique  to create the mesh of “pien-
nolo”. Above all students were interested in the representation 
of the tomatoes’ bunch in the symbolism of the Crib, where it 
represents the month of July, discussing it with an amateur 
– a craftsman from torre del Greco and photographing speci-
mens of his collection. Following the traces of the disappeared 
“populated seats” “oppressed by the volcanic igneous force”, a 
group of students studied Villa sora, through researches, visits 
and the production of a short video, authorized by the Depart-
ment for Natural Heritage Protection. Villa “d’otium”(idleness) 
like the one of the Papyrus, located in the most ancient district 
of torre del Greco, from which it takes its name, is part of that 
extraordinary residential stratification which strabone wrote in 
his works about, that from Capo Miseno went to Punta Campa-
nella and that hosted the imperial élite. Already known in the 
local chronicles of the seventeeth century, it was the object of 
the eighteenth century Bourbon excavations in the course of 
which were found, among other things, the satyr pouring and 
the bronze identified with Hercules who kills  the deer, now at 
the Archaeological Museum of Palermo. 
During the nineteenth century the villa suffers from a period of 
abandonment and looting, but important testimonies come to 
light that seem to confirm the hypothesis that the villa belon-

Il “piennolo”, DOP vesuvian brand

The cherry tomatoes of piennolo and the sovre (sorbe) 
but also the grapes are made of wax with the same 

eighteenth-century technique, instead other fruits and 
vegetables are of polychrome terracotta. Photos kindly 

granted by Lello Auricchio
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ged to the imperial family. in the middle of the century events 
of expropriation prevent the possibility of continuing the exca-
vations in the area now belonging to the Municipal Cemetery. 
it will be the end of the century the adventurous recovery of 
the work, carried out by a volunteer archaeologist, Giuseppe 
Novi, a scholar figure to be studied. today the site is protected 
by the Pompeii Archaeological Department and is managed in 
agreement by the Vesuvian Archaeological Group, an associa-
tion with a long and meritorious history in the field of territorial 
protection.
Of a villa that extended for over 200 metres, today there are 
only wall structures in a reticulated work, cocciopesto floors 
and frescoes of the fourth style, that inspector to the excava-
tions of 1989 thinks to be similar to those of the Domus Aurea, 
corroborating the thesis that the entire complex belong to the 
imperial family. through a series of lessons and comparisons 
on the experience of the exhibition “terrae Motus” hosted from 
september to December 1984 in Villa Campolieto still under re-
novation, students developed a unique path. 
After the 1980 earthquake, the gallerist lucio Amelio called 
together about seventy international contemporary artists to 
create a unique artistic panorama, a collection that, after Vil-
la Campolieto and a series of major european cities, has today 
found a permanent location at the Royal Palace of Caserta.
the close link between the catastrophic event, territory and civil 
function of the art expressed in the first exhibition was clear to 
students who were very impressed by the famous work of Andy 
Warhol, who wrote that famous “Hurry up”. they reworked it 
by taking on the individual and collective responsibility about 
“let’s do it soon” to write their own future on their territory. 
therefore each of them carved out a place, a monument, a 

Villa Sora, details of the remains from the sea area with 
traces of wainscotting and colour. Opus reticulatum

Satyr pouring from Villa Sora, from a bronze model of 
Prassitele, I century B. C. (?), Marble, 1.63 cm, Palermo, 

Archaeological Museum. One of the works that the 
Bourbon royals carried with them at the end of 1798, 

fleeing from Naples to Palermo. Probably the work 
was placed at the center of an exedra. The satyr is 

represented as a wine-bearer of Dionysus. The gently 
serpentine composition, the slenderness of the young 

body, the mellifluous recline of the head make the 
work one of the best among those exhibited in various 

European museums.
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landscape, a theme inherent in their city 
and studied and analyzed it, expressing 
their own personal point of view. this rou-
te also made students compare with their 
memory and current events, making them 
meet extraordinary men, such as Genna-
ro Vitiello, a european intellectual from 
torre del Greco, who left an unforgettable 
description of one of the most admirable 
Vesuvian sites, Villa Prota.

Andy Warhol,
Lucio Amelio,

fotografia colorata
e serigrafata

On november 26th, 1980 “Il 
mattino” intited on its first 
page “let’s do it soon”, refer-
ring to the urgent rescues to 
the populations demaged by 
the devastant earthquake. 
lucio amelio will go to new 
york to organize the “terrae 
motus” exhibition, carrying 
with him the page of that ne-
apoletan newspaper. warhol 
created a work
called “headlines”,  
re-elaborating the newspa-
per text. he works on the 
format and on the chromatic 
tone of the original and 
creates the triptic “hurry up”, 
three monumental canvas to 
amplify the resonance of the 
urgency.

liCeO GiNNAsiO stAtAle “G. De BOttis” - tORRe Del GReCO (NA)
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I.c. “Don lorenzo mIlanI” - vIa camPI FlegreI - naPolI - www.DonmIlanI.gov.It

welcome FrIenDS!
an Itinerary for young tourists
in torre del greco

Description of the project
the Comprehensive school Don lorenzo Milani has been invol-
ved for many years in the planning and experimentation of acti-
vities aimed at instilling in students, through the acquisition of a 
study method and transversal skills, the knowledge and enhan-
cement of their territory, in order to recover, enhance and pre-
serve the environment and the culture of the place. in this con-
text, the proposal of the uNesCO site Observatory Competition 
“Nature and Culture”, Municipality of Naples 2017/18, is well 
inserted; it brings the new generations to become interested to 
material and immaterial cultural and environmental heritage, to 
strengthen ties with the community and the territory of belon-
ging, interpreting the defense of the plurality of cultural expres-
sions as an essential aspect to guarantee, first of all, a high qua-
lity of their life and of their own future“.
Our project was based, firstly, on the recognition of the educa-
tional value of teaching for projects that implies the transversal 
nature of the objectives and contents, the integration between 
the aims, the knowledge and the methodologies and the great 
importance attributed to the continuity between the various 
segments of the school that constitute a single training itinerary.
From this perspective, the need of expansion / redevelopment 
of the teaching proposal tends to consider the study of the ter-
ritory, in its various aspects, a privileged “place” to give concrete 
meaning to the disciplines, in the lively interweaving of the their 
relations, following a wide range of proposals in which knowle-

The School of Via Campi Flegrei of the I.C. VII
Don Lorenzo Milani, headquarters of the junior high 

school, is situated at the slopes of the Vesuvius, in the 
agricultural and residential area of Torre del Greco.
The same panorama that you can enjoy from the 

windows of the school, suggested the subject of the 
research: the Vesuvius and the City.
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dge merges in a unitary way, even though using techniques and 
methods that are typically disciplinary. 
in a broader perspective of Citizenship education in which the 
project fits perfectly, the objectives of reference have been iden-
tified and can be summarized in some essential points:
1. to promote active, aware and supportive citizenship,
 as a personal formation, according to the principles and values
 of the italian Constitution, of the international treaties and 
the documents of the fundamental rights of the european union, 
in multicultural contexts; 
2. to translate the principles of citizenship, democracy and lega-

lity into the cultural heritage of individuals, into models of life 
and coherent behavior; 

3. to enhance the educational co-responsibility pact; 
4. to act according to the practices of civil coexistence, of respect 

and solidarity; 
5. involving schools and voluntary groups present in the terri-

tory.
it has been noted how the evolution of society has often deter-
mined the little consideration of the historical, cultural, artistic 
and environmental heritage of our territory, hence the need for 
an awareness of its changes. through the study of the roots, 
events and local traditions, we wanted to stimulate our students 
to the sense of belonging to the community of origin, as well as 
constructive and positive interest in common goods and servi-
ces and respect for the territory: only arousing from an early age 
such feelings we can have an active, collaborative and conscious 
community. the aim of this project was therefore to guide young 
people to know their territory in a direct and playful way through 
the research, the investigation and the exploration of the place 
where they live starting from their country, then extending to 

The meeting with the agriculturalists of the place 
has been determining to know the “good” side of the 

volcano. the particular quality of the land, the climate, 
the ancient cultivation techniques, permitted the sur-
vival of ancient grape variety - catalanesca, capretto-
ne e piedepalumbo - which give wines of high quality 

and very refined apricots and tomatoes of intense 
fragrance and sweetness of pulp.

i.C. “DON lOReNZO MilANi” - NAPOli
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i.C. “DON lOReNZO MilANi” - NAPOli

other countries within the Metropolitan City through twinning 
with other schools proposed by the project.
Discovering roots and identity to strengthen the bond with the 
land, the sense of belonging, the love for culture, the works, the 
natural and scenic beauties of the city of torre del Greco, was 
one of the topics that transversally involved during this year the 
study of the various disciplines and that brought  students, al-
beit in different ways and times:
- to become aware of the territory, of the natural environment 
and its elements; to enhance the talent of each participant with 
educational proposals based on both group experience and per-
sonal experience, through the guided exploration of history, art, 
traditions that characterize the cultural heritage of the city; 
- to stimulate the potential of each student to develop the ob-
servation critical spirit and his explorative and creative interest; 
- to bring out the sense of the group, to be available to the rela-
tionship and collaboration with others; 
- to develop the sense and the value of the hositality, to impro-
ve the learning of foreign languages, with practical exercises, 
establishing a direct contact with the tourist / visitor (in this spe-
cific case of experimentation between peers).
reflected also outside the school. 
the proposals and experiences of the individual classes were va-
ried and the chosen environmental context was diversified; 
- on the other hand, the design-organizational methods of the 
route were common;
- to identify the Vesuvius and the sea as subjects of study was 
very natural for the group of work; 
- our school situated at the slopes of the volcano in an agricul-
tural and residential zone not entirely urbanized, is attended by 
students accustomed to live in contact with the nature, however 

The map of 1794 by morghen testimonies
the damages suffered from the city of Torre del Greco 

after the vesuvius eruption. The activity carried
out by students was about the research of the

material evidences and about that huge tragedy.

Great interest and astonishment created the visit 
to the excavations of the church of Saint Maria del 

Principio where it is possible to see how the lava flows 
of 1794 was stopped around the image of the virgin 

mary letting it  to remain intact
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they need to rediscover the values of an environment more than 
ever in danger, as demonstrated by the fires of the last summer 
that many of them  lived dramatically, or the recent discoveries 
of illegal toxic dumping that resulted in the Vesuvian people an  
increase in oncological and leukaemic diseases. 
Also interesting was the meeting with some gricultural produ-
cers, who informed  students about the typical crops of the area 
and about the peculiarities of the cultivation techniques in use.
the study of the iconic representation of Vesuvius was the first 
step towards an approach to the subject of research and also 
the discovery of the ancient depictions of the Volcano - from the 
Pompeian frescoes to the Guaches of the Grand tour, untill the 
1944 eruption of  the Vesuvius shooted by Warhol-  attracted 
the attention of  pupils to the most tragic aspect but also more 
spectacular event: the eruptions.
the motto of the city Post Fata Resurgo recalls that torre del 
Greco was covered eleven times by the lava of  the volcano, cau-
sing death and destruction, yet each time, like the phoenix, it 
rose from its ashes. it was therefore the children’s will to search 
for traces of eruptions on the city’s territory, in the historic cen-
tre as well as in the countryside.
During the inspections they could still find traces of the lava that 
covered the city for 2/3 in 1794, discover the bell tower of the 
Basilica of santa Croce, half covered and visible for only two or-
ders, know the history of the church rebuilt with the the same 
hands of the torre del Greco people when, immediately after the 
eruption, led by the parish priest santo Vincenzo Romano, the 
whole city began to work to regain its land.
the other natural subject of torre del Greco is undoubtedly the 
sea. the history of the city bears witness to the secular bond 
that unites it since ancient times. the first documents referring 

i.C. “DON lOReNZO MilANi” - NAPOli
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to the Civitas, once a fief of the Carafa family, are 
the requests for dispensation from the incomes on 
coral fishing. the coral and its production, in fact, 
characterized the economy of the entire city for cen-
turies, making it famous all over the world thanks to 
skilled hands of its artisans, to a rare creative talent 
and a lively entrepreneurial ability that always cha-
racterized its inhabitants.
During the inspections and guided educational 
tours, students developed the idea of creating a 
sort of guide for their peers who wanted to visit 
the historic centre of their city. so they drew a map 
with a route that showed the most important mo-
numents, the most welcoming gardens, the most 
evocative views, but also the bars, ice cream par-
lors, the most famous pizza restaurants where you 
can stop for a brief restorative break or for a tasty 
street-food. this map became the back of a folding 
sheet that provided all the necessary information 
for a visit to the historic centre of torre del Greco.
We are sure that this educational path  contributed, 
in a decisive way, to fostering the growth of human 
and intellectual abilities of our students. We would 
like to educate the new generations to “inhabit the 
limit”,  as a border, as a place of our identity, but, 
which makes us more able to understand differen-
ces and interact with them, and at the same time.

Visit to the art High School “Degni” and to the School Museum:
a student of S.S.I. Don Milani illustrates the history of Torre
del Greco to the students of the S.S.I. Santagata of Portici

on the occasion of schooltwinning

i.C. “DON lOReNZO MilANi” - NAPOli

Visit to the Campanile and the Basilica of Santa Croce
of Torre del Greco, final meeting of the school twinning with

the S.S.I. Santagata of Portici 
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munIcIPalIty
oF trecaSe
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walkIng through trecaSe
to the rediscovery of the past

I.c. “D’angIò” - vIa veSuvIo - vIa carlo cattaneo, 35 - trecaSe (na)
www.IStItutocomPrenSIvotrecaSe.gov.It

Description of the project
For the third consecutive year, the D’Angiò Comprehensive 
institute - Via Vesuvio of trecase proudly participates in the  
Competition Citizens of the unesco site.
since the first edition the Competition has been a precious 
occasion to start, within the institute, an important path of 
recomposition of our historical-cultural identity and of reco-
very of the common roots.
students of the second and the third classes of the Junior 
High school, entering the path traced by their own little 
predecessors, were  initiated into the cult of collective me-
mory; they gradually acquired the awareness that in order 
to fully understand their present it is necessary to religiou-
sly preserve the memory of the past.
Accompanied to the discovery of the territory by the refe-
rent teachers, students added an important piece to the 
collective autobiography already traced in the previous 
school years.
the recovery of intergenerational dialogue, which, requiring 
slow and relaxed times, challenges the prevailing logic of 
frenetic living, allowed students to collect testimonies, me-
mories, stories and images of their community and to gain 
the awareness of the existence of an extraordinary tangible 
and intangible cultural heritage to be preserved and pas-
sed on to posterity.

The Institute Sancia D’Angiò was born as a junior high school 
between 1967-1968, when it begun autonomous from

the junior high school of Cardinal Prisco of Boscotrecase, 
which was a branch. from 2000-2001, according to the reform 

of school autonomy, the school becames a comprehensive 
institute. in 2015 the institute joined together with the school 

of Via Vesuvio, changing its name in D’Angiò- Via Vesuvio.
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the aims of the project
Re-educating students to the sense of historical time, stimulating 
the precious intergenerational dialogue, stimulating the sense of 
belonging, promoting the recovery of local memory and the re-
construction of the historical popular identity: these are the main 
educational aims that, this year too,  inspired our workshop acti-
vities.

The cemetery of trecase extends
on a surface of about 13000 sqm. 
On a tree-line avenue of cipresses
facing a lot of nobles chapels that

have a notable architectural
importance.

The sanctuary of “S. Maria delle Grazie
and S. Gennaro“ was born as a Chapel 
in the xVI Century. in 1587 become parish
church. it was consecrated
as diocesan Sanctuary
in September 2014.

i.C. “D’ANGiò” - tReCAse (NA)
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the methoD:
research of sources
To conduct their research, pupils have:
• Collected iconographic material
• Researched and collected written sources (such as deeds and 

documents)
• Acquired oral sources (in particular, interviews with the elderly, 

precious witnesses and custodians of the past) 
• Produced documentary films 
• Analyzed archaeological evidences on the territory (paying 

particular attention to rural architecture)

The cellar wine was the place used for the deposit
of wines or oil; what distinguished it from

the others was its further functions; it could
be used for the working of the earth products,

for their drainage or, even, as a stall.

When it was far from the water courses often it was 
expanded with a tank to collect the rain water.

i.C. “D’ANGiò” - tReCAse (NA)
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the cultural herItage
the discovery of the existence of an extraordinary intangible cul-
tural heritage to protect, to preserve and deliver to posterity pro-
vided the students  the opportunity for a completely new reading 
of their present and, at the same time, offered important food for 
thought on the future of territory.
the discovery that it was just a group of students of the junior 
high school sancia D’Angiò of trecase, who, in 1997, became pro-
moter at the municipal administration of the naming of a place 
of the town to the little sergio De simone, did not leave students 
indifferent; about  the identity of the little sergio and the reasons 
for the presence of this stele in the villa, students, erroneously 
fantasize on  the most disparate ideas.
Researches on this topic, on the other hand, gave back to the pre-
sent the traces of the extraordinary sensitivity of a group of stu-
dents who already risked, in a few time, to be crushed by oblivion.
sensibility that was, is and will be an example for everyone to 
reflect and understand that the past must not be forgotten.

A stele in memory of Sergio de Simone,
young innocent victim of the nazi atrocities

it is in the Municipal Villa of Trecase.

i.C. “D’ANGiò” - tReCAse (NA)
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envIronmental SenSItIvIty
The initiative of the Competition Citizens of the Unesco Site took the form of a valuable training experience, 
aimed at instilling in students the awareness of the importance of the protection of the artistic and cultural heri-
tage and, last but not least, of the environmental sensitivity.

The fertility of the territory
of Trecase is due to the Volca-
nic eruptions that happened 
during the centuries and 
thousands of years.
Following the cooling of lava 
and lapili, an extraordinary 
mineral stone is originated;
it releases in the soil some 
precious fertilizings that 
make the  earth’s products 
really unique.

In Trecase we produce the 
famous Wine Lacryma Christi.

i.C. “D’ANGiò” - tReCAse (NA)
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concluSIon
At the end of this extraordinary experience, students drew an interesting naturalistic - cultural itinerary. Of 
each stage, material or immaterial, each class produced a graphic design (brochure) that illustrates its essential 
aspects.

i.C. “D’ANGiò” - tReCAse (NA)
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PartIcIPantS
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For the muncIPalIty oF naPleS - munIcIPalIty 2

1. unIFIeD School Paolo borSellIno
 www.31borsellino@istruzione.it
 tItle: US ,CITIZENS OF THE UNESCO SITE - NATURE ...IN ART
 A district like you have never seen before
work Summary: the students of iC PAOlO BORselliNO, Primary and Junior High school, deepened the relationship between their district 
and the sea. the important role of the sea in the Neapolitan landscape has been analyzed through the paintings of the Posillipo school with 
a reading of all the elements still present in the contemporary age.
other materials: short film entitled: Pendino Market, A District like you have never seen before
School Principal Antonio saccone
Pupils: Primary and Junior High school students 
teachers: Maria Rosaria toso (coordinator), Carmela Cristiano, M.Rosaria esposito, Grazia saccarola

2. unIFIeD School D’aoSta Scura
 www.icdaostascura.it
 tItle: AIR, WATER, EARTH AND FIRE
work Summary: the primary elements are analyzed by pupils through myth, history and rediscovery of the territory. it emerges an ex-
traordinary wealth of suggestions that brings the mind of the city students back into nature, animated by stories, historical and scientific 
evidences
School Principal: eugenio tipaldi
Pupils: classes 3 B and 3 C
teachers: Francesca Avolio - Michele Quercia

For the muncIPalIty oF naPleS - munIcIPalIty 3

3. PublIc School For the hIgh School eDucatIon gIovannI caSellI  
 iNDustRY AND CRAFt FOR CeRAMiCs AND PORCellAiN PROFessiONAl sCHOOl 
 CHeMiCAl, MAteRiAls AND BiOteCHNOliGies PROFessiONAl sCHOOl, DesiGN ARt HiGH sCHOOl
 www.istitutocaselli.gov.it
 tItle: NOTEBOOKS OF ART; FROM THE GENTILE HILL TO THE   REAL PARK OF CAPODIMONTE
 AND THE  “REAL CAROLINA FACTORY”: POETRIES IN IMAGES FOR DISTRACTED WAYFARERS 
work Summary: through the districts of Capodimonte, sanità, Vergini, we tried to capture, out of the common places, the thousand minds 
of our city and its people: its great elegance, decadence, strength and fragility and finally the uniqueness. With the desire to capture a little 
bit of that beauty to make it the ours and to make it discover to who can no longer grasp its value, drawings and watercolors paintings record 
with quick strokes the impressions of our journey. students visited and described the Park of the Reggia di Capodimonte (Real Palace of  
Capodimonte) and, thanks to the sensitivity of  teachers, they went to discover and explore the internal places of the great Bourbon hunting 
reserve, places now protected but in a state of neglect, a third piece landscape where nature and history coexist in the almost total absence 
of interference with the contemporary life of the city.
other materials: neaPolItan-ItalIan gloSSary (in appendix)
School Principal: Valter luca De Bartolomeis
Pupils: classes 3lA/A e 3lA/B of the  High school of Arts
teachers stefania Andria, Maria teresa iervolino
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4. unIFIeD School nIcolInI - DI gIacomo - School DI gIacomo:
 www.icnicolinidigiacomo.it
 tItle: THE PARADISIELLO IN EARTH
work Summary: During the research students discovered in their neighborhoods, a reality unknown to them, namely the PARADisiellO, a 
green terraced area that  awakened their desire for nature. Classes dealt also with the themes of ecology, reasoning on the different dimen-
sions of their life context: the house, the neighborhood and the city. Walkings and interviews liven up the story.
School Pricipal  iolanda Manco
Pupils: classes i e of the school Di Giacomo
teachers: Antonietta Fierro e Angela Minolfi

5. 19° unIFIeD School ruSSo montale
 www.comprensivorussomontale.gov.it
 tItle: ITINERARY OF FIRE, ITINERARY OF SEA AND ITINERARY OF URBAN GREEN 
work Summary: the theme Nature - Culture becomes an opportunity to reflect on the close relationship that binds them, analyzing the rela-
tionship existing in our city. the class simulated a tourist accommodation proposal, identifying the most significant stages of the itineraries, 
trying to draw them, colour them or paint them, in order to identify the particular aspects to be exalted. subsequent researches deepened 
the historical contents of the places. Finally, the materials produced were used to create posters, brochures or advertising posters that show 
the three itineraries. the experience focused on developing the sense of belonging to the territory and of identity of pupils of nine classes of 
the unified school that participated in the project.
other mmaterials: posters , brochure or advertising billboards
School Principal: Daniela salzano 
Pupils: classes 1A,2A,3A,3C, 1F,2F,3F,1G,2G 
teacher:  Paola triunfo

For the muncIPalIty oF naPleS - munIcIPalIty 4

6. unIFIeD PublIc junIor hIgh School bovIo colletta
 www.icsboviocolletta.gov.it
 tItle: THE HISTORIC CENTRE OF NAPLES IN ITS MULTIETHNIC CHANGES 
work Summary: the visit to the multiethnic food market that takes place in the neighborhood, becomes the opportunity for an experimen-
tation for the cultural exchange between the multi-ethnic cross class students, opening spaces to the comparison between the experience of 
students who have different cultural backgrounds. inevitably, the exposed food arouses the curiosity of students who, in the face of unknown 
foods, perceive differences related to the places and their natural characteristics. As part of a reflection on the binomial Memory - Nature, the 
food put in relation with people, generates different uses and cultures, becomes intangible heritage, communicates tastes and sensibilities, 
records changes in customs and cultural contaminations, conveys communication and wellness strategies , becomes an easy pretext for 
sharing that breaks down barriers and preconceptions.
School Principal: Annarita Quagliarella 
Pupils: multiethnic cross classes 
teacher: Maria D’Aniello
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7. grammar hIgh School gIuSePPe garIbalDI
 www.liceoclassicogaribaldi.gov.it
 tItle: SAN GIOVANNI A CARBONARA: BETWEEN NATURE AND ART
work Summary: the visit to the monumental complex of san Giovanni a Carbonara, around the Aragonese Naples and in some way also of the 
contemporary one, offers a complex experience of a stratified cultural asset full of spirituality but also of everyday life contents. students under-
stood  the suggestive dialogue that unites the internal monumental environment and the external green spaces expressed in a “mirror” commu-
nication between the cultural result of decorative symbolism, frescoed narrations and the natural life that makes the present and the past close.
School Principal: emma Valenza
texts by pupils classes 1b: emma Adaggio, Federica Barbato, Gaia Barberio, Giulia Buffardi, Antonella Vittoria Cocozza, Mariafrancesca 
Correale, Renato Cuccillato, sara Di Prisco, Giada esposito, emilia Ferrarese, Francesco lombardi, Ciro Margheron, elena Martinelli, simone 
Moccardi, luigi Orlandi, salvatore schettino, elio sparano, Alessandra trombetta, Chiara Visco, Mario Zaccaro.
coordinator teachers: Chiara Arena e Maria Cenatiempo.

8. PublIc unIFIeD School mIraglIa-SoglIano
 www.miragliasogliano.gov.it
 tItle: THE HIDDEN GARDENS: ROUTES TO REDEEM HISTORICAL GARDENS TO VISIT
 THEM OR TO RETURN TO THE CITY AS EQUIPPED PARKS
work Summary: students, led by teachers, made an itinerary in the historic center to rediscover the green spaces hidden by high walls and 
facades of buildings. in their district they point out the presence of many monumental annexed cloisters,  indispensable to the monastic life 
in the ancient and historical city. the itinerary is given back in brochures and in a map with an easy route for tourists and Neapolitan people. 
With a critical sense, they integrate the route with the  places where projects are planned for the construction of new green spaces equipped 
for play and sport, which they would like to see realized.
School Principal: Giuseppina Florio
Pupils classes: i H e i C
teachers: Daniela tiso, Barbara Olivieri

munIcIPalIty oF herculaneum

9. unIFIeD School De curtIS - ungarettI
 www.ic3decurtisungaretti.gov.it
 tItle: TRADITIONS AND PRODUCTS FROM SAN VITO – HERCULANEUM
work Summary: the subject matter concerned specifically the nature and culture of the territory, therefore the students’ attention and 
the work  were channeled towards the rediscovery of the rural culture, in particular that linked to the locality of  “san Vito” in Herculaneum , 
where the most of  students live and where the school “G. ungaretti “,they attend, is located..
School Principal stefania Montesano
Pupils classes 1 a: Nicola Alfieri, emiliana Cozzolino, Agostino Cuomo, Miriam Gallottti, Rebecca Pagano, Daniele Pizzuti, Alessia scognami-
glio, silvia scognamiglio
teachers: Mario Nocerino e Roberto Marrapodi

10. junIor hIgh School- ettore IaccarIno
 www.scuolaiaccarino.it
 tItle: “ERCO-BIKE” A WALKING BIKE TOUR BETWEEN NATURE , ART AND FOOD
work Summary: Drawings and photos that testify to the multidisciplinary work of students: a planning of a cultural itinerary by bike from the 
Real Palace of Portici to the Villa Favorita Park; a project of a lunch box to contain the agricultural products of the territory of Herculaneum; 
studies on the theme of food and on the villas of the “Golden Mile”.
School Principal: luca De simone
Pupils classes: 2A, 2D, 2F
teachers: tiziana Gianani, Maria Cira Palomba, santa sannolo, simona De simone
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11. unIFIeD School IovIno - Scoltellaro
 www.iovinoscotellaro.gov
 tItle: WE ARE THE VESUVIUS! TO THE REDISCOVERY OF THE RAILWAY PUGLIANO-VESUVIO
work Summary: After the fires of the summer 2017, having noticed the interest and natural curiosity of students about what happened a 
few  hundred metres from them,  we suggested them  to build a route between art and nature; it was an unmissable opportunity to take in 
charge “our” Vesuvius. Discovering the technologies that allowed tourists to reach the crater, students became aware of a piece of forgotten 
history.
School Principal Antonio todisco
Pupils classes  i A - D - H - l and ii A
teachers: M.G. Polichetti and F. Accardo (coordinators) professors: A.P. Amante, , M.V. Botta, Cefariello, Costabile, D. Giordano, Pecoraro, Pi-
sciotta, scala, t. sorrentino, tamaio, e. tudda, Velotti

munIcIPalIty oF PomPeII

12. unIFIeD School matteo Della corte
 www.matteodellacorte.gov.it
 tItolo: WALKING...INTO WELLNESS
work Summary: Fom the point of view of the theme proposed by the Competition Citizens of the uNesCO site, starting from the relation-
ship between “nature and culture”, it was decided to present an itinerary that had at its basis the “communication”, understood in its broa-
dest meaning. exploring the everyday life of the ancient Pompeii people, imagining how the life of former men could take place, “strolling” 
with them, “listening” to their chatter and “living” their hobbies, in short to understand the relationship between man and his environment. 
the primary objective was to sensitize and excite students to the immense heritage that characterizes their living environment, a precious 
resource of the territory to be preserved and protected. students,  led by their teachers, showed that, if properly stimulated, they can get 
excited and look at culture with different eyes.
School Principal: Maria Neve tarantino
Pupils delle classes i-ii-iii  D
teacher Marcella Monzo
 
13. unIFIeD School ameDeo maIurI
 www.scuolamaiuripompei.it
 tItle: THE ART OF PERFUMES IN POMPEII: A SCENT OF PAST TIMES.
Sahort Film Summary: the inspiring idea of the short film, is that of a narration set in the garden of the perfumer where the perfumes are 
“heard”, “smelt” and we amiably discussed on the night of  October 24th of 79.A.D. With the eruption of Vesuvius and the telluric move-
ments the bottle with the precious content escapes from the hands and falls, the sky becomes leaden and soon after a blanket of ash covers 
everything. On October 24th 2018, a school went on a school trip to the Pompeii excavations. During the journey they find a bottle that 
smells of rose ...
other materials: Ceramic reproductions of ancient pompeii balsamaries (toilet bottles) and unguentaries ( ointment holders) and a digital 
guide on the art of perfumes.
School Principal: Maria Rosaria Murolo
Pupils classes iii A B C G H i l M
teachers: Paola Pallone and Maria longobardi, director Alfonso Balzano.
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14. PublIc hIgh School e. PaScal
 www.liceopascalpompei.it
 tItolo: THE SARNO RIVER AND ITS MYSTERIES
work Summary: the project arises from a reflection born through an exchange of opinions with our students, who live near the river of 
sarno or who travel daily on their side to go to school or to the city centre. in all of them, there was a strong discomfort in travelling the areas 
bordering the river; from this a conviction  matured that it is possible to realize and facilitate experiences that help children to know the ter-
ritory as a space of life that is not only social but also natural.
School Principal: Fiorenzo Gargiulo
Pupils classes i C in collaboration with iii A (art course) and iV C iii classes (human sciences course)
teachers: Antonietta Gaudino and Antonella Pacilio

munIcIPalIty oF PortIcI

15. unIFIeD School leonarDo Da vIncI-comeS D.m.
 www.davincicomes.gov.it
 tItle: THE COLOURS OF THE SEA: FROM THE REAL SITE OF PORTICI TO THE GRANATELLO PORT 
work Summary: students involved in the project are 18 years old and belong to different classes (first, second and third) of the Junior High 
school. each student chose to realise a painting that reproduced a monument of his city. the materials used were: canvas , pencils and 
tempera.
School Principal Fabiana esposito
Pupils from the painting lab.
teacher: Rossana laratta

16. unIFIeD School Santagata
 www.icsantagatamoscati.gov.it
 tItle: PORTICI FROM THE SEA TO THE “MOUNT”- THE RECOVERY OF NATURE IN THE TERRITORY
work Summary: After a reflection on the relationship between nature - man and culture in the territory of Portici, students  identified a 
sea - mountain route, between Vesuvius and the coast, imagining that they can propose it to a foreign friend to show him their life context. 
From the sea to Mount Vesuvius, the itinerary starts from the Granatello Bourbon Port to touch in order: the station, the Villa d’elboeuf, 
the scientific pole of  enea, the zoological station Dohrn and the sanctuary of san Pasquale, going up the lower wood, the path ends at the 
Reggia (Real palace), with the MusA, museological centre, and the Botanical Garden belonging to the university Department of Agricultural 
sciences. A specific path of knowledge is addressed to the Vesuvius National Park.
School Principal: elysena Vigilante
Pupils classes i C, ii D, ii F, ii M, iii N
teachers: Angela Marzia sannino (representative). teachers: Adele Anastasio, Claudia Buonomo, Maurizio Colombo, Assunta D’Acunzo, lu-
igia Fico, Margherita Flauto, Maria Generoso, Annabella lullo, Anna Marchetiello, Annalaura Marino, Maria teresa Panico, Anna Pica, silvana 
Rizzo, emilia scognamiglio
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munIcIPalIty oF San gIorgIo a cremano

17. unIFIeD School maSSaIa
 www. ic2massaia.gov.it
 tItle: HISTORIC AND NATURALISTIC ITINERARY IN THE VESUVIAN VILLAS
work Summary: in una prima fase, gli studenti hanno studiato e approfondito, attraverso lezioni multimediali, le ville vesuviane del loro 
territorio dal punto di vista storico, artistico e naturalistico. tra le ville analizzate hanno scelto di concentrare la loro attenzione su villa Bruno 
e Villa Vannucchi, importanti residenze storiche presenti nel Comune di san Giorgio a Cremano. la fase operativa si è articolata in diversi 
laboratori svolti in sede e sul territorio, finalizzata alla produzione di elaborati grafico-pittorici e di maquettes. 
in a first phase, the students studied and deepened, through multimedia lessons, the Vesuvian villas of their territory from the historical, 
artistic and naturalistic point of view. Among the analyzed villas have chosen to focus their attention on Villa Bruno and Villa Vannucchi, 
important historical residences in the Municipality of san Giorgio a Cremano. the operational phase was divided into several laboratories 
carried out on site and in the territory, aimed at the production of graphic-pictorial works and of maquettes.
School Principal: Vincenzo De Rosa
Pupils classes 3A 3B 3G 1G 2G 1i
teachers: Davide Nacar (representative). Fulvia iovine.

munIcIPalIty oF terzIgno

18. hIgh School StrIano terzIgno
 www.isisstrianoterzigno.gov.it
 tItle: ITINERARY IN THE CULTURAL LANDSCAPE OF TERZIGNO
work Summary: the itinerary has the intent to bring to the attention of the visitor some landscape and cultural aspects of the territory of 
terzigno. the activities carried out aimed at enhancing the Vesuvian area, with particular attention to fauna and flora, typical local products 
and socio-anthropological aspects, in order to highlight the relationship between man and the environment. the studenys researches  star-
ted from the etymology of the name terzigno, closely related to the presence of Vesuvius. the knowledge and importance of the protection 
of the landscape and cultural heritage were the primary objectives of the work. Final products of the multidisciplinary activities were a bro-
chure in form of a guide and a power point presentation translated into english and spanish.
School Principal: Rosario Cozzolino
some pupils of the third and fourth classes of science, Human sciences and language High school of terzigno
teachers: Rosaria Bonifacio, prof.ssa elvira sbarra.

munIcIPalIty oF torre annunzIata

19. unIFIeD School gIacomo leoParDI
 www.comprensivoleopardi.gov.it
 tItle: OPLONTIS BETWEEN NATURE AND CULTURE
work Summary: children and young students of leopardi school of torre Annunziata guide us to discover  Villa of Poppea and, above all, 
its magnificent paintings. students realized posters, artefacts, videos, photos, dramas both on the Mediterranean diet and on what they 
studied on the Villa of Poppea
School Principal: Antonella D’urzo
Pupils primary school 3A, 5 years old (school MuRAt), 3A, 3B, 3C, 5 years old (school CAVOuR), primary school 1A, 1B, 1C, 1D (school Ca-
vour), 3A, 3B. 3C, 3D (school Cavour), 1A (school MuRAt), classes the first and the second A, B, C, D of the Junior High school
teachers: Adele Basciano, Rosalia Buo, Anna Caputo, Daniela Cirillo, Giovanna De Falco, Annamaria Di somma, Antonia Grimaldi, Annalisa 
Magagnotti, Annunziata Palmieri, emma Papa, Maria Villani
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20. unIFIeD School ParInI - rovIglIano
 www.parinirovigliano.gov.it/newsite/
 tItle: THE SARNO RIVER: STORY OF A GOD WHO BECOMES MAN
work Summary: the route offers a reconstruction of the history of the sarno river, once cited by poets and writers and depicted as a god 
in the ancient iconographic sources, today sadly known as the most polluted river in europe. through some  interviews conducted with the 
elderly  and the inhabitants of the neighborhood,  students were able to gather the testimonies of a not too far  past in which the river was 
still a pleasant place and record the hardships and daily difficulties of those who live along the river today.
other materials: illustrative dashboard, Power Point, interviews.
School Principal: Mariantonietta Zeppetella Del sesto
Pupils classes ii A, ii B, ii e
teachers: laura Giuliano, sonia Palazzo

21. PublIc junIor hIgh School gIovannI PaScolI
 www.mediapascoli.gov.it
 tItolo: FROM THE VESUVIUS TO THE SEA: NATURE, LANDSCAPES,PERFUMES
 AND TASTES IN THE ANCIENT VESUVIAN VILLAS.
work summary: with the workshop “Officina oplontina, the science of perfume” students experimented with the ancient art of the perfu-
mer. the research starts from the discovery of ointments and perfumes in the House of the Perfumer and the House of Vetii in Pompeii and 
in the Villa of Poppea in Oplontis and then investigates some various aspects such as the creation of ointments little bottles and balsamari 
(battles for balsams), the study of vegetation depicted in frescoes and the literary testimonies that narrate the customs of the time and 
reveal some ancient recipes.
School Principal: Daniela Flauto
Pupils classes i N, i O e iii N of the Junior High school
teachers: Anna Guida and Giovanna squitieri

munIcIPalIty oF torre Del greco

22. PublIc grammar School gaetano De bottIS uneSco School 2016
 local ,natIonal anD InternatIonal network
 www.liceoclassicodebottis.gov.it
 tItle: IN THE SHADOWS OF VESUVIUS - THE NEW VESUVIAN PEOPLE: “LET’S DO IT SOON” 
work summary: students developed a complex reflection on their territory, creating an itinerary focused on the many archaeological and 
artistic emergencies in torre del Greco and on their state of conservation, but also on the landscape and on the men work. the common 
thread of the work was “the odorata (scented) broom” recalled from the leopardian residence of Villa delle Ginestre, with a path that expan-
ded itself to discover the agricultural food excellences of the present witnessed by the frescoes of the antiquity. the itinerary closes with a 
reflection on the responsibility of the current inhabitants to preserve all this cultural richness.
School Principal: letizia spagnuolo
Pupils some students of the languistic and Grammar High school
teachers: Pia D’Alessandro, Raffaele Capano
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23. unIFIeD School Don lorenzo mIlanI 
 uneSco  School 2016 - local, natIonal anD InternatIonal network
 www.settimodonmilani.gov.it
 tItle: WELCOME FRIENDS ! AN ITINERARY FOR YOUNG TOURISTS IN TORRE DEL GRECO
work Summary: Within a broader perspective of Citizenship education, the project aimed to guide young people to know their territory in a 
direct and playful way through the research, the investigation and the exploration of the place in which they live about their cultural, natural 
and ecological heritage. undisputed protagonists of the work, the Vesuvius and the sea, lead students to identify the theme “inhabiting the 
limit” as the capacity to understand and interact with differences and diversities.
School Principal Margherita Contesso
Pupils classes ii A, ii B, ii C.
teachers: Caterina Ascione, Ciro spagnuolo, Carmela Falanga

munIcIPalIty oF trecaSe

21. unIFIeD School D’angIò - vIa veSuvIo
 www.istitutocomprensivotrecase.gov.it
 tItle: WALKING THROUGH TRECASE TO THE REDISCOVERY OF THE PAST
work Summary: the experience was aimed at instilling in students the awareness of being the actors of the protection of the artistic, cul-
tural and environmental heritage and it interprets this purpose through a narration of  of the country history with the aim of passing on 
memory. At the end of the experience, students drew a naturalistic-cultural itinerary illustrating, for each stage, material or immaterial values 
or excellences, in a brochure.
School Principal Agata esposito
Pupils of the second and the third classes of the Junior high school
teachers: lorella Giannattasio (coordinator), elisabetta Gentile, Maria di lauro, Rosa Maiorino Balducci, Maddalena Venturino – musical 
advice by Maria Pia Granato
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aPPenDIX 
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gloSSary
neapolitan- Italian
and other expressions of the neapolitan tradition
by the Class: III LA / A 
with the teacher of English language 
and culture Maria Teresa Iervolino

“Beauty will save the world”
F. Dostoevskij

the present work, without presumption of completeness, is the result of an interdisciplinary study on 
some terms of the Neapolitan dialect. the work is divided into two sections; the first part is a word list 
with the explanation of some terms of the dialect and their etymological derivation; the second one is 

instead a glossary in which in addition to the explanation and the etymology of the term examined, the use and 
the reália which it derives from (the word  reália derives from medieval latin and means “real things”). On the 
other hand, reália, in the science of translation, are words that denote objects, concepts and phenomena typical 
of a specific culture. For this reason they do not have a precise correspondences in other languages). the work 
will be accompanied by pencil or watercolor drawings illustrating the recurring themes (tòpoi ) of the Parthepean 
popular culture. the realization of this work is an attempt to support the proposal of the city of Naples to uNe-
sCO to recognize the Neapolitan language as an intangible asset of humanity.
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abbàsce = Adverb, down,downstairs. From the spanish “abajo / a baix” (pronounced a bash) and from the latin Catalan “abaixo”.
addò =  Adverb, where, to where, everywhere. From the spanish “donde”.    
ajére = Adverb, yesterday. From the spanish “ayer”.
ammuina = Feminine noun, deafening noise, confusion. From the Catalan “amoïnar”. 
arteteca = Feminine noun, the term indicates restlessness, agitation, continuous movements. it derives from the latin word 
“arthritic”a which can be associated with the “rheumatic fever” (arthritic), a widespread disease, especially among children, until 
the end of the second World War and now considerably diminished thanks to the use of antibiotics. the pathology affects, inter 
alia, the joints, in fact one of its manifestations is the “Còrea minor” (Dance of san Vito) that leads the patient to make involun-
tary movements, fast, jerky, repetitive and uncoordinated.
auciélle = Masculine noun,bird. From latin “avicellum”.
bisciù = Masculine noun, jewel, precious thing. From the French “bijoux”.
blé = Neuter Adjective,Blue. From French “bleu”.
blecche = Masculine noun, asphalt for insulation. From english “black”.
buàtta = Feminine noun, it is a tin, a can containing tomato sauce, jam, etc ... From French “boîte”.
buttéglia = Feminine noun bottle. From French “bouteille”.
cacciuttiello = Masculine noun, it indicates a puppy and derives from the spanish “cachorro” (puppy, baby dog) which derives, 
in turn, from the latin, “catulus” who has the same meaning. Many times, the term is used to define a submissive or even servile 
person who follows, often even physically, another one.
cagat’= Feminine noun, from Catalan/Aragonese “cagada” that means Faeces,excrements 
càntaro/cantaro = Masculine noun, cylindrical clay vase, which was used before the current sanitary facilities, chamber pot. 
From the ancient Greek “khantaros”.
canzo = Masculine noun, time (for semantic translation: chance-possibility, occasion, e ramm ‘o
canze, give me time). From the French “chace”.
capaddozio = Masculine noun, head of the twelve people (of the common council); boss, important exponent. From the spa-
nish “capataz”.
calimma = Feminine noun, with the use of the term “calimma” we refer to something that emanates a bad smell or to a fetid, 
smelly person. the calimma is defined as “sfracatumma” or “zozzimma” that means filthiness. From the Portuguese, Catalan, 
spanish “calina”.
cape ‘e zì viciénze = Adjective, that means without proprerty or masculine noun, pauper, destitute person. From latin, “caput 
sine census” (which referred to the classification of all those who, having no goods of any kind, were counted on the basis of the 
only natural person).
cazetta = Masculine noun, sock (for women, the sock for men is called cazettino). From French “chaussette”.
cerasa = Feminine noun, cherry. From latin ”cerasum”.
crisommola (cresommola) = Feminine noun, apricot. From Greek “chrysoun melon”=golden fruit.
cucchiàra = Feminine noun,spoon. From spanish “cuchara”.
cu’ mmiche (co’ con me mmiche) = Complement, with me. From spanish/Portuguese/ “con migo/comigo”.
curreja = Feminine noun, belt. From spanish “correa”.
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cu’ ttiche (co’ con te ttiche) = Complement, with you. From spanish/Portuguese/ “con tigo”.
Drincà (trincà) = transitive verb, to drink. From the ancient German language “trinkan”.
Faccera = Feminine noun, indicates a person who is false, insincere, ambiguous, capable of assuming a false expression and a 
false behavior in every occasion. the term means “mask” and probably derives from the old French “facière” clearly linked to 
the latin “facies” (latin vol. Fàcia, face). “Faccèra” is used with the same meaning also in sicily, while in trentino Val di Fassa the 
“Faciere” (faces carved in wood) are traditional masks.
Fenèsta = Feminine noun, window.From latin “fenestra”.
Folche = Adjective, adaptation of folk. From english “folk”. Folk music is music of the people passed down from generation to 
generation and has all the cultural characteristics of a people. 
Furchétta = Feminine noun, fork. From French “fourchette”.
gnernò = interjection, “signornò, ”mister, sir”. From French “signeurnon”.
guaglione1 = Masculine noun, the word even if accepted in all the dictionaries, was born in Naples and then, from here, transmi-
grated, like so many other words such as “Camorra” and “Guappo”. With the term “guaglione” (boy) we indicate the adolescent 
of about 10 years old, who choses the road as a place of his own reign in whose bright noise,he has fun, he plays, and perhaps 
he lends his small and helpful work for the purpose of making small gain: ‘or guaglione d’e servizie, ‘o guaglione’ e puteca (stable 
boy) when we talk about of a young man who started a more or less permanently paid job. therefore, with the term “guaglione” 
in Naples we don’t indicate a child, which is properly said: “criaturo” (little boy) or also “ninno” or “nennillo” and (when he is very 
young) also “anema ‘e Dio” (soul of God).
1For what it concerns the etymology, the issue is very complicated, having the word triggered the imagination of the most im-
portant philologists. in fact the most desperate hypotheses have been advanced during the time and today, it is very difficult to 
arrive to a good linguistic answer.
a - We began, “temporibus illis”(in those times), to refer to the ancient Greek language “kallos, kallion”: beauty, graceful, with the 
presumption, perhaps, that  the “guaglione” should be graceful, but anyone can realize that it was a claim not supported by any 
documentary evidence.
guallara = Feminine noun, hernia. From the Arabic language “wadara”.
guappo = Adjective,  bully, aggressive. From spanish “guapo”.
Intrasatta = Adverb, unexpected, sudden. From latin “intra res acta”.
jacuvella = Neutral adjective, in the Middle Ages, in France, the peasants were called,by the nobles with contempt “Jacques 
Bonhomme” “Giacomo Buonuomo” name that meant “simpleton, dumb”. the simple peasant became during the years the 
hero of many pieces of the French comedy theatre, very known by us too and the name Jacque, Giacomo, was Neapolitanized in 
Jacovo, Jacovello (Giacometto). the term “Jacuvella”, therefore, lost the meaning of simpleton plot, of subterfuge devoid of cun-
ning, inconclusive “back and forth”, cialtroneria (ineptitude). From the same origin takes the name “Coviello” Neapolitan mask of 
the Commedia dell’Arte (Art Commedy) borned as supporter of Pulcinella.
Lacerta = Feminine noun,lizard. From latin “lucerta/ae”.
Lardiare = Feminine noun, comes from the verb “lardïa” from “lardo”(lard), which is from the latin lardu (m) / lardu (m): the layer 
of subcutaneous fat of the pig. A similar expression that indicates: to give someone a large number of serious, painful pumme-
lings. today it is still understood in this way, but originally it resumed the ancient habit of the viceregal epoch (from 1503 to 
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1688) for which it was granted to the worst mob that led to the path of a condemned man to death to the gallows, to intensify 
the suffering of the unhappy person with spitting, beatings, tearing of the fleshes with burning tongs and above all burns made 
with the use of pieces of boiling lard (from which lardiata) that were thrown on the body of the condemned; from this barbaric 
custom, by extension the term “lardïata” passed to mean “solemn pummeling”.
Lassàre (Lassà) = transitive verb,to leave, to abandon, to allow. From latin “laxare”.
b - We also thought that the term “guaglione” could always derive from the Greek, but from the word gala = milk.
c - equally not acceptable it seems to be the option expressed by the very great Rholfs, who approaches the word “guaglione” 
to “ guagnone” namely: he who cries.
D - the hypotheses to be rejected are those that draw in latin words: “qualus” = basket and “qualis” =  such as, terms that are 
clearly ineffective with respect to the substance of our “guaglione”. We remember, in this respect, the famous song “Guaglione” 
brought to success at the Naples Film Festival by Aurelio Fierro and internationally proposed again by Dalidà.
léngua = Feminine noun, tongue but language as well . From spanish/ Provençal  “lengua”.
mammà = Feminine noun, mother, mum. From spanish “mamá”.
manana = Feminine noun, morning. From spanish “mañana”.
mariuolo = Masculine noun, Marius is defined as a thief, a crook, the one who is devoted to the continuous theft and to actions 
that are not strictly legal, but not only. even those who does not do theft can be called mariuolo, but could be  dishonest in the 
soul and in life. in a joking tone, ‘o mariuolo can also be a naughty or lively boy. there is no shortage of bizarre ways of saying 
such as “tene ‘or mariuolo’ ncuorpo”,( to have something to hide) or to hide a secret so big as to feel profoundly guilty. the ety-
mology of the term is uncertain, it is assumed that it derives from the ancient French adjective mariol (furbacchione)( a very 
cunning person), and from the Greek margiólos (astute, clever, etc.) or from the spanish words marraio / marrullero (cheater, 
brat). instead the linguist Carlo Battisti argues that it is much more probable and certain that the word goes back to the latin 
word mareolo. What is certain is that mariuolo is a Neapolitan term that has existed for centuries, from a period between the 
end of the 18th century and the beginning of the 19th century.
mesàle =  Feminine noun, large tablecloth for dining table. From the ancient Greek   “misalion”.
micciariélle = Feminine noun, matchstick. From spanish “mechero”.
mola = Feminine noun, molar tooth. From latin “mola”.
morra = Feminine noun, pile, a large number of things. From spanish “morra”.
muccature (moccaturo, maccaturo) = Masculine noun, handkerchief, neckerchief. From Catalan “mocador”.
muglìera = Feminine noun, wife. From spanish “mujer”. 
mustacce = Masculine noun, moustache. From French “moustache”. 
nenna = Feminine noun, little girl. From spanish  “neña”. 
ninne = Masculine noun, little boy, From spanish “niño”.
nippule = Masculine noun, nipple, even hair, filament of wool or cotton. From english “nipple”
nzerràre (nzerrà) = transitive verb, to block, to close doors and windows by locks or clasps
From spanish “cerrar”.
nziria = Feminine noun, from latin “insidiae”, derivation of” insidere” that is to stay above, to stay still on (and therefore to stop), 
composed by “ in” and “sidere” or to  sit. it indicates, especially for children, a particular state of mind manifested with stubborn 
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attitude, apparently unmotivated cries, whims, whimpers and laments. ex: Piglià ‘a’ nziria; tené ‘a’ nziria. (to throw a trantrum).
o’ patapat’ ‘e ll’acqua = heavy storm. it comes from the ancient Greek “parapatto”.
o’ patapat’ de mazzate = countless punches. it comes from the ancient Greek “parapatto”.
Pàccare = Masculine noun, slap and  type of pasta in the form of a large tube too. From the ancient Greek π full e hand.
Papéle papéle = Adverb, slowly or clearly. From the ancient Greek “papos”.
Papiéllo = Masculine noun, a very long document. From spanish “papel”.
Pastenaca = Feminine noun, carrot. From latin/ Greek “pastinaca”.
Pazziàre (pazzejare, pazzià, pazzeà) = transitive verb, to play a game. From the classic Greek “pàizein”.
Peliénto = Masculin adjective , sloppy, dull, emaciated, skinny. From spanish “peliento”.
Pesòne = Masculine noun, rented. From the vernacular latin “pesionem”.
Petrusino (petrosino) = Masculine noun,parsley. From the ancient Greek “petroselinon”.
Pica = Feminine noun, penis. Dallo spagnolo “picha”.
Piglià père = transitive verb, to burst into flames. From Greek π (fire).
Polla = Feminine noun, penis. From spanish “polla”.
Prena = Feminine adjective, pregnant. term comes from the english “pregnant”, that means the same.
Prèssa = Feminine noun, hurry.From latin “pressare”.
Puorc = Masculine noun, pig, dirty man,dishonest man. From spanish”puerco”.
Purtuàllo = Masculine noun, orange. From Greek “portokàlos”.
Puteca (poteca) = Feminine noun, shop,small store. From latin “apotheca” and from Greek “apothèke”.
ràggia = Feminine noun, rage. From French “rage”.
rammàglie = Feminine noun,damage, loss. From French“dommage”.
riggiòla = Feminine noun, terracotta tile for flooring, brick. From Catalan “rajola”.
rilòrgie = Masculine noun,watch. From spanish “reloj” and from Catalan “rellotage”.
Sarviétta = Feminine noun, towel, table napkin. From French “serviette” and from spanish “servilleta”.
Scartellato = Masculine noun, hunchback. it derives from the Greek “kartos” andit  was, for the inhabitants of the ancient Nea-
polis, the “basket”: the scartellato (the hunchback) is, at least etymologically, identifiable with the “bearer of the basket”.
Curved under his excessive weight, he could develop the typical humpback that today is the symbol of luck and good fortune. 
in Neapolitan culture it has the important function of driving away the evil eye and to give luck to those who touch it . His role 
is so important that he even appears, with the number 57, in the Neapolitan smorfia that is the Book of the Dreams. His figure 
is frequently associated with another typical object of the  popular culture: the horn, another essential superstitious symbol.
Sciuscià = transitive verb. From english “shoe-shine”.
Sechenenza = Feminine adjective, thing of low value and low quality. From english “second hand”.
Sèggia = Feminine noun, chair. From spanish “silla”.
Semmàna = Feminine noun, week and weekly salary of the workmen. From spanish “semana”.
Sguarràre (sguarrà) = transitive verb, to open, to rip, to tear. From spanish “desgarrar”. From German language “skerran”. From 
Provencal language “esquirar”.
(‘e) sguìncio = Adverbial term, crosswise. it is the typical movement of those who move or act in a non-linear way, but in oblique. 
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the etymology is uncertain; it could derive from the ancient French “guenchir” (from which also today’s “de guingois”), 
which means to proceed obliquely, or from the Germanic “slimb”, which means “oblique”.
Spantecà = irregular intransitive verb, means wishing, spasimating, craving something or someone to be physically and 
morally ill. it derives from the latin ex-panticare formed by e = “from, out of” and “panticare” which in turn derives from 
the noun pantex, belly; so a feeling that comes from the belly. A further explanation is found in the analogous term in the 
Catalan pantejar: Movements produced by the tiring breathing that make the belly and chest come and go. Panting. the 
same origin for the other Neapolitan term, “pànteco” that indicates a state of general malaise due to a great fear or to an 
intoxication, especially food.
Sparadrappo = Masculine noun, patch,plaster. From spanish “esparadrapo”, from French f “sparadrap” and from e dal 
Catalan “esparadrap”.
Sparagn à = intransitive verb, to save money, to spend wisely. From French “épargne”.
tamarre = Masculine adjective, boor,uncivilised. From Arabic language “al-tamar” (arabic merchant of dates).
tavúto = Masculine noun, the term  is usually used to indicate a tomb, a coffin. While, in some cases it is used to 
refer to large drawers and / or furniture. From spanish / Catalan / Arabic “ataúd / taüt”.
tècchete = irregular verb,  here’s to you. From english “take it”, From latin “tecum”.
tèsta = Feminine noun, vase to cultivate flowers. From latin “testa”.
tirabbusciò = Masculine noun, crockscrew. From French “tire-bouchon”.
travaglie = Masculine noun, work. From spanish “trabajo”.
trincà = irregular verb, to drink alcohol , to get drunk. From the ancient German language “trinkan”.
vaiassa = Mentre nella lingua italiana si è trasformato in ‘bagascia’ nel senso di ‘meretrice’ nella lingua napoletana 
ha assunto un significato diverso e cioè quello di donna sguaiata, volgare nell’aspetto, nei modi e nel linguaggio, 
pronta all’alterco e alla platealità. Feminine noun, it comes from the Arabic “bagasch” which means ‘servant of the 
house’ and this was the first meaning in the Neapolitan vocabulary, so that in the 17th century Giulio Cesare Corte-
se wrote the heroicomic poem “la vajasseide” which narrates the vicissitudes of love of some Neapolitan servants. 
While in the italian language the term ‘bagascia’ turned into the sense of  ‘prostitute’, in the Neapolitan language 
took a different meaning, namely that of a vulgar woman, vulgar in appearance, in her attitudes and language, 
ready to dispute and theatrical behaviours. 
vrenzola = Feminine adjective, it indicates a woman (but also a man: vrinzolo), sloppy and bedly dressed, a rag, 
and by extension a vulgar woman in her attitudes and her way of speaking. the etymology can be related to “Brin-
dolo, brendolo, brenciolo” (shred) coming from the latin bràndeum which means piece of cloth, of canvas. today 
the term “vrenzola” is also used to refer to women, and above all girls, from “trash” clothing (even if super designer 
clothing) and from the vulgar attitudes and language. A curiosity: even in tuscany it is used to define “brendolone” 
who is usually sloppy and shabby. We remember the expression “’na vrenzola e parola”, to allude to the meaning of 
“rag” or, ephemeral word.
zéngare = Masculine adjective, gypsy. From latin “tzengaris”.
zìmmaro = Masculine noun, billy goat, beak, harpsichord . From Greek “chimmàros”.
zoccola = Feminine noun, rat, mouse, prostitute.From spanish/Catalan/latin “zorra”.

TRANSLATED BY PAOLA FALCI
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centro StorIco DI naPolI e buFFer zone
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aree archeologIche DI PomPeI,
ercolano e torre annunzIata
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